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Abstract
Intraoperative surgery has created a need to develop new kinds of surgical tools. Also, the
development of imaging techniques and devices has precipitated the need. Robotics plays an
increasingly important role in surgery. A robot can yield better accuracy, smaller movements and, as
a result, a faster healing process than a normal operation would require for recovering and healing
larger cuts in the human body. Magnetic resonance imaging, MRI, is one of the safest imaging
techniques, and it has excellent soft tissue contrast. In the last few years, MRI has become a more
frequently-used technique in the intraoperative surgery, such as the biopsy. Brain biopsies in
particular are easier to perform by the help of MRI.
When designing a robot, or any other mechatronic device, for an MR environment, it becomes
vital to consider its appropriateness, i.e., electric and magnetic compatibility with MRI. The latter is
a notion related to the surgical procedure and the magnetic field being applied. It implies that
instrumentation has to be more compatible with MR in higher magnetic fields.
In this study, an MR-compatible robot was developed to work inside open MRI equipment. The
MR compatibility of the robot was evaluated, using the testing method evolved during the study. The
method helps select the suitable material and parts for mechatronic devices operating under MRI.
Most notably, this work also devised and introduced new types of sensors to achieve better MR
compatibility of the equipment.
As a result of this research, a suitable material was developed for the robot's body as well as for
the sensors, actuators and tools. Furthermore, it was deduced that some sensors and the control system
when powered can not be used in the MR scanner at all. A further result was that the movement of a
robotic arm does not disturb image quality in any way.
The testing method developed in this research helps address the compatibility issues arising from
the use of any device that works in MRI. The testing method can be used for magnetic fields of
different strengths. The robot and the control parts constructed in the research were tested under a
0.23-T open MRI scanner. The results show which materials and fibre optics provide a highly MR
compatible solution for an MRI environment. The results also show that normal electric motors can
not be driven close to the magnetic field while imaging.

Keywords: MR compatible, MR testing, robot
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Intraoperative imaging has created a need to develop medical equipment that fulfils the
requirements of different imaging methods. The most important methods are X-ray, CT,
ultrasound and MRI, especially in the field of surgery. Imaging environments are
demanding, and they strongly affect the design of the equipment used in them. The
development of different X-ray and magnetic resonance imagers has been very fast. The
growth in resolution and separation ability has made operations possible during imaging.
3-D imaging gives very realistic images of the human body while the tool is being
controlled inside a given space, by following the image coordinates. MR-guided
procedures, intraoperative imaging and minimally invasive surgery are being increasingly
used, because they bring reliability, accuracy and safety to operations done by means of
the imaging devices. (Ojala 2002)
Different imagers can be used as tools to control a surgical instrument intraoperatively.
An important benefit of MRI is that it does not affect any ionizing radiation dose to the
patient. For example, computed tomography (CT) is an X-ray-based imager giving a high
ionizing radiation dose. The precision of modern magnetic resonance imagers has grown
all the time, and the same thing has also happened to the ultrasound equipment.
Ultrasound (US) imagers have become three dimensional, and they can even measure
movements in 3-D. In addition, MRI equipment gives the benefit of excellent contrast of
soft tissue (Kettenbach et al. 2000). Basically, it can differentiate with high water content,
such as fat. The spatial resolution of MRI is not as good as that of US and X-ray devices.
Due to their better capability to distinguish tumour tissue from normal tissue MRI devices
are increasingly being used for operations, such as biopsies or tumour extractions.
(Kettenbach et al. 2000)
MRI equipment provides little space for inserting tools inside the scanner. With the
development of open imagers the space has become more accessible while tools have also
been developed further for the use of surgeons. These tools have to be MR compatible.
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MR compatibility requirements have led to the research and development of new
materials for intraoperative tools. Intraoperative surgery guided by MRI takes a longer
time than that without MRI. One of the reasons is that the patient needs to be imaged
during the procedure. From the images the doctor is able to follow the progress of the
operation. In practice, this means that the patient is normally moved in and out from the
scanner, so that the images can be taken during the operation.
MR compatibility means the suitability of an external tool in the immediate vicinity of
an MRI room. It also includes the MR safety. MR compatibility always depends on the
use of a particular object and the required distance from the MRI. In some operations,
such as in tumour removal, the tool is expected to cause small distortion so as to be
identified better in the MR image. If a tool is used outside the magnet, it is not required to
be so well MR compatible as those used inside the scanner. When it comes to MR
compatibility and MR safety, the most challenging items of equipment are the tools used
inside the MRI, i.e., under the strongest magnetic field. These tools must not affect the
image quality nor cause any danger of heating or projectiles to the patient.
Normally, the patient can not be kept inside the imager for the whole operation
because the surgeon would have too limited a space to operate. To save time, the idea is
to use a robot or a manipulator to help the access to the patient without loosing the high
magnetic field. The patient is allowed to stay inside the imager for the whole duration of
an operation when the operation is performed with an MR-compatible robot. This tool, or
instrument, potentially reduces the operation time significantly, and the lead-time of the
whole process will be shorter. At its best, the operation accuracy is higher and the healing
process is faster.
Intraoperative robots and manipulators are being developed in many countries, but as
yet there is no such thing as the best-selling product in the market (Tada et al. 2004,
Miyata et al. 2002, Moser et al. 2003). Clinics are run by economic principles, and there
is a need to prove the benefits of robots to surgery. The large and clumsy size of the
devices developed so far is also problematic. Surgical robots are mainly developed for hip
replacement, prostate and brachytherapy applications and biopsies overall. Biopsies are
the simplest operation where the robot could be used easily.
As the usability of the MR-compatible devices falls into the hands of the user, poor
MR compatibility is one of the reasons why such devices are used in some experimental
operating theatres only. Today, when imaging devices are more accurate, MR-compatible
solutions have become better accepted. Some research groups have already published
material of MR-compatible robots, and according to the literature, MR compatibility has
been achieved at a certain level (Tada et al. 2004, Chinzei et al. 1999, Moser et al. 2003).
However, the MR compatibility is not a constant value that can simply and reliably be
defined with one parameter, and it is difficult to demonstrate it in different environments.
In operating rooms today even simpler structures are used as intraoperative tools, but
since robots include much electronics, simple structures are not applicable to this thesis.
Still, there is definitely a need to use an automated or controlled tool for intraoperation.
Actually, MR compatibility is quite a well-known parameter in materials technology. A
typical MR-compatible tool is non-electric purely manual equipment that has no intrinsic
electronics. However, electronics brings accuracy and positioning to the imaging device
in situations where the doctor has a limited operating space and scenery.
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There is no standardized method to test the MR compatibility of the mechatronic tools. In
the literature, different methods and parameters are shown (Schenck 1996, Chinzei 2000).
Without any obvious reasonable explanation, MR compatibility is often achieved by
means of very expensive techniques. In some cases, smaller components are developed to
be MR compatible but they are not used in any device. This study analyses and verifies a
test method to establish the MR compatibility of an entirely MR-compatible robot which
in fact is a mechatronic machine. In general, MR-compatible tools do not locate in the
vicinity of an MRI device while the target imaging. For usability, an efficient MRcompatible tool has to be based on the fact that it need not be moved away from the
imaging area while imaging. A good example of a mechatronic tool that has to move away
from the MRI, is the neuronavigator used for brain surgery (Koivukangas et al. 1993,
Oikarinen et al. 1993, Louhisalmi et al. 1992).

1.2 Research Problem
When developing a robot to fit the 0.46 m space inside an MR imager, the problem is
manoeuvrability, controllability and usability. Neither should the robot be developed for
one particular operation only because it is not cost-effective. Intraoperative operations are
performed using different imagers (Haberland et al. 2002, Cary et al. 2002). The
instrument should be designed to suit different imaging environments. A magnetic
resonance imager is a highly demanding environment due to the high static magnetic
field, gradient and RF fields. When a system like this is integrated into and designed for
MRI, it can be easily transferred and modified to another imaging environment as well.
The magnetic field in MRI has a hazardous effect on magnetic materials and electric
actuators. These forces and moments can lead to position errors and disturbed electronics.
On the other hand, MR imaging is very sensitive to external disturbances, magnetic materials, and electric currents, and especially to frequencies present in MRI. Disturbances
may drop the image quality and navigational accuracy. These are undesired phenomena in
the medical devices. (GE 1997)
Magnetic fields exert magnetic forces and eddy currents on materials that are
magnetically incompatible. On intelligent actuators this leads to wrong signal information,
uncertainties in control and dangerous forces in the construction if they are located in too
strong a magnetic field. To use an actuator in a magnetic environment, the device must be
built of non-magnetic materials using non-commercial sensor and force transmission
solutions. Neither should electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) shielding be omitted
(Scott et al. 1997). Normal motors and sensors include electric currents and magnetic
materials, and consequently, they can not be used inside the high magnetic field of MRI.
It is necessary to drop the disturbance levels and remove them out of the high field.
There is no standardized method to test the MR compatibility of mechatronic
equipment. MR compatibility is a relative notion, and it is always assessed individually
for each MRI device. A reliable method for testing mechatronic devices should be
created.
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In industrial robotics, items of equipment are heavy; they include magnetic materials
causing too high electrical disturbances. They can not be used in an MRI environment for
medical use. Even sterilization and autoclavability of these devices may be too
challenging.

1.3 Scope of the Research
In this research a new method to test MR compatibility of a mechatronic device is
developed for the whole design process. This testing method ensures that the materials of
the device are suitable from the very start of the design. This thesis gives information on
suitable materials and sensors that could be used under a very strong magnetic field. The
thesis also includes the development of an entirely MR-compatible robot and of some
MR-compatible sensors. The development of the robot and sensors concentrates on
making the whole robot non-magnetic and non-electric for a given distance from the
magnetic centre of MRI.

1.4 Contribution
The developed robot and sensors are different from those described in the literature, and a
very good level of MR compatibility was achieved for the mechanism and the sensors
(Cleary et al. 2001, Chapuis et al. 2004). The robot is light and small compared to the
industrial robots, and the sensors are totally non-magnetic
The MR compatibility is achieved by making the robot non-magnetic and non-electric
for a certain distance by means of the sensors and force transmission systems specifically
developed for the purpose. This allows the use of magnetic and electrical components in
the parts of the robot that are outside the magnet. This is made possible with a long MRcompatible arm.
Also the method to test MR compatibility is different from the methods used before.
The test method developed here helps identify incompatible materials and devices already
at the beginning of the design process. All parts and materials of the robot are tested
separately. The testing method covers the whole mechatronic system, and it can be used
for all mechatronic devices, not only for robots.
At the moment, there is no robot available that would operate horizontally in any open
MRI. The starting point for this thesis is a robot which is able to operate during imaging,
hence achieving real-time features. The MRI equipment has become faster, thus, the tools
should better support the real-time ability which again requires maximum MR
compatibility of the tools. This thesis helps achieve better MR compatibility for the robot
and the tools used in MRI.
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1.5 Research Goal and Methods
The aim of the research is to create an MR-compatible robot that works inside an open
0.23 T MRI scanner without causing any distortion to image quality, and also to create a
reliable test method to define MR compatibility. To achieve better MR compatibility,
electric and magnetic parts are moved further from the magnetic field. The aim is also to
develop a few sensors that can be used in robotics. MR compatibility is investigated by
testing all parts separately on the basis of the imaging results. MR compatibility can be
classified visually using the counted SNR-value. The size of region of interest (ROI)
affects the acceptance level of distortion.
As for the research method, MR compatibility is tested with a real 0.23 T MRI device
in a clinical test environment. First all the parts are tested separately and finally on a
whole robot. Sensor functions are tested under MRI and outside the imaging room, if
possible. All units and materials are tested by connecting them to the test-arm that
simulates the real robot's function, materials, dimensions and shape.
This work develops a method that helps select materials so that the magnetic properties
suit the magnetic field in use. Actuators and other electrical devices can be tested so that
no specific, expensive solution is needed. The testing method saves money, and it defines
the distance from the strongest field for the devices and materials being used. For
instance, it is not cost-effective to use ultrasonic motors if normal motors are up to
standard at a certain distance. A proper testing method also helps identify the most
deficient components or parts of the designed MR-compatible device.
On the mechanical side, the MR compatibility was very well achieved, and that of the
sensors was also very high. However, on normal motors and sensors the MR compatibility
proved too low considering their use near the MRI, even if they were located further from
the imaging area.

2 Imaging Techniques
Even though magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a safe and beneficial imaging method
for patients, there are other very popular imaging techniques, too, such as the computed
tomography (CT) and ultrasound (US) devices. CT is an X-ray-based imaging technique
and US stands for the ultrasound-based technique. For example, these are all used for
brain surgery. Every imaging technique has different benefits and properties depending on
the object’s properties in the image. In his doctoral thesis, Schiffbauer (1999) has
presented different imaging techniques and their benefits in comparison with the MRI. CT
imaging is low-cost compared to MRI, and it identifies, for example, brain tumours at a
high degree of accuracy. The resolution is better than that with ultrasound devices. CT
also has the ability to identify abnormalities in bone matter, and it is a fast technique.
Nevertheless, CT requires more calculation time to reconstruct an image, and it always
gives an ionizing radiation dose to the patient. It also has a poor neuro-anatomical softtissue contrast. An intraoperative use is possible only in few hospitals, because of the need
for equipment to protect the user against ionizing radiation (Schiffbauer 1999,
Rothenberg & Korn 2005).
X-ray is a traditional imaging technique on which CT is based. Earlier, CT imagers
could emit a great amount of radiation into the patient, but nowadays the imaged target
can be identified much better, and the radiation dose can be simulated before focusing it
on the patient. The ionizing radiation can be delivered from different directions, and the
dose can be controlled. An X-ray image is constructed when X-rays reach the target and a
receiver is attached behind the imaging object. The images are always two-dimensional,
but based on the available information, it is easy to create three-dimensional (CT) images
by using a rotating X-ray antenna and receiver (Serway 1990, Tsiklakis et al. 2005). The
movement can be achieved either by moving the target and the film or the roentgen tube
and the film. However, with an adjustable iris, the resolution of an X-ray can be changed
by adjusting the collimation, wavelength or intensity. A higher resolution can be achieved,
for example, by reducing the area of the X-ray source and by choosing a finer scan for the
detector (Serway 1990, Tsiklakis et al. 2005).
X-rays are a method in which some of the transmitted radiation energy is absorbed into
the patient, and the clinical image is generated by means of the given information. PET
(positron emission tomography) imaging is a similar method to that of X-ray imaging.
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Fig. 2.1. C arm CT-imaging device (Ashamalla et al. 2005).
However, PET and CT are also used to aid, e.g., cancer treatment. Well-targeted radiation
eliminates, e.g., the growth of cancer tissues in the human body (Ashamalla et al. 2005,
Hain 2005). Figure 2.1 shows a CT-based 3-D imaging device (C-arm) that is used for
intraoperative medical cases.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of one CT machine, but a typical X-ray machine has a
simpler structure (Ashamalla et al. 2005), with only a receiver and a transmitter solidly
inserted against each other. In principle, some adjustments may be feasible, yet, the idea is
that no automated rotating movement is present. The images are two-dimensional. In Xray-based imaging it is also possible to use fluoroscopic-based techniques, which means
that a fluorescence plate imaged onto a CCD camera is used instead of a photographic
film.
The single proton emission technique (SPECT) imaging is also one of the recent
imaging techniques. It helps to discover problems at a dynamical level. SPECT can help
doctors investigate, for example., neuronal activity or loss of it in the neurally active
regions. Using statistical three-dimensional methods the SPECT can be very useful for
identifying abnormalities in the brain. (Mito 2005)
In the past few years, ultrasound (US) imaging devices have developed a lot. They
have become more accurate, and today, they enable real-time images in medical cases. US
devices are often used intraoperatively. They are easy to use, sensors are small and
ultrasound waves are considered safe to the patient. Ultrasound sensors are cheap and still
very useful. They cause problems when resolution is needed in the lateral direction.
Ultrasound three-dimensional (3-D) imaging is based on combining separate twodimensional images (Shiffbauer 1999, Fenster 2000). Figure 2.2 shows schematic images
of the different methods to collect a three-dimensional image.
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Fig. 2.2. Schematic image of collecting 3-D images of 2-D slices (Fenster 2000).
The ultrasound technique is based on oscillating crystals that act as receivers and
transmitters. They transmit ultrasound waves that reflect back from the tissue at different
echo times. Depending on the reflective surface, the waves also lose some energy. On the
basis of the echoed signal the image can be created. The image is in real-time and can be
presented either two- or three-dimensionally. Even four-dimensional ultrasound devices
have been created. Figure 2.3.A shows a small portable version of a diagnostic ultrasound
scanner and Figure 2.3.B shows a 4-D ultrasound image of an unborn baby. In the fourdimensional method the images are taken three-dimensionally and the movement is added
into the image (Shoulderdoc 2005, Fenster 2000).
In the development of medical imaging, the creation of three-dimensional imaging
modalities has been a turning point. The first three-dimensional images were acquired
using CT. The main parts of the three-dimensional imaging are a three-dimensional spatial
localizer, a registration technique and a means of displaying the location in the image
space (Galloway 2001). All these three parts are needed to provide a functioning
intraoperative imaging device. The image-guided procedure also needs the handling of
different images. Galloway (2001) divided them into five categories: 1) the images are
either projective as plane films and angiograms, or tomographic as CT, MRI, SPECT

Fig. 2.3. A) Ultrasound scanner for medical use. B) 4-D ultrasound image of a fetus.
(Shoulderdoc 2005, Sermonaudio 2005)
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and PET images, 2) intraoperative two-dimensional imaging as US, 3)
laparoscopic,endoscopic and microscopic images which may have distortions such as
plane film imaging, 4) intraoperative tomograms, and 5) processed images, such as
rendered images.
In some medical cases a three-dimensional image is not the best way to show the area
of interest. There should be available an optional two-dimensional method created by all
three-dimensional devices. Visualization is used to better understand three-dimensional
images in many applications. Examples of such applications are virtual endoscopy,
neurosurgery, prostate cancer, cardiac and coronary artery disease, radiation treatment
planning and microscopy imaging (Robb 1999). Table 2.1 shows advantages and disadvantages of different imaging methods. Table 2.1 shows that especially US and MRI
devices can be used safely in intraoperative cases (Kettenbach 2000).
Table 2.1. Advantages and disadvantages of different imaging methods (Kettenbach
2000).
Method
Advantage
Disadvantage
Ultrasound (US)

-good availability
-no ionizing radiation
-real-time
-access to patient during
imaging is easy

-imaging of bone matter
and air spaces

Fluoroscopy (X-ray based
method)

-bone contrast
-real-time imaging

-ionizing radiation
-no multiplanar imaging
-soft tissue resolution

Computed tomography (CT) -bone contrast
-reliable geometry
-visualization
-fast

-ionizing radiation
-no multiplanar imaging
-soft tissue resolution
limited access

MRI (closed bore)

-soft tissue imaging
-multiplanar imaging

-limited access to patient
during imaging
-cost

MRI (open)

-access to patient during
imaging
-almost real-time imaging
-soft tissue imaging
-temperature sensitiveness
-multiplanar imaging

-limited field strength
-slow
-cost
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2.1 Discussion on Imaging Techniques
MRI has a great soft tissue contrast and it produces three-dimensional images of the
human body. Image-guided surgery has increased the use of MRIs. One benefit is also that
MRI does not give off any ionizing radiation to the patient and the user. Open MRI allows
easy access to the patient. This benefit is achieved with US devices as well. US devices
are also small and perform real-time images, but bone-matter imaging is not possible.
CT-imaging is low-cost compared to MRI and it has a great accuracy in identifying
tissues. The resolution is better than on US devices. CT can also give a great bone-matter
contrast. X-ray-based methods such as CT and fluoroscopy give off ionizing radiation to
the patient, and they do not allow multiplanar imaging. These x-ray-based imagers do not
give a high soft-tissue contrast. Image-guided operations are most easily performed with
US and MRI, because they do not require the shielding of ionizing radiation. Open MRI
and US give the easiest access to the patient, and therefore these are commonly used in
image-guided procedures.

3 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is an imaging technique that is used in medical
settings. MRI allows doctors to visualize inner parts of the human body. MRI is based on
the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Scientists use NMR as a
spectroscopic technique to obtain microscopic chemical and physical information about
molecules. According to Jin (1999) and Haacke (1999), NMR was discovered in 1946. In
the late 70’s, it was discovered that normal human tissues and tumour tissues nuclear have
a different magnetic relaxation time (Damadian 1971). The first NMR image was made by
Lauterburg in 1973 (Krestel 1990). MRI is a tomographic imaging technique of the
human body. The MRI picture consists of a NMR signal that produces a thin slice through
the human body. (Hornak 2005)
MRI does not require ionizing radiation as X-ray does. Therefore, it is a safe
technique. MR signals are also sensitive to different tissue parameters, and it produces
more informative pictures of the object than the other techniques. Ionising radiation, such
as an X-ray, is typically over 1015 Hz by its frequency, and this can cause bond brakes.
RF signals are of non-ionising radiation category, and they can only cause heating in the
imaging object, because the radiation is much lower than 1015 Hz. (Jin 1999)
Obviously MRI has a better resolution than CT in soft tissue images. Brain structures
and neuro-anatomical identification can be imaged very accurately. In addition, in the
oedema cases the surrounding tissue growth can be detected with high assumption. In
other cases, brain material and even cancer tissue may turn out to be almost invisible in
the MR images. Therefore, other imaging methods are used as a diagnostic assistance. As
the medical MR images give the doctor information of both soft and bone tissue, visually,
the relationship between different tissue types turns in different directions and on different
planes (Schiffbauer 1999).
MRI measures magnetic properties of tissue. It is based on the behaviour of a proton
that has angular momentum and magnetic moment when it is applied to an external
magnetic field. In Rutherford’s atomic model, the orbital motion of electrons around the
nucleus is called orbital angular momentum. Since the electron is a charged particle it
also causes magnetic moment. Grant & Harris (1996) write that Uhlenbeck and
Goudsmith have discovered that an electron must also have its own spin angular
momentum, spin. The electron is not the only particle that has a spin. Protons and
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Table 3.1. Gyromagnetic ratio of some nuclei (adapted from Jin 1999).
1
13
15
Nucleus
H
C
N
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P

Spin

½

½

½

½

γ/2π (MHz/T)

42.58

10.71

-4.31

17.25

neutrons also have this property. By reasons of the nucleus spin, the total atomic spin is
calculated as the vector sum of all nuclei. The property of a spin can be described using a
classical mechanical model, but it can be depicted more accurately by quantum mechanics
(Grant & Harris 1996).
A proton has a mass when it is spinning around its axis; hence, it generates angular
momentum. The charge of a proton is distributed over a small area, causing a net charge
that is able to produce a small magnetic field. Neutrons also have a similar distributed net
charge which causes a magnetic moment (Jin 1999). NMR is based on the spin and the
magnetic moment in an external magnetic field. If the nucleus has several protons, they
may have opposite angular moments in which case the energy level stays unchanged.
Such nuclei are not followed in NMR, because the external magnetic field does not have a
sufficient effect on them. There are only few nuclei that have a biomedical interest due to
their abnormal number of protons or neutrons. For these nuclei it is impossible to produce
zero net magnetization. Some NMR sensitive nuclei are presented in Table 3.1. The
values are in MHz per each tesla (Jin 1999).
In NMR imaging, an attempt is made to have nuclei resonate between energy states in
the external magnetic field. A certain atomic nucleus in an external, static, magnetic field
assumes two different energy levels. One has the z-component aligned with the external
field (parallel state) and the other has the z-component opposite (anti parallel state)
magnetic field flux density B0. The parallel state has a higher level of energy. The
difference between the two energy levels is proportional to the strength of the applied
magnetic field. This effect is called the Zeeman effect. If a proton changes state from an
upper to a lower level or vice versa, it emits or absorbs a photon at a frequency shown in
Formula 3.1. (Benson 1996)

 E=hf o ,

(3.1)

where f0 is the frequency of a received or sent photon and h is Planck´s constant.
According to Jin (1999), the frequency of precession and the frequency between the
variations of energy states are both in the same Larmor frequency. The Larmor frequency
is directly proportional to the external magnetic field, and the phenomenon enables MRimaging overall. Thermal equilibrium can be destroyed by irradiating the photons that are,
in fact, electromagnetic fields created by a radio frequency (RF) probe. Some nuclei
absorb photons and jump to a higher energy level. Briefly after the irradiation of photons,
the jumped nuclei return back to a lower energy level, emitting photons or
electromagnetic fields. An RF probe can detect the effects, and an NMR signal can be
analysed by it. The energy difference between the two stages of certain nuclei in an
external field depends on the strength of the external field. The energy difference can vary
in accordance with the changing magnetic field at different points. When all the signals
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are received, an image can be created. Nuclei return back to the equilibrium state after an
energy pulse. This is called relaxation. The relaxation can be divided into a longitudinal
and latitudinal relaxation. The longitudinal one is called T1 relaxation and latitudinal T2
relaxation, respectively. They are also called spin-lattice relaxation (T1) and spin-spin
relaxation (T2). (Joensuu 2000, Haacke 1999)
The human body mainly consists of fat and water. The amount of water is about 60 %
of the body mass. Some 40 % of the water is inside the tissues and 20 % is outside, as
blood plasma (Hiltunen 2003). Every water molecule has an oxygen atom and two
hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen nuclei consist of a single proton providing an NMR signal.
The signal is caused by the spin property of protons. That is why the NMR signal is
usually derived from hydrogen (Levitt 2001).
The smallest part of an MR image is called a pixel. The size of the pixel depends on,
for example, intensity of the NMR signal. When the image is taken as a volume image,
the smallest part is called a voxel which is usually of a size of 3 mm3 (Hornak 2005). In
fact, the voxel tells the accuracy of 3-D navigation in the human body. Each voxel
includes many protons with the spin property, providing an NMR signal that gives
information about the tissue.

3.1 Imaging Sequences
As the dynamic equilibrium of protons is disturbed by an appropriate electromagnetic
wave through photons, which has a suitable Larmor frequency, the magnetization vector
can be pushed down to the XY-plane. The Larmor frequency is related to the magnitude
of the applied magnetic field. This is called an RF wave. The RF wave is sent as an
alternating current by two coils that are positioned along the X- and Y-axes of the
coordinate system. The key issue of using alternating current is to make the applied
magnetic field gradient change direction at the same frequency with a rotating reference
frame. This creates a stable coordinate system in which the magnetization vector is seen
in a static coordinate. Gradient coils code the selected areas of the image volume in detail.
While the magnetization vector is rotating, the measured current in a wire loop creates
sine waves called free induction decay (FID) (Haacke 1999). When the magnetization has
turned back to equilibrium, it means that the magnetization vector goes to zero. Most of
the tissues have T1>>T2. This means that the T1 time has not necessarily been recovered
when another pulse is added (Haacke 1999).
Spin echo (SE) pulse sequences are very flexible and common imaging method. The
SE images allow measuring also T2 -weighted images. The two-dimensional SE pulse
sequence imaging method consist of slice selection gradient Gs, phase-encoding gradient
Gp and readout gradient Gr. The SE sequence consists of 90o RF pulse followed by a 180o
RF pulse after time delay τ. The peak value is measured after 180o pulse.
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The SE sequence peak echo value Eo is related to the echo time TE and FIDo

E o=FID o e

−

TE

T2

(3.2)

.

Gradient echo (GRE) imaging is also a very important imaging method. It is evident that
the gradient echo imaging brings much benefit to the imaging tissue with short recovery
time T2 by using a relatively long echo time in imaging. However, T2* recovery time is
very short in poor field homogeneity regions and in tissue-air gap regions. T2* time is the
real value of T2 also comprising the effects of the external inhomogeneities, such as the
human body (Jin 1999).
Gradient echo imaging (GRE) starts by adding an RF pulse simultaneously with the
slice selection gradient to have a slice. In this sequence, the RF pulse does not need to be
90o. Next the phase encoding gradient is added together with a negative readout gradient.
When the phase encoding gradient is turned off, the readout gradient will be activated
reversely. This produces the gradient echo signal. (Jin 1999)
Hence, in MR imaging there are always SE and GRE excitation signals and gradient
pulses. The MR image is reconstructed by using these elements and recording the FIDs.
In NMR imaging, data points are also recorded during FID measurements. SE and GRE
are the two basic imaging techniques in a big group of many different sequences. SE and
GRE have also many variations, due to many changeable parameters and the sequence
techniques being developed all the time. This leads to better resolution and an improved
image quality and also to a better distinguishability of different tissues and organs. In this
thesis, GRE sequences are mainly used for imaging because the method is more sensitive
to external MR compatibility issues.

3.2 Function of MRI
During the many years of development, MR scanners have improved step by step thanks
to superconducting materials, high computing power and the RF technology.
Superconducting magnets are used for high field scanners, i.e., 1.5 T and higher. For
lower field magnets, permanent or resistive magnets are used to produce a static magnetic
field. High field magnets have a better SNR value and field homogeneity.
Both open and closed MRI systems can be used for MR-guided procedures, but close
scanners have better homogeneity. Interventional MRI makes it possible to produce real
time images during surgical procedures. Ojala (2002) gives some examples of using IMRI
for different procedures. Instruments used included a biopsy needle, a probe for cyst
drainage, a catheter, or a laser. All these must be MR compatible.
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Fig. 3.1. Main components of MRI equipment (Virtanen 2002).
The main components of the MRI equipment are shown in Figure 3.1. The main computer
controls the whole equipment and user interface, and it processes the NMR signal to
generate MR images. NMR electronics consists of a crystal-controlled frequency
synthesizer which creates a continuous and desired RF signal to be fed to the transmitter
coil through the RF amplifier. This coil surrounds the imaging target. The signal received
from the target is amplified, converted into digital (and if necessary averaged) and
recorded. The NMR signals can be digitized using the transmitting coil or separate
receiving coils. The computer also controls the tuning of magnetic coils synchronously.
The gradient coils create a linearly varying extra magnetic field that is perpendicular to
the imaging axis. Then the image is created mathematically, by means of Fourier
transmissions. Now the whole image of the sliced one can be presented on the screen
(Riikonen 2000).
The gradient system is characterized by its degree of linearity, rise time and maximum
amplitude. Linearity is required for precise localization. Today, non-linearity is even less
than 5 % at the edge of the field of view (FOV), and maximum amplitudes are higher than
30 mT/m (Suetens 1983). Ultrafast imaging uses very high switching frequencies of the
gradients; this can potentially cause nerve root stimulation and should always be checked
before using on a patient (PHILIPS 2004).
The RF systems have also improved a lot. However, almost every part of the human
body has a separate coil. The coils are designed to receive even the weakest signals. The
MR equipment also estimates the specific absorption rate (SAR) for every imaging
situation as an applied RF power. If the values are too high, the user must change
parameters. (Suetens 1983)
MRI images can be taken of all parts of the human body. The parts only need to
contain hydrogen. It is possible to take T1-, T2- and proton-weighted images without
applying ionizing radiation. This offers a wide selection of contrasts for tissue
characterization. MRI does not require any contrast agents as the CT imaging does, for
example, in blood vessel imaging. Sometimes contrast agents are used for further
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Fig. 3.2. On the left, T1-weighted image; on the right, T2-weighted image. Image is an
axial slice at the level of basal ganglia. (Tani 2000)
characterization and to investigate the dynamic behaviour of blood or separation by
tissue. Figure 3.2 presents T1- and T2 -weighted images of the human brain.
T1-weighted images are obtained by setting TE < < T2 and TR < < T1 for most tissues.
Muscles, liver and haematologic bone marrow show low signal intensity on T1-weighted
images, while grey cerebral matter, fluid structures, watery tissues, such as tumours and
inflammatory tissues, spleen and pancreas show high T1 MR signal intensity. The fatty
tissues also show high intensity. In the human brain, white matter is less intense than grey
matter. This can be seen by comparing Figure 3.2. The T1-weighted image (Figure 3.2 A)
shows the grey material in cerebrum clearly. The T2-weighted image shows the white
matter in cerebral medulla. Flowing blood (flow effects) and haematoma (haemoglobin,
haemosiderin) cause signal intensity in the MR images.
T2-weighted images are obtained by setting TE > > T2 and TR > > T1 for most tissues. By
using different weighted images, doctors find differences in human body tissues. Figure
3.3 shows a proton density-weighted imaging method. If Figure 3.3 is compared to Figure
3.2, it is evident that the proton density method brings variation to imaging. Usually many
contrasts are used.

Fig. 3.3. Proton density MR image of the human brain (Munchau 2000).
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3.3 Hardware of the MR Scanners
MR scanners can be divided into two main categories: open and closed MRIs. An open
MRI scanner is specially designed for intraoperative use. At the Oulu University Hospital,
a C-shaped resistive 0.23-T horizontally open magnet is used. This intraoperative imager
is placed in the environment that is suitable not only for radiological but for surgical
operations. Therefore, the imaging room is also equipped with OR-equipment. The Cshaped open construction allows good access to the patient. This electromagnet also
enables the magnetic field to be turned off. Its ramp-up time is about six minutes. The
field is usually turned on in neuro surgical operations because of the need to take pictures
during surgery. This function saves a lot of the doctor’s time, because one does not have
to move the patient to and from the imager many times. The turn-off function also allows
using non-MR-compatible tools in an operation. (Ojala et al. 2000)
Open MR imagers are usually low-field devices. The field strength in low-field
magnets typically ranges from 0.2 to 1.0 T. In closed devices, the same value is 1.0 T and
above (Blanco 2002). The image resolution in low-field scanners is lower than in highfield scanners, but the image quality is good enough for interventional use (Ojala et al.
2000, Ojala et al. 2001). Figure 3.4 presents different imager types. Open-shaped imagers
can easily be used in intraoperative operations.
Figure 3.5 shows the environment of a real operation room. This operation room is
situated in the Oulu University Hospital. In this research, the surgical robot is developed
for this environment, i.e., open C-type MRI equipment.

Fig. 3.4. a) closed MRI, b) open-air MRI and c) open MRI (Lexmed 2004).
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Fig. 3.5. Open C-shaped 0.23-T MR scanner and IMRI equipment: MR scanner,
display, camera for optical tracking, and user interface console (Ojala 2002).
The basic element of the magnetic resonance imager is a large magnet around the patient
that produces a static magnetic field. Figure 3.5 shows PHILIPS Proview 0.23 T. In this
open C-shaped magnetic imager, the whole C arm surrounds the patient’s body. This
chassis also includes gradient coils. The receiver coils are separately inserted between the
magnetic poles. In closed imagers, some receiver coils can be integrated into the imager
body.

3.3.1 Receiver Coils
Receiver coils have been designed for different body parts. Figure 3.6 introduces a head/
brain coil for Proview 0.23 T. This coil is used for tests in this work. Typically, the coils
are exclusively receiver coils, but not in Proview (Philips 2004). As a result, they create
an image volume which is dependent on the physical size of the coil. The coils are
designed to be used with designated sequences, and they are also developed bearing in
mind the anatomy of a particular body part. The coil used for imaging should be as small
as the target allows/requires. This method gives the best SNR value and a high image
resolution. Figure 3.7 shows different receiver coils used in an open MRI. The coils
collect the information from resonating atoms between every driving sequence. With an
antenna like this, the received signal is filtered through the RF cable to the reconstruction
unit where the image is created (Philips 2004).
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Fig. 3.6. Head/brain coil for open MRI device. 1) Upper part, 2) Base of coil, 3)
Removable pad, 4) Latches, 5) RF cable. (Philips 2004)

A

B

Fig. 3.7. A) Head/neck receiver coil can be used to receive signal from head and neck
area. B) Flexible receiver coils. (Philips 2004)
The receiver coil is one of the main reasons for poor image quality if some external
material is added around the coil. Flexible coils are very practical when any adjustment is
needed. Adjustability is often needed for surgical procedures in which the target is
asymmetric and the space is exceptionally tight.

3.4 Discussion on Magnetic Resonance Imaging
There are three different main types of MRI scanners: open, open-air and closed loop.
Closed loop scanners have the highest magnetic fields and they also have high field
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homogeneity. All of them can be used for image-guided therapy, but open loop scanners
have better access to the patient. Interventional MRI gives a possibility to have real-time
images during surgical operations. The instruments used in procedures are biopsy needles,
catheters and lasers.
In open MRI scanners, different types of receiver coils are used for different body
parts to achieve better SNR values. Of course, the anatomy of body parts also requires
coils of different shapes and sizes. The receiver coils collects the sent signal from tissues.
MRI has two basic imaging sequences: SE and GRE. These are the two basic imaging
techniques in a large series of many different sequences. SE and GRE have many
changeable parameters which are being developed all the time. With small parameter
changes it is possible to reconstruct different images. GRE images are more sensitive to
the external MR compatibility artefacts. In this thesis, mainly GRE images are used to
effect the shoddiest image quality by an external device.

4 Image-Guided Surgery
Image-guided intervention means a medical operation carried out under the guidance of
any imaging device. Image-guided operation has the benefit of visualising and navigating
the target and its surrounding tissue. Visualization brings extra benefits to diagnosis and
tumour removal in particular. In addition, surgeons also achieve faster healing process.
This can be achieved by operations conducted through smaller cutting holes.
Intraoperativeness also makes it possible to design the operation visually during the
action. Image guidance refers to an operation carried out during or under imaging.
Human interventional radiology was first documented in 1964 by the use of a catheter
in the transluminal treatment of arteriosclerotic obstruction. Today, interventional
radiology is common practice. Typical interventional procedures are biopsies and
catheterizations (Joensuu 2000). The imaging modalities used in the interventional
radiology are fluoroscopy, ultrasound, angiography, computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance (MR) imaging (Joensuu 2000).

4.1 Operation and Navigation Guided by Imaging
As the ultrasound receiver/transmitter unit is typically small, it can be easily used near the
surgical target without disturbing the doctor's operation. Ultrasound is one of the
techniques to assist in lesion treatment, for example, in breast cancer. As many as half of
the breast lesions that are non-recognisable by palpation can be detected by US. US helps
in identification and in direct localization. The transducer in Figure 4.1 gives real-time
images of the needle used for a preoperative needle biopsy and also for guidance in the
therapeutic breast surgery. The needle is visible in the image for the duration of the
operation. Ultrasound gives a volume image in which the needle can be moved (Kaufman
2001).
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Fig. 4.1. Ultrasound transducer used for localization and guidance preoperative and
therapeutic situations.
According to Haberland et al. (2002), intraoperativeness is a helpful tool in image-guided
spinal fractures when using CT as an imaging device. The navigation information
registered from the 3-D tomographic data is mainly used for the fixation of pedical
screws. The navigation is based on anatomical landmarks and skin matching. As the
image of the patient is recorded, special active or passive tools can be used to insert the
screws into their intent position. Haberland et al. (2002) have used robotic assistance in
screw positioning. A robotic tool uses stereotaxic information to control the tool guiding
the screws. Figure 4.2 shows how the registered information can be used in positioning.
The images show the desired preoperative screw position and the intraoperative, real-time
screw position. In the image, the positions are almost equal. With this technique,
Haberland et al. (2002) have achieved an accuracy of 0.7 mm +/- 0.4 mm for screw
placement.
It has been proved that using intraoperative techniques such as IMRI may even reduce
hospital days thanks to the surgical area being optimised before and during the procedure.
(Kehlet et al.2003) In fact, MRI-based intraoperative surgery has brought much benefit to
brain surgical areas. The brain is typically very sensitive to tumour resection. Now the

Fig. 4.2. CT image of spinal fracture and position of preoperative and real-time
position of screws (Haberland et al. 2002).
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access to the target is visible during the operation, not necessarily in real-time but as a
three-dimensional image. Also, co-operation of different imagers such as CT and MRI is
feasible. A good example is frameless stereotaxy in which the doctor can bring CT and
MR images of the patient in the workstation inside the operation room. These images can
be transformed to the navigation system in the OR, and the patient’s spatial information
can be added to the anatomical models with reference points (Schulder et al. 2003,
Kettenbach et al. 2000). Then the doctor has to make sure that the patient does not move
during the procedure. This is difficult on body parts where respiration moves the object.
Localization helps identify the edges of the tumours. For identification of brain tumours
such techniques as MR-spectroscopy biopsies can be applied, using stereotactic frames or
frameless systems, yet, IMRI-guided biopsy offers some distinct advantages such as high
soft tissue contrast (Schulder et al. 2003, Kettenbach et al. 2000).
Figure 4.3 gives an example of the intraoperative MRI procedure during brain biopsy.
The image shows how the needle is inserted into the brain through a hole in the scull. To
maintain the correct place inside the brain, the biopsy needle needs a tracking device as
accurate as possible.
As an example of the external navigation devices, one mechanical and one optical
navigator are presented here. The tracking systems can be used with different imaging
device types. They are needed for linking the real location into the image space. In a case
such as the one shown in Figure 4.3, the tracker is connected to the tool tip and the
coordinates are fixed so that the position of the needle tip is known. (Blanco 2002, Farag
2004)

Fig. 4.3. T1-weighted MR image taken during real biopsy of an intracranial mass
(Kettenbach et al. 2000).
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A
B
Fig. 4.4. A) POLARIS optical tracking system (Polaris 2004 & Blanco 2002). B)
Mechanical navigator used in operation (Blanco 2004).
The optical tracking system shown in Figure 4.4 A is a typical optical real-time tracker.
The basic parts of the tracker are the cameras and either the active or passive markers. In
the POLARIS (Northern Digital Inc.) system both can be used. In the 0.23-T PHILIPS
Proview MRI device, passive markers are typically used. These markers must be
connected to the patient and to the tool.
In some cases, the optical tracking system can not be used. The weakness of optical
navigation is that it requires unbreakable connection between cameras and markers. When
the line of sight connection is not possible, a mechanical navigator can be used (Figure
4.4B). The mechanical navigator only points the location of the tip, and it does not
support any automatic movements (Louhisalmi 1992, Blanco 2002). In surgical
procedures under different imagers, electromagnetic navigation is also one of the methods
used (Shimada et al. 2003). In endoscopy, a lot of augmented reality methods are used.
The doctor is able to see a much bigger image around the target. The used endoscopes can
be either passive or active (Aschke 2003).
Ultrasound method is a very safe method, because it does not expose the patient to
ionization radiation (Vaezy 2001). US-devices are also very small and the image quality is
less sensitive to external sources than that of MRI. It follows that, especially in smaller
therapeutic sessions, US-devices are widely used. Devices can also be used for noninvasive tumour treatment. High-intensity US acoustic therapy has turned out to be a very
effective method, for example, in laparoscopic surgery (Vaezy 2001).
Information from an imaging device is also used for different purposes in surgical
planning. Nakamoto et al. (2004) have created an automated method for CT to assist
surgical planning in total hip replacement. Intraoperative studies consist of preoperative
planning and navigation during the operation. The optimal parameters of an implant such
as size, orientation and position are pre-operatively planned. The 3-D model of the
implant is then fitted to the real model of the hipbones. The real place of the implant is
reached by using intraoperative navigators. However, the doctor's opinion of how to
position the implant is always critical. This particular method applies automated insertion
of drilling volumes and position. Much of the drilled volume of femur and pelvis is saved.
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(Nakamoto et al. 2004) Preoperative planning is widely used in different surgical areas, as
in cranio-maxillofacial surgery. Figure 4.5 shows preoperative CT images of a cleft lip.
The CT image is appropriately rendered, and the marker positions are selected to find
correct location in the human body based on image information. Then the operation can
be simulated with a haptic feedback interface. This is feasible by means of the massspring models of different tissues. The result of the operation can be seen in the same 3-D
model. (Schendel et al. 2005)
Trajectory planning is one of the advances of preoperative planning. Figure 4.6 shows
an image of the planned trajectory in an MR image. The planned trajectory can be seen
throughout the operation as an overlay in the MRI and US images (Wilson et al. 2005).

Fig. 4.5. Three-dimensional CT image of cleft lips and position of markers (Schendel
et al. 2005).

Fig. 4.6. Preoperative trajectory on MR image (Wilson 2005).
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4.1.1 Intraoperative Procedures under MRI
Kettenbach et al. (2003) have listed different procedures that are normally used as
intraoperative in MRI. It is common to conduct different biopsies in MRI. Brain biopsies
need a tracking system, and the intraoperative MRI has the system, but the procedures
also need MR-compatible tools to ensure safe operation. One of the reasons for benefiting
from the use of MRI is the free selection of slice thickness and directions. The MRI also
makes imaging the vessels possible. Other biopsies conducted in MRI are breast, bone,
musculoskeletal and abdominal/pelvis. (Kettenbach et al. 2003)
Other procedures conducted in MRI are mainly microscopic surgical operations.
Brachytherapy of prostates is usually conducted under US but recently also in MRI (Van
Gellekom et al. 2004). Compared to a 2-D US device, the MRI gives better understanding
of the surrounding tissue and organs. With a non-magnetic endoscope, endoscopic surgery
can be carried out under MRI heart surgery. Kettenbach et al. (2003) also list the pituitary
resection, spine surgery and breast lumpectomy as MRI operations. Figure 4.8 gives an
idea of brachytherapy treatment of the prostate. Brachytherapy can also be used in the
treatment of breast cancer. The needle tool in the image may be guided by MRI or by
other means (Prostate cancer experts 2005). RF heating, laser ablation and drug injections
are also procedures to be performed in MRI (Blanco 2002).

4.2 Discussion on Image-Guided Surgery
The benefits that image-guided procedures bring are visualization and navigation of the
target (surrounding tissues and organs). Image-guided operation is possible through
navigation.

Fig. 4.8. Brachytherapy treatment of prostate (Prostate 2005).
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It is based on the anatomical landmarks and skin matching with markers. When the image
is reconstructed, special active and passive tools can be used for finding the right
anatomical place on the patient and performing the operation. Typical interventional
procedures are biopsies and catheterizations (Joensuu 2000).
The use of an MRI scanner gives some extra benefits in image-guided procedures, free
selection of slice thickness and directions being one of them. MR scanners make imaging
of the vessels and other soft-tissues possible. They are highly important when performing
surgical procedures. Under MRI guidance, such microscopic surgical procedures, as
breast, bone, abdominal and musculoskeletal biopsies and brachytherapy are carried out
(Kettenbach et al. 2003).

5 MR Compatibility
High-quality magnetic resonance imaging requires a very stable homogeneous main
magnetic field and linear gradient fields. Clinical imaging systems have a less than 3T
magnetic field, but there are some functional systems that have 4T main magnets. Image
quality can be impaired for many reasons. When imaging living tissue, the major reasons
for poor image quality are uncertainties in imaging electronics, eddy currents, variation of
susceptibility and chemical shifts in the imaging area. The living tissue causes
susceptibility differences which may cause poor images with certain imaging sequences. A
good example is the soft brain tissue and the air cavities between hemispheres (Koivula
2002).
The MR environment is usually defined as an area near the MR scanner, including the
area in which the magnetic field exceeds the 5 gauss line (0.5 m Tesla). This area may
also include some areas outside the magnet room. The size of the area varies depending
on the power of the imager’s magnetic field. Figure 5.1 shows the characteristics of the 5
gauss line area for GE’s 0.5 T Signa SP open MRI. All the devices used inside or near the
MRI should be MR compatible (GE 1997). MR compatibility means that the equipment
in use is MR safe, and it does not reduce the image quality dramatically. It also carries out
the intended task reliably without causing any harm to the patient. MR safety means that
the equipment does not harm the patient in any way, for example, not by force, electrical
or thermal hazards. Nevertheless, the MR-safe equipment may affect the quality of the
MR images, and therefore, it is not necessarily MR compatible (GE 1997).
The imager itself can cause poor image quality. This happens if the imager is not
shimmed well, or if there is some non-suitable material inside the imager (Jin 1999).
Shimming is done using shimming coils. The coils are needed because the main magnet
rarely produces uniform fields adequately. It is a usual prerequisite for clinical
applications that the homogeneity is a few parts per million (ppm) in a 50-cm spherical
volume area (Jin 1999). For high-resolution spectroscopy, requirements are much bigger.
In the imaging area, external metal objects cause image distortion. Metal has a
susceptibility value different from that of the living tissue. The susceptibility difference of
metal may generate local magnetic fields and other unwanted effects. Patients can carry
many different metallic materials such as metallic prostheses inside their body. The level
of distortion depends on the shape of the object and on the orientation relative to the main
magnetic field B0. The alternating gradient fields and RF fields can cause eddy currents
which distort images.
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Fig 5.1. Magnetic field of open MR imager of GE medical (GE 1997).
Today, an increasing number of interventions are carried out in MRI. For example,
different prosthesis operations, such as total hip replacement, are performed in the MR
environment (Koivula 2002). By means of modern materials this is possible because most
of the prostheses materials are non-ferromagnetic. Hence, no magnetic forces are exerted
on them. Their heating is also minimal (Koivula 2002).
Figure 5.1 shows an open type magnetic resonance imager installation and its magnetic
fields as distance from the isocentre of the imager. This imager is a GE-0.5 Tesla open
imager. As seen from the figure, the effective area for a static magnetic field is very large.
Radio frequency pulsed magnetic fields stay inside the shielded room, but the static field
can reach outside the room (GE 1997).

5.1 Magnetic Susceptibility of Materials
The development of MR-guided surgery has created a need for surgical instruments and
other devices with susceptibility tailored to the MR environment. Susceptibility effects
can lead to position errors in the MR-guided stereotactic surgery. The instruments used
inside the magnetic field must not be affected by the field. If an instrument of this kind is
not carefully designed, it can cause harm. Especially, the problems with guidance can be
harmful. Magnetic field can exert strong forces on the instruments, resulting in heating,
twisting or lost manoeuvrability of the robot arm, for example. Also, in very accurate
microscopic operations, an instrument has to be designed professionally. The use of
different instruments has improved the usability of an MR device for locating organs and
tissues in the human body (Virtanen 2002).
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Physics provides no unambiguous explanation of the magnetic compatibility of materials.
An important factor is the permeability of a material , µ or the susceptibility value, χ
(Schenck 1996). For common “magnetic” materials, with µr >> 1, µ ≈χ . Traditionally
strong magnetic magnetization is quantified with permeability. On the other hand, weakly
magnetic materials, whichχ <<1 are rather expressed with susceptibility (see the
relation in Formula 5.4). These materials are important in MR environment. A good
example is 37oC warm water, which χ = -9.05*10-6 and permeability µr = 0,99999095.
Magnetization M of most materials can be described with a function of an added field
(Schenck 1996).

M =M 0  H

(5.1)

First term M0 describes structural magnetization of the material. The latter term χH stands
for the magnetic field effect on the material. H is the magnitude of an external magnetic
field. The permeability value is proportional to the external magnetic field flux density B
as seen in Equation 5.2.

B= H

(5.2)

Permeability of a material can be expressed as follows

=r 0 ,

(5.3)

where μr is the relative permeability and μ0 is permeability of the free space µ0 = 4π x 10-7
H/m. The susceptibility can be expressed

=r −1 =

M
.
H

(5.4)

Equation 5.1 is as the two first terms in Taylor’s series. The complete series represents
magnetization as a function of magnitude of the field. In some cases, especially in high
fields, M does not follow H linearly (Schenck 1996). In MRI, they follow each others
linearly (Schenck 1996). Strong magnetic materials have a high magnetic value, M0,
which can range from near zero to maximum 1.05x106 A/m. This factor is not a constant
because it can change under the influence of a strong magnetic field. The value can also
change when the magnetic field changes or moves. Especially strongly magnetic materials
can have several values, including zero. Magnetism also depends on the history of the
material. An external field causes magnetic particles to align with the field, and this
magnetization decays gradually after the external field disappears. It is also known that
the materials with strong magnetism have good mechanical durability. As a result, hard
metal materials are normally MR incompatible. As for MR compatible materials, it can be
required that M0 = 0. The materials, which are well MR compatible, are reported in Figure
5.2. These materials are settled between diamagnetic and paramagnetic materials. The
estimated magnitudes of the different magnetic classes are presented in the same figure.
(Schenck 1996).
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Fig 5.2. MR susceptibility spectrum of materials expressed as susceptibility value
(Virtanen 2003).
However, the susceptibility value indicates how a particular material reacts to the applied
external magnetic field. If the material is paramagnetic χ>0, the internal field increases
the magnetic field. The susceptibility value of the material is now positive. For
ferromagnetic materials the susceptibility value is also positive. For ferromagnetic
materials, the magnetic properties are dependent on the magnetic history of the material
and on the applied external magnetic field, including the temperature. Diamagnetic
materials, χ<0 are not dependent on temperature. (Benson 1997)
A diamagnetic material has no permanent magnetic moment. When an external
magnetic field is applied, the orbital motion of electrons is different so that the change in
the dipole moment is opposite to the external field. The net magnetization is then lower
than the applied external field. In a paramagnetic material, atoms or ions have a
permanent dipole moment. In the external magnetic field, electron orbits are mainly
oriented along the external field. The orientation is dependent on the temperature and
movement of the particles. Paramagnetic materials make the net magnetization slightly
higher. The paramagnetic material magnetization follows Curie's law.

M=

CB
,
T

(5.5)

where M is magnetization and C is the constant heat capacity for the selected material, B
is the applied magnetic field and T is the absolute temperature (Benson 1997).
Material selection is dependent on the magnetic characteristics of the material. The list
in Table 5.1 introduces susceptibility values of some materials. By selecting materials
from this list, a rough assumption of their magnetic compatibility can be made (Schenck
1996).
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Table 5.1. Some tested materials in MRI (Schenck 1996).
Material
Density (g/cc)
Atom- or molecule
weight
Graphite
2.26
12.011
Carbon
2.26
12.011
Bismuth
9.75
208.98
Gold
19.32
196.97
Mercury
13.546
200.59
Silver
10.5
107.87
Corundum
3.97
101.96
Zinc
7.13
65.39
Silica
3.44
140.28
Copper
8.92
63.546
Water
0.933
18.015
Aluminum
2.7
26.98
Titanium
4.54
47.88
Austenitic, stainless
8
steel

Susceptibility (x106)
-595
-204
-164
-34
-28
-24
-18.1
-15.7
-9
-9.63
-9.05
20.7
237
3250-6700

According to the list, the best materials are copper and silica. Aluminium and zinc have
also great characteristics.

5.2 Classification of Materials
There are different ways of quantifying MR compatibility which as a whole is not a
simple procedure. Table 5.2 introduces a classification of the materials by their MR
compatibility in terms of χ. Materials are non-MR compatible or they are divided into two
different classes. The classification was made by the magnetic susceptibility value. The
materials are divided into three main groups. In the first class the materials are
incompatible with MRI. In the second class the materials produce neither significant
forces nor moments when in the magnetic field. The third class includes the materials
which are better compatible with MR than those in the second class. On these materials
the magnetic field has only little effect. Tools made of materials in the third, class can be
situated close to MRI, and the magnetic fields exert no force on them. Also accelerations
caused by the magnetic field are minimal. (Virtanen 2002)
The characteristics of many materials in a magnetic field have been researched.
Especially the materials in the third group have been under investigation. Also, materials
have been found which do not affect the image quality. Even when inserted in the imaging
area, such material does not distort the image. In the magnetic resonance imaging the
shape and position of an instrument are as important a factor as the magnetic
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Table 5.2. Classification of materials by their MR compatibility (Schenck 1996).
Condition
Property
Class Example
Comments
Magnetic
I
Iron, Cobalt, Nickel
High forces and
χ>10-2
incompatibility
and other martensites moments in MRI
II
Titanium, Bismuth and Weak forces and
10-5<χ−χwater<10-2 Magnetic
compatibility
austenitic steels
moments, but can
of the first kind
diminish the
image quality.
-5
Magnetic
III
Water,
Human
tissue,
Best suitable
χ-χwater<10
compatibility
Copper and Zirconium materials for MRI.
of the second
No effect on
kind
image quality.
susceptibility because of the demagnetization effect. However, to find out the magnetic
susceptibility in research, it is important to collect as much quantitative information as
possible of different materials and their sensitivity to the magnetic field. The general
problem has been the illogical use of units and symbols in describing magnetic
susceptibility. To interpret the parameters of the magnetic susceptibility SI units should be
used. The implants and other matters in the human body, for example, iron in the human
brain have promoted the research into the materials’ magnetic behaviour in MRI (Virtanen
2002).
Materials in the second class are only weakly magnetic. In their normal state they are
non-magnetic. They are magnetized by an external magnetic field. The magnetic
susceptibility range in this group is wide, and the materials produce easily detectable
forces and moments in a strong magnetic fields (Virtanen 2003).
Magnetism is a relative notion, and it is difficult to draw the line between the second
and the third class. MRI is a very good benchmark because it is so sensitive to even small
magnetic fields. When using proper measuring equipment, it is possible to find forces and
moments in the material.

5.3 Magnetic Forces and Moments Applied
Magnetic forces and moments typically affect materials and thereby compromise MR
safety. Forces and moments are related to the magnetic incompatibility. For the typical
conductive wires, the MR compatibility might become very critical, because they may
exert some force on the construction. If there are any unpredictable motions, complicated
shapes with eddy currents, some other unpredictable phenomena or positions, it can be
hard to carry out any analytical calculations of the forces and moments of the different
construction parts under an alternating magnetic field. Therefore, components need to be
tested. There are many ways to carry out tests. Different test methods are shown later in
the text. (Shellock & Crues 2002, Shellock 1996, Schaefers et al. 2001) For a segment l
of a straight conductive wire carrying a current I, magnetic field B exerts a force F
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F =Il x B.

(5.6)

The actual force is the sum of all the infinitesimal current elements. For a conductive
loop, maximal torque can be expressed in the following way

=I A B ,

(5.7)

where I is current, A area of the loop (Benson 1997). With these basic equations, some
aspects of MR compatibility can be evaluated.

5.4 Electric MRI Compatibility of Materials
The MR compatibility also includes electrical compatibility. The B1 magnetic field
induces a radio frequency electromagnetic field into metallic materials. The materials that
are used in MRI should be insulators. If not, there will be image artefacts, heating and a
risk to the patient and the user. It has also been proven that in consideration of patient
safety and image quality, a small number of dental conductors is allowed inside the
mouth. As for intracranial devices, MRI can have three basic phenomena, a) force and
moments, b) induction and c) heating, due to the added RF energy (Bhavaraju et al. 2002,
Schenck 1996).
Eddy currents and alternating RF fields might create strong heating in an imaged
target. For the human body, the imager automatically calculates the assumed SAR
(specific absorption rate) values so that the body will not heat too much, without the SAR
value exceeding the FDA safe RF exposure recommendation (0.4 W/kg whole-bodyaveraged SAR). (Finelli et al. 2002, Chinzei et al. 2000, Schueler et al. 1999) In materials
that are well MR compatible, the heating is minimal. However, if there is a greater
amount of material, heating should be measured at a high RF field level (Shellock 2002).
The RF fields in an MRI device are used to give energy to spins and to create a suitable
imaging sequence. Heating of the material is caused by the loss of resistivity. The larger
the possible conductive loop inside the MRI, the greater the possibility of injury. Also,
straight, long wires might work as an RF antenna and cause strong heating at the end of
the wires, even when the wire is not connected (Kanal et al. 2004). In the local area the
heating of ∆T induced by the absorbed RF energy can be presented as follows

T =

Dt P
⋅ ,
C V

(5.8)

where D is the duty cycle of pulse sequence and t is total time of MRI exam, C is heat
capacity of a test object and P/V is the local power loss of an electric field. It can be
written as
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P
=1/8 2 B 12 sr 2 ,
V

(5.9)

where σ is the conductivity, ω the Larmor frequency, B1 is the amplitude of the RF
magnetic flux density, s is the correction for the RF penetration depth and r is the radius
of an object (Joensuu 2000). Electromagnetic induction is one of the most important
safety issues in MRI. Figure 5.3 shows how the magnetic induction works. A moving
magnet can generate a current in a closed conductive wire loop. The electromotive force
is proportional to the rate and direction of change of the magnetic field and the area of
loop, according to Faraday's law

emf =

−d 
,
dt

(5.10)

where Φ is magnetic flux through the loop and t means time.

5.4.1 Eddy Currents
Induction into the conductive material is caused by changing magnetic fields. Eddy
currents can be evaluated by simulation software. By evaluating the magnetic fields
caused by electric currents, it is possible to roughly estimate the amount of distortion if
the object is simple, such as a metallic plate or a long wire. In practice, machine parts are
complex, hence Eddy currents are difficult to calculate. However, eddy currents can be
identified in the MR images through distortions. Eddy currents are dangerous to the
patient if the tool is not earthed carefully (Benson 1997, Koivula 2002).

Fig. 5.3. Current induced in closed loop wire by magnetic field (Benson 1997).
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5.4.2 MR Compatibility of Electrical Devices
Electrical devices have all the aspects of MR compatibility mentioned above. However,
electrical devices often function at certain frequencies. They may also be very hard to
identify because of an indefinite number of signals within a large spectrum as well as
echoes and other uncertainties. Electrical devices (wires, sensors, etc.) designed to be
used in an MRI room also have to meet the requirements of standard EMC
(electromagnetic compatibility). (Scott 2000)

5.5 Image Artefacts and MR Compatibility
It is not always easy to qualify image distortions. Sometimes they are so small that they
can only be seen by help of special tools. For accuracy of operation, it is evident that any
quality-reducing factors have to be established. Koivula (2002) introduces a method to
establish the distortion of external objects by means of geometrical distortion and phase
shift methods. PHILIPS quality assurance notes for 0.23 T also designate the tools to
discover geometric distortion of an image. (Koivula 2002)
Distortion in MR images of different materials is mainly caused by the material's
behaviour. The material affects the local magnetic field so that the MRI's frequency
encoding is disturbed (Schueler et al. 1999, Koivula 2002). The magnetic susceptibility,
shape, orientation and position of a device or an imaging object are the main reasons for
variable imaging results. However, the pulse sequence, MR technique and field strength
also appear as voids or as a low SNR value (Schueler et al. 1999, Koivula 2002).
It is obvious that materials and electricity can cause image artefacts (Hajnal 2004). In
general, electrical equipment usually has different modes to operate and the electrical load
may vary. These items of equipment may also consist of many different materials.
However, the electrical equipment has to be tested in different situations. By taking
images, we are able to decide on the MR compatibility. Different tests have been carried
out on each artefact. There are a large number of different artefacts that can be qualified
by images (instability, moire, extra echoes, stuck ADC bit, etc.). It is very hard to evaluate
the disturbances, and especially to sum up their total effect. Many of the sources of
artefacts result from the imager's functional problems, not from the external device. The
problems can be eliminated by the tests, using reference images without an external
device. The geometric distortion, T2*artefact, warping artefact and image contour are
probably the easiest artefacts to categorise by the volume of distortion, and they are
caused externally. These artefacts are caused by electrical equipment. Voids are usually
searched to estimate susceptibility of a material causes severe effects as voids in material
since an incompatible the MR image. (Chickscope 2004, artefacts 2004, Hornak 2005)
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5.5.1 Artefact Types
Hornak (2005) divides artefacts into different categories. There are many artefacts. Some
of the artefacts may be caused by the imager and its adjustable parameters. This research,
only considers the artefacts caused by an external device. An artefact is a feature that must
not appear in the image.
Hornak (2005) presents different artefact types. He has divided artefacts into nine
different categories. Most of the artefacts are not related to external objects but to
physical phenomena and the imager itself. The nine categories are: RF quadrature, B0
inhomogeneity, gradient, RF inhomogeneity, motion, flow, chemical shift, partial volume,
and wrap around.
According to Hornak (2005), the RF-quadrature failure is a result of a hardware
failure, or more specifically, of a problem with the channels of the quadrature RF detector.
This causes bright spots or diagonal ghosting. The B0 inhomogeneity appears when
external metal objects are inserted near the imaging area. There might be spatial
distortions or changes of intensity. These can be seen as a bent image caused by changes
in the received signal. Gradient systems might also present different problems. These
problems produce artefacts similar to B0 inhomogeneity. They are caused by the gradients
which are not functioning precisely in the right direction. This artefact type is manifested
when there are some abnormalities in the functioning of the gradient coils. Moreover,
there are also RF-inhomogeneity artefacts. They are caused by the variations in
homogeneity of the RF field across the imaging area. This type of abnormality may be
caused, for example, by metal objects preventing the field from going through the
imaging target. This effect can be seen as voids in the imaging target. In the human body,
metals such as this are normally used in prostheses. Typically, implanted metals do not
distort the B0 static field. Sometimes it is hard to say whether distortion is caused by a
magnetic or non-magnetic material. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the magnetic metal
object distorting static B0.

Fig. 5.4. Magnetic metal object inserted into receiver coil with phantom. Artefact
caused by the distortion of B0. Left image is a reference image
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Also, motion of the imaged object creates problems in imaging. Motion can be either
movement of the whole object or its parts during the imaging sequence. Motion distorts
the image so that it results in ghosting across the image (Guermazi et al. 2003). The most
typical motions are the heart and respiratory movements (Guermazi et al. 2003). Motion
of liquids in the blood vessels and other parts of the body are in the same category. This is
usually seen as small voids.
Chemical shift happens between fat and water. These materials undergo different
Larmor frequencies, which leads to wrong positioning of the tissues. Shift is dependent on
the level of the static magnetic field. Partial volume is also a typical source of artefact. It
is caused by the size of the image volume. The resolution may not be enough to separate
fat and water containing cells from each others. It becomes better when the imaging
voxels are adjusted smaller. In the wrap-around artefact the FOV is selected to be smaller
than the size of an object. This manifestation can be seen so that part of the inner or outer
volume is wrap around. The Gibbs ringing is the last class of artefacts. It originates from
incomplete digitization of an echo, and it can be seen near the edges as parallel lines.
(Hornak 2005)
When testing the mechatronic equipment, one of the typical artefacts is the problem
caused by the RF fields, the source of which is an external device. This happens when the
equipment is not properly shielded. An external source of noise might be either random or
periodical. Random noise signals can be detected as white noise in the image. A
periodical signal can be seen as periodical disturbance lines. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 give an
example of the typical noise signals in an MR image.
The source of the noise effect is sometimes hard to locate. It may be the device itself or
an external source. The source can be outside or inside the imaging room. Figure 5.6
shows the random noise clearly. The random noise has deteriorated the image quality seen
as snow effect.

Fig. 5.5. Image containing a periodical noise source. One “wave” of disturbance seen
inside white box.
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Fig. 5.6. White noise in MR image. Whole image area is disturbed by random RFnoise signals.
However, the effect is caused by signals of many different frequencies. The external RF
effects need to be duly recognised and carefully tested when designing an MRIcompatible device.
Geometric distortion is due to deviations of the main magnetic field and non-linear
field gradients. These field abnormalities erase all feedback from the given default values
of the local magnetic field, angular frequency and spatial position. Non-periodic spin
motions may cause ghosting. The result is a blurred image. If the motions are very fast,
the image quality is lost badly (Suetens 1983, Hornak 2005). Especially, a fast blood
motion (or body motions) results in de-phasing or total signal loss. The phenomenon is
caused by differences between the phase and the frequency encoding sampling periods.
RF-field inhomogeneities may bring about low-frequency intensity modulation. One of
the artefact sources is also an incomplete digitization of the signal echo (Suetens 1983,
Hornak 2005).

5.5.2 Susceptibility-based Distortions
Koivula introduces how susceptibility differences affect the reconstructed image. He has
used a geometrical method and a phase difference method. Equation 5.11 shows a
mathematically established digital signal of the received RF signal.

S k ,i =

1
N

∑ ∑ M 0  x u , y v e−i [Gy ⋅y ⋅T Gx⋅x  B
k

v

u

v

u

v ,u

⋅T −t i ]

(5.11)
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Above, N is the number of pixels, M0(xu,yv) is the magnetization in a certain point of the
imaging area, Gy is amplitude, T is time of phase-encoding gradient, ti is the time interval
of the signal point i from the spin-echo centre and ΔBv,u is the distortion of the static
magnetic field. Here, the interest is the distortion factor ΔBv,u . This term causes shift in
pixel position in the frequency-encoding direction. The error, or shift, can be seen in
Equation 5.12 below:

x ,= x

 B  x , y
= x x .
Gx

(5.12)

Materials that have great susceptibility differences in the surrounding material can cause
distortions in images (Koivula 2002). Equation 5.12 can also be for x, y, z directions
separately (Joensuu 2000)

x ,= x

B
cos  ,
G readout

(5.13)
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B
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(5.14)

z ,=z

B
sin  ,
G readout

(5.15)

where the angle β represents the orientation of the frequency-encoding gradient with
respect to the object’s axis. Gslice is slice selection gradient and Greadout is readout gradient.
ΔB is magnetic flux density difference. Other components x, y and z are distances from
isocentre in each direction.

5.6 Method for Testing MR Compatibility
In this study, a test method is developed for the devices or materials to be used inside or
near the MRI. The main idea is to divide the tested object in as small and independent
parts as possible. The baseline is also to select or estimate a clear limit to the test objects
suitable for MRI. However, in intraoperative operations, especially, in the areas
positioned near the surgical target the object must not disturb the image quality. The
guideline is that external objects must neither cover nor disturb the needed image
information. An acceptable level of artefacts depends on the surgical procedure and the
size of the region of interest. It is also necessary for localization that used tools can be
seen in the MR image.
Materials that are not very well MR compatible cause different artefacts. On the other
hand, MR-compatible materials only cause a minimum reduction in image quality and so
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does the electronics with effective EMC shielding. According to the principles of patient
safety standards for medical devices, the equipment has also to be MR safe.
Stendel et al. (2003) have clinically evaluated a new intracranial pressure monitoring
device. Such a device is naturally a typical mechatronic unit. The tested device
Neurovent-P is used to measure intracranial pressure continuously. The tests included
image artefacts measurement with two different levels of magnetic fields. Tests for the
developed robot presented in the later chapters were carried out with a 0.23 T resistive
magnet. Therefore, it is more interesting to compare the tests made under 0.2-T
Magnetom Open MRI. Stendel et al. (2003) have presented different tests and the way
they had evaluated MR compatibility. First of all, they have evaluated heating of the
probe right after the acquisition of different imaging sequences. They used the following
imaging sequences: T2-weighted GRE sequence (FLASH 2D; TR 500 ms, TE 60 ms, FA
40) in axial and coronal orientation; T2-weighted turbo SE sequence (TR 5866 ms, TE
134 ms, TF 15) in coronal orientation; T2-weighted turbo SE sequence (TR 4000 ms, TE
134 ms, TF 15) in axial orientation, GRE sequence (TR 10.6 ms, TE 5 ms, FA 70) and
T1-weighted SE sequence (TR 308 ms, TE 15 ms, FA 90). By the imaging information
obtained from these imaging sequences they measured heating in the vicinity of the area
where the probe had been inserted. The probe was inserted into the pig brain. The group
also tested the functionality of the device (using the accuracy of pressure as comparable
information). The temperature measurements were conducted with a standard
thermocouple. One of the micro thermistors was inserted near the probe and another at a
distance of 0.05 m. During scanning with all selected sequences no heating was
established. (Stendel et al. 2003)
The artefacts related to the scanned image were maximum 10 mm in diameter on the
T1-weighted SE images. Stendel et al. (2003) have not classified the degree of artefact.
Usually, it depends on the surgical procedure whether an artefact is considered critical or
suitable. If the device is in close contact with the surgical area, the artefact must not
appear in the area. Actually, these artefacts were exclusively local; therefore, the effect
can be avoided by transferring any extraneous object a suitable distance away from the
region of interest (Stendel et al. 2003).
According to Miyata et al. (2002), a 1.5-mm diameter artefact is allowed in
neurosurgical operations. They have tested a developed MR-compatible micro-grasping
forceps manipulator under 0.5 T (Hitachi medical corp. MRH-500) with an imaging
sequence of T2-weighted sagittal SE (FOV 256 x 256 mm, 1 mm resolution, TR/TE
2500/100 and slice thickness 2 mm).
Kim et al. (2002) have selected to use Be-Cu for a surgical forceps in the area of FOV.
In the tests they found out that the range of distortion was less than 10 mm diameter. This
is the accuracy of tool localization in MRI, using the SE sequence (TE/TR: 30/300, FOV:
256 mm x 256 mm, slice thickness 10 mm, and FA = 90 deg.).
Speaking of local artefacts, the MR compatibility level is highly related to the surgical
procedure. If the required tool produces a significantly smaller artefact than the area of
interest, it is usually accepted. Local artefacts are caused by the susceptibility difference
of materials between the tool and the patient cells. However, other existing types of
artefacts, such as poor SNR value, might be hard to identify and have an acceptance level
that is not so simple as that of the local artefacts type. Typically, the other artefacts have
been tested by measuring combined SNR values for the images, selecting one reference
point at the centre of the phantom and the other at the background of the image. Tajima et
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al. (2003) have tested an MR-compatible master-slave system under 0.5 T (GE Medical
system). They have tested the system with GRE and SE sequences. They found no
significant decrease in the SNR value; hence, together with the clinicians they decided
that with an approximate drop of 10 % in the SNR value, the result is acceptable.
Change in the SNR value also depends on the bandwidth used and on the imaging
sequence. If the reference image is acquired with similar settings, no significant drop in
SNR is allowed. For the evaluation of compatibility in this work, a 10 % drop in SNR is
chosen as a limit for the devices that include electronics, also in consideration of the fact
that an image is not allowed to be perceivably disturbed. For material susceptibility,
neither voids nor changes in geometrics are allowed. A void may be accepted if it is not
situated within the region of interest or if it is so minute that it can not be seen clearly
under the surgical tool. Typically, it has to be less than the slice thickness. In the tests,
imaging sequences are limited to SE or GRE images, and the most defective image is
always chosen for the case.

5.6.1 How to Test Image Artefacts?
Image artefacts are caused by incompatibility of material or devices used. Sometimes they
are caused by the device itself. Artefacts are not exclusively negative repercussions since
they can also be used for navigational purposes. Some of the surgical tools include a small
amount of incompatible material. A doctor can navigate with the tool when he sees the
tool clearly in the image. This is a typical passive navigation method (Blanco 2002). The
passive method can be used when no real-time imaging is required. Image artefacts in tool
navigation may be complex. The artefact size may differ when imaging factors vary. (Liu
& Martin 2001) The navigational accuracy also diminishes when the artefact size differs.
The artefact size may differ relative to the tool's angle against B0 (Blanco 2002).
A very critical point in MR compatibility is the susceptibility difference between the
tool and the surrounding material. Characteristically, the tool could be an endoscope.
Gross et al. (2001) have studied the compatibility of an endoscope in MRI. Figure 5.7
shows an MR-compatible endoscope on which no image distortion is visible.
One of the main sources of image artefact originates from metal implants. They may
occur in an image in different ways, risking the patient. The result might heating,
magnetically induced movements and currents of the implantable device. Schueler et al.
(1999) have developed a protocol to evaluate MR compatibility of implantable devices.
Their test protocol includes the testing of the magnetic field-induced movement, electric
current, heating, image distortion and device operation. Current induction is simulated
with FEM, producing model effects of the RF fields on the device. For electrical or
mechatronic devices (active devices), the device operation becomes very important.
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Fig. 5.7. MR compatible endoscope in MR image. No void and distortions seen
(Gross et al. 2001).
The only way to estimate image artefacts is to have many images with different contrast
levels of the object, dividing the artefacts into groups. Schueler et al. (1999) divide
artefacts into four different categories: geometric distortion, T2*artefact, warping artefact
and image contour. The estimation of the artefact size is done by using a five-step
measuring scale from one to four; 0 = no artefact, 1 = mild artefact (smaller than the
device), 2 = moderate artefact (of the same size with the device), 3 = strong artefact, 4 =
severe artefact. The T2* artefact is caused by inhomogeneities in the main static magnetic
field, and it consists of the pure molecular T2 and another inhomogeneous T2 (Hornak
2005).
Schueler et al. (1999) took images with both SE and more sensitive GRE contrasts. An
oval-shaped phantom was used for imaging, and the imaging object was attached to the
surface of the phantom. A body coil was used as a receiver coil. Images were taken using
all standard MR sequences. All catheters, wires and extensions were positioned along the
coil. Images were taken at different points along the catheters and wires. The images were
also taken of the connectors. The result was that the GRE images show the artefacts most
clearly (Figure 5.8). By placing the wires, extensions, etc., outside the ROI, the image
quality increased (Schueler et al. 1999).
The best way to find distortion in the MR image is to use a phantom. The phantom
typically includes salted liquids with the magnetic susceptibility close to that of the human
body. In this thesis, all test situations employed a special phantom to reveal the amount of
distortion in relation to the human body. The tests were performed on a Philips Proview
0.23 T MR scanner and a head/brain coil (Figure 3.6). The specified phantom was
inserted inside the coil, and the test images could be taken. For example, in material
testing small pieces of material were directly attached to the phantom. This test setting
can be seen in Figure 5.9. The same setting was used in all susceptibility tests carried out
for the thesis.
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Fig. 5.8. Centre slice images (SE and GRE sequences) of implantable infusion pump
positioned over phantom: a) and b) are SE images: c) and d) are GRE images
(Schueler et al. 1999).

Fig. 5.9. Test setting for all MR compatibility tests.

5.6.2 Developed Compatibility Test-Method to Test Mechatronic Device
When a mechatronic device is designed to work inside an MRI field, it is important to
identify all vital relative subunits before starting to test the device. At the first stage, we
have to separate mechanical and electronic parts. Electronics typically include magnetic
materials, and sometimes it is impossible to replace them with the non-magnetic ones.
Electronics and mechanics also have a different testing procedure. Figure 5.10 shows the
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main parts included in testing the mechatronic device. One of the most important aspects
is the significance of the software. Software is used to compensate some effects caused by
the other main parts. Software tests are beyond the scope of this thesis. A strong magnetic
field can disturb mechanical and electrical functioning of the device. When the tested
device is divided into different categories, testing is conducted more safely, and it is
easier to identify the primary source of possible disturbance. Testing the medical
equipment must take place at a normal ambient temperature and humidity. Mechanics MR
tests include purely mechanical parts. The electronics section might also have components
which integrate the mechanical parts. This is why motors and sensors belong to the
electronics subunit. Electrical wires also belong to this category. Software tests only
include the main software.
With the software divided in such a way, it is easy to detect possible testing errors on
the smaller units. Any sub-software on the electrical components such as PLC circuits
belongs to the category of electronics testing. By separating the units already at the start
of the development of the whole device, the system can be tested during the design
process. A good example of this is the selection of the materials. If an MR test is
conducted for all the materials at the beginning of the design, it is possible to save a lot of
work and money in case we need make no changes to the product later on during the final
stages of the design process.
In the MR tests of mechanical parts, the next step is to divide the main component
units. These components can be divided into stationary components, moving components
and other mechanical units. Stationary components are components that do not move
during MR-imaging. Moving components may turn or slide slowly during imaging. The
other mechanical units can be either moving or stationary, and they consist of several
different materials and devices such as gear-boxes. Therefore, they are next to impossible
to divide. Different groups need different testing, but all require material testing. Small
samples are needed of all components or pieces of a particular material. For mechanical
units, this may be impossible to accomplish; hence they have to be tested as a whole unit,
starting further away from the imager. Then, it is possible to learn the distance a system
can be used at, and which weakly magnetic material can be used in it.

MR testing for Mechatronic device

Mechanical parts
Software

Fig. 5.10. MR-testing for mechatronic unit and its subunits.

Electronics,
motors, sensors etc.
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When small samples have been taken of the mechanical parts, they can be tested directly
at the centre of the MRI device. These small pieces of material tell whether the material
can be used in the component or not. In terms of testing, GRE imaging is more sensitive
to geometrical disturbances, hence, it will produce more disturbance in the image when
any non-MR compatible material is inserted in the imager. A separate test is included for
moving objects. The testing procedure for mechanics can be seen in Figure 5.11. For the
tests carried out on complete units, it is advisable to measure forces and moments that
may appear during imaging, using fibre optic sensors, for example.
Heating is also one test method. Heating and force-related effects can usually be seen
in the MR image, if the unit is used near the imager. Further away, the effects on the
image might be very small.
In terms of electronics, the tests are less observable than they are for testing
mechanical parts. The electronic devices need to be tested under different loads and at
different distances from the MRI scanner. Typically, electronic components give different
frequencies at different power levels. This is an important consideration because the MRI
device is notably very sensitive to external frequencies and their multiples. The testing
procedure of an electronic device is presented below in Figure 5.12.
Mandatory
Optional

MR tests for Mechanics

Main components

Stationary components

Moving components

Material identification

Mechanical units

Material testing in MRI

Motion test in MRI

Acceptance process

Material test for a unit
Fig. 5.11. MR testing categories for mechanics.
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MR tests for electronics

Main components

Motors and other actuators
Active devices
usually include mechanics
Sensors and cables
Passive devices
inc. mechanics

Power off-tests

Power on-tests

Functionality tests for each tested unit
Large voids are not accepted, SNR under 10%
Acceptance process
Fig. 5.12. Electronics MR test procedure.
Nevertheless, when testing electronic devices also their materials need to undergo tests.
Even disturbances from external electrical devices can be reduced, using EMC-based
solutions; wrong materials still cause heating, forces and artefacts in the image. In the
case of electronic devices, also the functionality of the electronics needs to be tested
because the magnetic field may affect the function of an electrical device as well.
Tests can be divided into three categorises shown on the right in Figure 5.12. The first
test block, power-off tests of the material, refers to a pure materials test of the tested unit.
None of the possible wires are connected whereas in the power-on tests the wires and the
power of the electronic units are connected. Then, the electronic unit is driven at different
steps through the whole power scale available in MRI while imaging (active devices) and
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at different distances from the magnetic bore. For passive devices, power is on. Finally,
functionality tests are conducted to test the accuracy and function of the very unit under a
strong magnetic field at different distances and with different parameters. The
functionality test includes distributed software testing.
For testing the software there is no specific test system because the test always depends
on the software and the level of distribution of the entire mechatronic unit. Sometimes, a
mechatronic unit does not have any “main” software which may consist of the distributed
ones exclusively. Software testing is a combination of all the tests in this section. When
all three main parts are brought together, they may give rise to complicated MR
compatibility issues. One of the issues could be the shape and orientation of the entire
system. Accordingly, the main software should test such situations and find a substitute
for them. This is shown in Figure 5.13.
Software testing is tightly related to the tests conducted later on during the design
process. The last step of testing is to connect all required pieces to the mechatronic unit
and carry out the MRI compatibility tests on the whole device. Then, all possible
situations can be simulated on all units. Tests should be based on the real use, working
environment and real motion trajectories.

MR tests for software

Identification of harmful situation
against MRI-compatibility
in simulations

No malfunction accepted
Acceptance process

Fig. 5.13. System testing.
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5.7 Discussion on MR Compatibility
The MR environment is usually defined as an area where the magnetic field exceeds the 5
gauss line (0.5 mTesla). Part of the area might locate outside the magnet room. All
devices used inside or near the MRI should be MR compatible (GE 1997). An MRcompatible tool or equipment is MR safe, and it does not create artefacts on MR images.
Problems in susceptibility might disturb, for example, location accuracy in MR-guided
procedures. The magnetic field might also exert heating or strong forces on instruments.
MR compatibility is related to the surgical procedure. If an instrument creates an artefact
larger than the region of interest, it should not be used for a surgical procedure. Local
artefacts are caused by the difference in quality between the tool and the patient tissue.
This chapter introduces a method to test complicated mechatronic units step by step. In
the literature, no similar test method could be found since materials and devices such as
driving units have simply been picked to build an MR-compatible mechatronic unit
(Chinzei et al. 2000). This work develops a method that helps select materials so that their
magnetic properties are suitable for the used magnetic field. Actuators and other electrical
devices can be tested so that no special, very expensive solutions are needed. Testing
saves money and sets limits on the distance of the devices and materials from the
strongest field. A case in point is that it is not cost-effective to use ultrasonic motors if
normal motors are up to standard at a certain distance. Proper testing method also helps
identify the faultiest of components or parts of the designed MR-compatible device.
Strong magnetic fields potentially disturb the mechanical and electrical function of the
devices in case the susceptibility values are not ideal. For testing the MR compatibility of
more complicated devices, the devices can be divided into different categories: MR tests
for mechanics, MR tests for electronics and MR tests for software. Mechanics tests
include purely mechanical parts. The electronics section might also comprise components
which integrate mechanical parts. Motors and sensors belong to the electronics testing
category. The MR testing for software only includes the main software. Benefits of
separately testing all parts of a mechatronic device are safety and easier identification of
the primary sources of possible disturbance.

6 MR Compatible Robots and Manipulators
Robotics has spread to include MRI devices ever since they have been used for
intraoperative cases on the whole. At the moment, MR imaging is considered one of the
safest imaging methods. Due to its accuracy in minimally invasive operation, doctors and
engineers are disposed to transfer the robotics technology into MRI. Many mechanisms
are called robots which is not always easy for the researcher. The well-known definition
of a robot is given by the Robotics Industries Association: the robot is a reprogrammable
versatile, at least three-joint mechanical device that is designed to move parts, objects,
tools or other special equipments to make different programmed tasks. (Aalto et al. 1999,
Cleary & Nguyen 2001)
In some cases, a robot is an ideal solution to protect the nursing team from
environmental factors. In general, hospitals employ ionizing radiation near the X-raybased imaging; hence, intraoperative contact is not possible. Patients can also carry
dangerous diseases or they need to be operated far from the nearest hospital. In every
case, a robot would be able to stay in contact with an isolated patient without risking the
nursing team. A reason for using the robot in the operating room might also be as simple
as its accuracy and ergonomics. As a whole, the benefits of using robotics in surgery
feature accuracy, localization, remote control and real-time operation.
Also, classifying the MR compatibility for robots is difficult; neither is it easy to
compare different MR-compatible robots and applications because of their different
functions and working environments. The best way to prove compatibility is to produce
images of the device in function, using a real imager. Due to the wide scope of different
imaging devices, there are still a lot of questions to be answered before comparing the
results (e.g., magnetic field strength and shape of the magnetic bore). The imaging system
has also become almost real-time. This will facilitate better reliability of the robotic tools
by following the ongoing procedure (Nairn 2001). MRI is a relatively slow imaging
method for the robot, but it offers a very high image quality, and it separates different
tissue materials, especially the soft tissues to a high standard. Besides, MRI provides
good reference coordinates for the control system.
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Table 6.1. Proposed classification of medical robots.
Class number
Content

Explanation

I Assistance robots

Robots that can work as a
tool holder, a navigator, a
pointer or a measuring
device.

These are robotic systems that can
use highly developed controls even
the function might be simple.

II Operative robots

Robots that can operate
even individually.

These robots can actively perform or
participate in an operation.

III Robotic systems

Robotic systems that
controls the whole
operation in OR.

These robots actively coordinates
the whole surgical procedure. They
can i.e. take care of lightning,
patient monitoring and conditions.

6.1 Classification of Medical Robots
Madhavan et al. (2002) write that medical robots can be divided into two main categories.
The first category is a functional classification and the second is a technological
classification. In this study, the categorization of robots is based on the technical state and
not the functional state of the robots (Virtanen 2003).
It is easier to divide surgical robots only by their technological state because it is a
well-known fact that not all robots are meant to replace a nursing team. Earlier on, robots
only played the role of an assistant, but nowadays the whole OR can be controlled by a
large-scale robotic system. The proposed three categories of robots are: 1) assistance
robots such as robot arms, 2) operative robots and 3) robotic systems. This classification
is easier, and it enables even a simplest robot to have an advanced control system without
limiting the functionality. In the OR, equipment should be both versatile and compact.
Table 6.1 shows the categories with explanations of each category part.

6.2 Robots Designed for Clinical Use in MRI

6.2.1 Assistance Robots
Robots and other automated tools are used to achieve better accuracy in minimally
invasive surgery. A smaller hole in the human body helps patients heal faster. The robot
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Fig. 6.1. Image of open doughnut-type MRI device with manipulator (Aist 2005).
should be able to operate through a smaller cutting hole than a doctor. Robots can also be
used for safety reasons. The open type devices in MRI have lead to the design of
actuating mechanisms inside the imager, such as respirators. This assistance robot is a
good example of the class one robots which are not actively involved in an operation,
working for guidance. (Chinzei et al. 2000)
Chinzei & Hata (2003) have designed a robot that is under preclinical use. The robot is
designed to locate and guide a catheter or a laser pointer. These procedures are not
directly invasive as the word assist reveals. The robot provides a stable holder for the tool
that helps carry out the required operation. This requires the device to have an accuracy
of less than 1 mm. Chinzei & Hata (2003) also write that the surgical robots and
manipulators are an excellent solution in surgery because they are flexible to operate, they
have high accuracy and the teleoperation is possible. The robot is directly controlled by
the surgeon, and the control is performed by generating the control trajectories from the
information derived from the preoperative image information. Chinzei & Hata (2003)
introduce a designed robot to operate inside the open intraoperative Signa SP/i type 0.5 T
MR imager of GE. Intraoperative imagers are designed for use in operating rooms. Since
the GE imager consists of two standing magnetic bores, it is called a double doughnut
type. An image of the open MRI is seen in Figure 6.1 (Aist 2005).
The open MRI of GE has a static magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla and varying RF fields.
The resonance frequency of the static magnetic field for hydrogen is about 21.3 MHz.
The receiver coil gains have to be 60 to 80 dB. Like in all MRI devices, the electrical
devices can cause noise in a very homogenized magnetic field and thereby disturb the
image quality. In robotic solutions, noisy electronics and ferrite materials are to be
avoided.
Chinzei & Hata (2003) have identified the requirements of MR compatibility for the
hardware. First of all, the mechanism has to fit inside the imager, and it has to be able to
perform minimally invasive operations, such as catheter guidance for endoscopy. Also,
they believe that for ethical reasons the robot is exclusively designed to hold and guide a
tool, not to replace the doctor. Therefore, it operates with the doctor. During the
procedure, the imager updates the control parameters (e.g., location X, Y, Z) for the robot.
During the operation, the robot design must not hinder the doctor in his work; neither
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Fig. 6.2. Mechanical configuration for a robotic tool holder (Chinzei et al. 2000).
shall the eventual optical tracking be disturbed. The robot also has to be MR compatible
even when it is running during procedure. It also has to be MR safe (GE 1997).
Figure 6.2 shows a configuration for the robot introduced by Chinzei & Hata (2003). It
is designed so that all the mechanical actuators are installed away from the centre of the
imager. When the mechanisms are aligned further, they will lose some precision and
dynamical properties, yet, leaving space for the doctor to work. This robot has the arms
hanging down into the workspace as seen in Figure 6.2.
The robot in Figure 6.2 has 5 degrees of freedom. All movements are performed with
linear actuators seen in Figure 6.2 above the MRI magnet. MR compatibility is achieved
better by positioning the actuator away from the imager. For this robot the materials were
carefully selected. All used materials were paramagnetic materials, titanium alloy and
plastics. The suitability of different materials is presented in Chapter 9. Motors were nonmagnetic, ultrasonic, piezo motors of type USR60-S3N (Shinsei Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan) directly driving the linear ball screws. Each linear motion has optical position
sensors. To achieve better SNR values, the information from the sensors is transferred
outside the imaging room. The 5 degrees of freedom of this robotic system has separate
liner motion tables. Each table unit consists of a ball screw and a pair of linear guides.
These mechanisms are made either of stainless steel (YHD50) or beryllium copper. They
both have the suitable magnetic susceptibility. The ball screws are equipped with a pair of
ball bearings made of silicon nitride (Si3N4), and a clutch is also inserted between the
motor and the ball screw to facilitate manual motion. Figure 6.3 shows a more accurate
image of the motorized table system. (Koseki et al. 2000, Chinzei et al. 2000, Chinzei et
al. 1999, Araa 2001)
Chinzei & Hata (2003) have investigated the MR compatibility by measuring the SNR
values and homogeneity of the magnetic field. The homogeneity of a magnetic field is
approved by the diversity of the observed signal spectrum. The robot is tested by driving
and repeating the linear actuator movement nearest to the phantom in one direction, and it
is imaged with an SE sequence. As the robot was tested with the motion near the phantom,
the results were good. The inhomogeneity of the imaged phantom was minimal when the
robot was in motion. The inhomogeneity values were observed to be 0.45 ppm without
robot and 0.53 ppm when the robot was in motion. The effect have been very small.
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Fig. 6.3. Linear motion table (Chinzei et al. 1999).
Chinzei & Hata (2003) also writes that the SNR loss have been about 1.6 to 1.8% and the
acceptable change is up to 10%.
In this particular case the motors and the mechanical body were one to two meters
away from the imaging object (Chinzei et al. 2000). At this distance the configuration is
MR compatible enough. Other advantages are easy sterilization, thin body and easy
kinematics. The design does not include any rotational joints that could cause large errors
at the end of the long arm (Chinzei et al. 2000).
Clearly, the long arm could suffer from a loss of rigidity, but this robot is only designed
to guide, not to perform an operation. Sensors in the robotic joints need not be visible
within the imaging area because none of the rotational joints are being used there. In this
case, the sensor signal is transferred outside the imaging room, and it must not interfere
with the RF-fields. Each axis has a home and limit detector, and an incremental linear
encoder. The encoder is custom-made, consisting of glass grating patterns manufactured
by Dynamic Research Corp. The resolution is chosen to be 0.02 mm. All the signal
conversion circuits, control and power circuits are placed outside the imaging room.
(Koseki et al. 2000, Chinzei et al. 2000, Udd 1995)
To increase MR compatibility, Koseki et al. (2003) introduce a remote actuation
mechanism by placing the actuators further from the imaging area. The actuator is shown
in Figure 6.4. It uses leverage and parallelogram. These mechanism types can perform 3DOF translational motions and 3-DOF rotational motions remotely. They have also found
out that normal ball bearings, steel materials and electronics cause image distortion,
diminishing image quality. Koseki et al. (2003) write that conventional MR-compatible
robots are usually made of duraluminium, titanium, engineering plastics, and the bearings
made of ceramics. The motors are usually piezo motors. The materials are expensive and
the stiffness and durability is not necessarily adequate. This leverage and parallelogram
mechanism facilitates the use of inexpensive actuators, and the remote systems leave more
operation space near the imaging area.
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A
B
Fig. 6.4. A) and B) Leverage and parallelogram mechanism (Koseki et al. 2003).
This LPM mechanism is designed for the 0.5-T Signa SP open MRI device of GE. The
mechanism is meant to work as an assistant tool during the intraoperative operation.
Figure 6.4 B shows the mechanism. The idea of the surgical procedure is similar to that of
Chinzei et al. (2000).
The mechanical feature has been designed so that the manipulator can take any
position and orientation within 100 mm in x-, y- and z-axes and 30 degrees around these
axes. The mechanism includes a rigid that is only supported on the other end. The
experiments by Koseki et al. (2003) show that the elasticity increases proportionally to
the square of the lever ratio. (Koseki et al. 2003)

6.2.2 Operative Robots
Okamoto et al. (2003) present a multi-DOF brain retract manipulator for minimally
invasive surgery. This manipulator is designed to work as a pathway that helps other
surgical tools to get inside the scull. However, this robotic tool actively holds brain tissue
and therefore belongs to Class 2 Robots. The brain retract manipulator consists of a 10DOF poly-articular spatula. The spatula is supported and removed by a 6-DOF planartype robot. The system is tested with a hog. This particular system is developed into a 0.3T open MRI device. The manipulator can secure the required area of the brain for other
devices to go deeper. It also leaves more space for other minimally invasive tools to work.
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Brain retract
manipulator

6-DOF SCARA
type holders

Fig. 6.5. Brain retract system (Okamoto et al. 2003).

Fig. 6.6. A Brain retract spatula and its driving unit (Okamoto et al. 2003).
The multi-DOF spatula has been designed as small as it is reasonable. It is designed to be
2 mm thick and 7 mm wide. The whole spatula is 130 mm long. There are ultrasonic
(piezo) motors inside the joints. The manipulator system is shown in Figure 6.5.
(Okamoto et al. 2003)
The spatulas have an inner brain pressure measurement system to control the pressure
level in the human brain. The pressure is simply converted into mechanical force. The
spatulas consist of small units which makes the control system complicated. The units are
shown in Figure 6.6. The spatula units are driven by one hydraulic cylinder only. The
system is safe because it can drive 2 DOFs simultaneously. Every joint in the spatula can
be locked while the others are being moved. This is safe in a situation where the spatula
needs to be pulled out of the brain (Okamoto et al. 2003, Okayasu et al. 2003).
With the SCARA-type support manipulator, the spatula system is designed to work
outside the 5 gauss line. The 5 gauss line means the volume at which the magnetic field
strength is 0.5 mT. This magnetic field strength might occur even outside the imager.
Obviously, the system is designed to work meters away from the imager. There is not a
high demand for MR compatibility. The spatula and SCARA are mainly made of
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aluminum, stainless steel and US motors. No individual MR test is shown. (Okamoto et
al. 2003, GE 1997, Okayasu et al. 2003)
Kim et al. (2002) have developed a 6-DOF surgical manipulator for the MRI
environment. The manipulator is designed for minimally invasive liver surgery, and it
performs the motion by the linear actuators of a hydraulic-motor. The hydraulic-motors
generate the power needed for liver surgery, and they are small enough to fit inside the
open MR imager. In addition, the manipulator can use angiography information during the
surgical procedure, and it gives detailed information about the state and position of the
blood vessels. Since the liver is a soft organ, it is necessary to take images during the
operation. A soft organ can move for a few centimetres in the human body. (Kim et al.
2002)
In the vertical direction, the MRI device occupies very little space. Consequently, the
manipulator in Figure 6.7 is designed to move horizontally near the abdominal space, and
by bending the forceps, it can reach the target vertically. The manipulator holds the
forceps as a functional tool. The system configuration and the function are depicted in
Figure 6.7. To achieve better MR compatibility, the robot has ultrasonic motors and nonferromagnetic materials. (Kim et al. 2002)
The forceps can be bent 90 degrees, and they can rotate around their own axis. On the
tip of the forceps base, the slave cylinders of the mechanism drive the linkage mechanism.
The master cylinder is actuated by the ball screws, see Figure 6.7. The ball screws are
driven by ultrasonic (piezo) motors (USR30-S4). The tubes connecting the master and the
slave cylinders are 150 mm long and 1.5 mm in diameter. The system covers a space of
90 x 140 x 450 mm. The cylinders are filled with sterilized saline. With a master-slave
cylinder system, the driving motors can placed further away from the field of view. The
cylinders are bilateral for space saving. (Kim et al. 2002)
The MR compatibility for this robot has been evaluated clearly by Kim et al. (2002).
First, the materials are well selected and the motors are of ultrasonic type (Kim et al.
2002). If inserted near the field of view (FOV), these motors may still cause some
problem to the MRI device. The ultrasonic motors create noise which diminishes the
image quality and lessens the intraoperative accuracy. One solution is to place the motors
away from the imaging area in which case the mechanism needs to be large.
Kim et al. (2002) have evaluated some non-ferromagnetic materials, and using the
above mentioned mechanism, they have evaluated the MR compatibility of the system.
With the RCM (remote centre of motion) system, the motors could be positioned away
from the FOV area. The evaluation started by adding small pieces of material extracted
from the selected materials and by employing some of the materials as rods.
These materials simulated part of the real structure. For rods, they tested different
materials and also evaluated the size of artefacts. The artefact size was reported in
percentage, and the diameter of the rods was 10 mm. The Be-Cu rod indicated a 10 %
change in diameter compared to the original size, the titanium 300 %, SUS304 and
SUS316 over 1900 %, respectively. The same measurements were carried out for pipes
with a diameter of 10 mm. The titanium pipe showed a 70 % change, SUS304 and
SUS316 showed over 400 % change in diameter. Kim et al. also tested the same materials
in pieces of 3 mm in diameter. SUS (stainless steel) materials showed large distortion.
Titanium, copper and Be-Cu showed minimum artefacts. On the basis of the test results,
the forceps were manufactured of Be-Cu while titanium rods can be used outside the FOV
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Fig. 6.7. MR-compatible surgical robot and remote centre of motion (RCM) unit
used by Kim et al. (2002).
area. Also, aluminium and brass were tested. Be-Cu can be used 10 mm away from the
target. Kim et al. (2002) also state that some springs were tested (SUS306, Be-Cu and
NAS106N). The MR compatibility was tested and evaluated with the HITACHI MRH500 0.5 T closed MRI. However, the system was designed for open MR configurations.
(Kim et al. 2002)
The MR compatibility of the forceps material and motor-hydraulic driving system was
tested separately. The forceps were sunk into different diameter plastic pipes, filled with
water. The test system shows, for example, the range of artefact and the size of the
distortion, as seen in Figure 6.8. The test also shows the material shift. The forceps test
was only conducted with SE sequence (TE/TR = 30/300, FOV = 256 x 256 mm, slice
thickness10 mm and FA = 90). Forceps did not cause artefacts over 10 mm in diameter.
(Kim et al. 2002)
Kim et al. (2002) have evaluated some non-ferromagnetic materials and with the above
mentioned mechanism they have evaluated MR compatibility of the system. With the
RCM (remote center of motion)-system the motors could be positioned away from the
FOV area. Evaluation was started by subtracting small parts of the selected materials and
some of the materials were taken as rods. These materials simulated part of the real
structure. For rods they have tested different materials and evaluated the size of artefacts.
The artefact size was reported in percentages and the diameter of the rods 10 mm. Be-Cu
rod showed 10 % change in diameter compared to original size, titanium 300 %, SUS304
and SUS316 over 1900 %. Same measurements were made for pipes with the diameter of
10 mm. Titanium pipe showed 70% change, SUS304 and SUS316 showed over 400 %
change in diameter. Kim et al. also tested same materials in pieces, they were 3 mm in
diameter. SUS(stainless steel) materials showed large distortion. Titanium, copper and
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Fig. 6.8. Test system and MR images of powerless forceps in water (Kim et al. 2002).
Be-Cu showed minimum artefacts. On the basis of the test results, the forceps were
manufactured of Be-Cu and the titanium rods can be used outside the FOV area. Also
aluminium and brass was tested. Be-Cu can be used 10 mm away from the target. Kim et
al. (2002) also shows that some springs are tested (SUS306, Be-Cu and NAS106N). MR
compatibility was tested and evaluated with HITACHI MRH-500 0.5 T closed MRI.
However, the system was designed for open MR configurations. (Kim et al. 2002)
The MR compatibility of the forceps material and motor-hydraulic driving system was
tested separately. The forceps were sank into different diameter plastic pipes, filled with
water. Test system has shown e.g. the range of artefact and the size of the distortion, as
seen in Figure 6.8 Test also shows material shift. Test for the forceps was conducted only
with SE sequence (TE/TR=30/300, FOV=256x256 mm, slice thickness10 mm and
FA=90). Forceps did not cause artefacts over 10 mm diameter. (Kim et al. 2002)
Different tests were conducted on the motor-hydraulic driving system. The powerless
system was first inserted outside the RF coil. At the next step, placed inside the RF coil,
the system was still powerless. Then, the driving system was inserted in the RF coil,
turned on; hence, the motor was driven. Figure 6.9 shows the results of the motor unit
test, displaying a distortion of size less than 10 mm. Figure 6.9 also shows a drop of SNR
value during the actuation. The images are obviously taken with a phantom (Kim et al.
2002).
The whole system body is also evaluated by its MR compatibility. The system was first
inserted into the phantom unit, and the power was turned on (Kim et al. 2002). The
second step was taken by driving the forceps (Kim et al. 2002). The results are shown in
Figure 6.10. The system affects the image quality, because the SNR value drops from
261.1 to 174.8. However, no specific distortion can be seen.
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Fig. 6.9. Test images of motor-hydraulic unit (Kim et al. 2002).

Fig. 6.10. Whole body evaluation of MR-compatible robot (Kim et al. 2002).
Krieger et al. (2005) introduce a manipulator designed for image-guided prostate
interventions in the MRI environment. The device works at an accuracy of millimetres
under the physician's control in the high-field MRI scanner. The device can be used for
biopsy, fiducial marker displacement and therapy guidance. The system is small enough to
work in open and closed loop imagers. The configuration was tested in in-vivo
experiments, and some clinical trials were reported (Krieger et al. 2005).
The manipulator receives control information from an active tracking system, and it
can be driven outside the imaging room through a graphical interface with remote control.
The interface shows the needle path on the MR image, and when the needle is visible on
the MR image, it is guided by small MR coils that are inserted into the manipulator.
According to Krieger et al. (2005), prostate surgery is normally carried out under US
imaging as a transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) guided biopsy. The physician penetrates the
needle through the rectum wall and takes six to eighteen small samples of the prostate.
TRUS does not provide enough accuracy and resolution. Under the MRI guidance with
integrated coils images of the object area stay more accurate, and the soft-tissue
resolution is better than on the CT images. Cancer can be seen from MR images. (Krieger
et al. 2005)
The manipulator consists of a needle guide and rectal sheath, insertion stage,
positioning stage, flexible shaft and mount. The system has 3 DOFs to target the needle
into the prostate. The needle of the system is flexible, but in some cases, such as in biopsy
the needle is not allowed to bend. Therefore, different guiding units are needed. The
whole body of the manipulator can be seen in Figure 6.11
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Fig. 6.11. A manipulator for image-guided prostate interventions in MRI (Susil et al.
2003).
The MR compatibility of the system is achieved by selecting suitable materials for the
construction. The movements are created manually by the user. There is no need for
electric motors. The flexible drive shafts are made of non-magnetic phosphor bronze
material, encapsulated in nylon (Susil et al. 2003). These materials facilitate movement
outside the magnetic bore. The mount consists of a Drylin T-slide and a rail assembly. The
ball joints of the device are commercially available. The material is selected so that
metallic components in the FOV area are avoided. In the FOV, a common construction
material is plastic. Some metallic parts are used to connect different parts such as brass
screws to one another. The tracking coil system is sensitive to external metallic parts
(Susil et al. 2003). The brass gears, aluminium ball joint and phosphor bronze flex-shaft
were placed at a certain distance from the coils. The brass gears caused too large image
artefacts and were replaced with plastic ones. The ball joint could be inserted at 15 mm
and the aluminium ball joint 30 mm from the receiver coils (Susil et al. 2003). The
manipulator has two types of magnetic coils; imaging coil and position tracking coils. The
imaging coil is inserted around the hole where the needle comes out of the needle guide.
The needle guide has three individual tracking coils inserted into the body. The needle
itself is made of 18 G nitinol because of its super-elastic properties. (Susil et al. 2003,
Krieger et al. 2005)
For tracking, different methods were tested. Krieger et al. (2005) have tested passive
and active fiducial tracking. They also tested electro-optical encoders. The electro-optical
system was not accurate enough due to the deflection of materials. The sensor was tested
with optical connections and the MR compatibility was achieved, but the accuracy
between the MR device coordinate and the manipulator coordinate was unsatisfactory.
One of the accuracy problems is also the calibration between the two coordinate systems.
The passive tracking system constructed of gadolinium DTPA liquid-filled markers at the
tool end could be located on the MR image. However, it needs a lot of time and requires
high quality images. The active method was found to be more practical. For an active
sensor, three tracking micro-size coils were inserted inside the manipulator end effector. A
micro coil consisted of a tube of gadolinium DTPA tube wrapped with a wire coil.
Tracking is possible by taking a series of 1-dimensional images using a frequency
encoding method. The information from tracking coils is transferred through a cable to
the MRI device channels. The registration takes only 50 ms, allowing real-time tracking.
Figure 6.12 shows the places of the tracking and imaging coils. Tracking coils 1 and 2 are
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Fig. 6.12. Tracking and imaging coils of manipulator head (Susil et al. 2003).
inserted along the axis of the end effector. The third coil is placed off-axis. (Susil et al.
2003, Krieger et al. 2005) The accuracy achieved by the tracking coil method in this
manipulator system is 1 mm. The accuracy of the translation movement was tested with
1.27-mm steps. The steps show that the average error in position is about 0.19 mm with a
standard deviation of 0.25 mm. For rotational movement, the average error is 0.33
degrees and the deviation is 0.42 degrees. The accuracy of rotation was tested by rotating
the system at 2 degrees. (Susil et al. 2003, Krieger et al. 2005)
Larson et al. (2004) introduce a robotic device for the MRI-guided biopsy and therapy
interventions in the breast. The system should be able to compress the breast and guide
interventional probe at a right angle and depth. The whole device is constructed of nonmagnetic and non-conductive material. It eliminates image artefacts in local magnetic
fields. The system is controlled through a graphical user interface and driven by ultrasonic
motors (Larson et al. 2004). The system provides real-time MR-guided planning and
monitoring of the movements (Larson et al. 2004). MRI is a useful tool in revealing
cancer cells in the breast. The problem in using MRI is lack of suitable treatment devices
in the MR environment.
According to Larson et al. (2004), it is important to employ an MRI-guided biopsy or
wire localization in breast cancer treatment. The contrast-enhanced MR and MR-guided
biopsy have proved a reliable method for finding cancer cells. Currently used biopsy tools
require lower spatial resolution to operate outside the MRI scanner during the procedure.
Therefore, the system introduced here aims at high flexibility of use. The developed
device creates an easy entry to the target even in complex areas. The device also has visible markers to control the movements in real time. The system uses ultrasonic motors and
mechanical links for the performance of movements.
Figure 6.13 shows all the main parts of a breast treatment device. It includes a patient
couch (PC), probe manipulator (PM), place for patient breasts (BR), probe guide (PG),
mechanical link (MG), ultrasonic motors (USM), motor control and power lines (MCL)
and optical encoders (OE). The manipulating system PM compresses the breast while the
patient is lying on the couch, and the breast is treated with the probe guide. Figure 6.14
shows a more specific image of the probe manipulator. (Larson et al. 2004)
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Fig. 6.13. Schematic drawing of total breast treatment system (Larson et al. 2004).

Fig. 6.14. Schematic image of probe manipulator (Larson et al. 2004).
Figure 6.14 shows that the probe manipulator has six degrees of freedom (DOF). The
manipulator helps the treatment device such as a biopsy needle penetrate inside the breast
in all positions as required. For improved MR compatibility, the system uses four
ultrasonic motors (Shinsei Corp. Tokyo, Japan). The motors have optical encoders
installed to the shaft end. The system is designed to work in magnetic fields over 1.5 T.
The motors are not affected by the high magnetic field, but they contain a conductive
material that created major image artefacts. For that reason the motors were installed at a
distance of one meter from the magnetic isocentre of MRI. The system has no separate
brakes because the ultrasonic motors have high enough holding momentum. Optical
encoders were also used to measure position of the moving mechanical parts. (Larson et
al. 2004)
The device base plate is constructed from high-density polyethylene plastic and the
plate on top of it is of clear acrylic. The compression plates are made of natural delrin,
and the guide rods are machined from fibreglass. Flexible mechanical links embedded in
delrin matrix are also of fibreglass. All the bearings are of teflon and the shafts are
manufactured from fibre glass and acrylic. The system comprises some connection parts
made of nylon and polycarbonate. However, all the materials seem to be non-magnetic
and non-conductive. (Larson et al. 2004)
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MR tests of the manipulator were conducted on the 4 T whole body magnet with a Varian
INOVA console. The coil used was a circular surface coil. Imaging was carried out by
producing GRE (TR/TE = 16 ms/8 ms, FA = 30, acquisition matrix = 256 x 256) images
with a FOV measuring 200 x 300 mm (Larson et al. 2004). The phantom contained pieces
of different materials acting as a real lesion (Larson et al. 2004). The images produced did
not show any distortion while the system was inserted inside the imager. There is no
mention about the system being driven during the imaging or not. The new system
facilitates the insertion of a needle at many degrees of freedom and the patient is able to
lie inside the imager for the whole operation. (Larson et al. 2004)
Koseki et al. (2002) have developed a robotic manipulator for the vertical field
magnetic imager to control the endoscope in trans-nasal neurosurgery. The MRI provides
useful real-time information about such keyhole procedures, compensating for direct
visual observation. The MRI benefits neurosurgical operations by differentiating soft
tissue materials in an excellent way. According to Koseki et al. (2002), robotic tools bring
accuracy to tomographic 3-D operations.
Transnasal neurosurgery is one of the most typical minimally invasive neurosurgical
operations. In trans-nasal operation, the physician approaches the pituitary tumour behind
a spheroid through the nasal cavity. Most of the surgical time goes in approaching the
tumour and resection. The robot introduced here would be able to hold and direct the
endoscope in a narrow vertical space. The manipulator is designed for the HITACHI´s
AIRIS-ll 0.3-T open magnetic resonance imager. The gap between the upper and lower
magnets of the imager is 430 mm. The robot has two rotational DOFs and two
translational DOFs. (Koseki et al. 2002)
In trans-nasal surgery, the manipulator in an MRI environment has to be MR
compatible. For most manipulator parts, Koseki et al. have decided not to use expensive
MR-compatible, even weak or flexible materials. They have tested different materials at
given magnetic field levels. By testing the system in the above-mentioned way, it is
possible to have a less expensive and more rigid system. Table 6.1 shows the
compatibility of materials and components in certain zones of this 0.3-T MRI device.
(Koseki et al. 2002)
Table 6.1. Tested materials used in different zones of the MRI device (Koseki et al. 2002).
MRI zone
Guide
Material or device allowed
in the zone
I Near the imaging area
(within radius of 300 mm)

Non-magnetic materials
No electrical components

Ti, MC-nylon, ceramic
bearings

II Between radius of 300
mm to 700 mm from the
center of imager

Small amount of weakly
magnetic materials
Some electrical
components

Al, SUS304, weakly
magnetic harmonic drive,
potentiometer, rotary
encoder

III Outside the radius of
700 mm from the center of
imager

Small amount of
ferromagnetic material is
allowed

Harmonic drive, normal
bearing
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Fig. 6.15. Descriptive image of trans-nasal manipulator with motors and sensors
(Koseki et al. 2002).
However, the manipulator mechanism was constructed of the tested material, motors and
sensors. All axes were driven by US piezo motors (USR60-S3N) (Koseki et al. 2002).
The motors were driving through harmonic drives. Specially manufactured weakly
magnetic harmonic gears were used in joints 3 and 4. The ultrasonic motors have a very
high rotation speed. Therefore, gears are needed to drop the velocity. For safety reason,
there were also manual clutches in every joint (Koseki et al. 2002). The mechanism with
joints, motors and sensors can be seen in Figure 6.15. The manipulator has two types of
incremental and absolute rotational sensors: rotary encoder units and potentiometers. The
electrical encoder signal is optically transmitted outside the imaging room (Koseki et al.
2002).
The accuracy test of the mechanism was carried out by repeating a random trajectory
20 times. The accuracy was measured with two laser displacement sensors. Standard
deviation for axis 3 and axis 4 (Figure 6.15) was 0.01 to 0.03 degrees, respectively
(Koseki et al. 2002). The same numerical values could be established with the accuracy
of the tool tip in X-Y direction in millimetres (Koseki et al. 2002).
Also, MR tests of the manipulator were conducted to trial how the magnetic field
affects the robot and vice versa. The manipulator was scanned with both SE and GRE
sequences (TE/TR = 20 ms/100 ms, BW = 30 kHz, FA = 30o). The manipulator worked
normally under a magnetic field, and it is indicative of no heating or malfunction. Only a
small increase in the potentiometer noise level could be seen (Koseki et al. 2002).
The effects on the image quality were tested by the following procedure: a reference
image was taken of the phantom (filled with 1.8x10-4 mol/l NiCl and 0.1 % Nacl) without
the manipulator. The manipulator was then installed on the gantry and wired. The third
step was to drive the manipulator continuously, accelerating and decelerating the
movement. Figure 6.16 shows the results of the GRE images. On the left, Figure 6.16
shows the reference image (only the phantom). On the right, there is an image of the
phantom when the manipulator is being driven. The MR images show that a manipulator
does not cause big artefacts when inserted inside the magnetic field. However, based on
the image on the right, the manipulator can not be actuated when images are being taken
(Koseki et al. 2002).
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Fig. 6.16. Manipulator in MR field. Left, only the phantom imaged. Second from
left, manipulator set in MRI field. Right, manipulator being driven. (Koseki et al.
2002)

Fig. 6.17. Robotic system for needle insertion in MRI gantry (Mc Beth et al. 2004).
Masamune et al. (2001) have also introduced an MRI-compatible needle insertion robot
that works inside the MRI gantry. The robot is in Figure 6.17. The robot's body is made of
aluminium, and it uses non-magnetic ultrasonic motors for movement. Also some nonferromagnetic metal materials such as brass are used (twmu 2004).
Masamune et al. (2001) have tested MR compatibility by inserting a manipulator and
an MRI-enhanced lattice marker as a phantom on the same bed inside the MRI gantry. By
changing the distance from the lattice and assuming that the manipulator is a metal plate,
it is possible to calculate the accuracy of the image based on the image information.
Conductive materials in the manipulator can harm the image in every position. SE images
were taken with a slice thickness of 2 mm in 2-D. The pixel size was 1 x 1 mm. The error
in position can be linearised, and the error was less than 1 mm even when the system was
placed as close as 50 mm from the lattice. The test was carried out using a powerless
system. The system was not moved during imaging. The system is designed to be
sterilized when dismantled in pieces, so that no protective covers are needed. (Mc Beth et
al. 2004, twmu 2004)
Recently, more MRI-compatible robots and manipulators have been introduced.
However, some of the mechanisms, materials and mechatronic units are not tested so well
because the results are not precise. Of course, some devices need not be tested the same
way because of the different use. Some MR-compatible manipulators and robots are
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meant to be used and driven outside the MRI gantry. In such cases, the MR compatibility
need not be as “high” as that of the devices driven inside the gantry.

6.2.3 Robotic Systems
One of the most well known MR-compatible robot devices is called NeuroArm.
NeuroArm is designed especially for neurosurgical operations. To be exact, it should be
able to perform image-guided biopsies or haptically controlled microsurgery. NeuroArm
has a unique MR-compatible platform that can be completed with certain tools for a
particular neurosurgical (micro neurosurgery) and stereotaxic operation (Mc Beth et al.
2004, Sutherland et al. 2003).
NeuroArm consists of an ambidextrous mechanical construction based on a SCARA
manipulator. The system has eight degrees of freedom including the tool degrees of
freedom. The materials of the manipulator were tested under 1.5-T and 3-T magnetic
resonance imagers. The sensors were also selected so as to be MR compatible. MR tests
included normal artefacts tests; SNR value as well as contrast changes in images were
measured. Also, the drag forces were tested. The tool end of a robot is designed to hold
the most typical surgical tools. The tool end has an integrated optical three degrees of
freedom force sensor for haptic feedback to the control unit. The mechanical
configuration of NeuroArm can be seen in Figure 6.18. (Mc Beth et al. 2004, Sutherland
et al. 2003)
NeuroArm also includes a workstation, where the manipulator can be controlled. The
workstation controls the robot through visual, audio, and tactile feedback information.
The workstation gives binocular stereoscopic views of the surgical target. At the same
time, the controller receives MR images from the surgical area and also updated robot
parameters. Therefore, real-time image feedback is guaranteed in neurosurgical
procedures. The robot's control unit includes commercially available force-feedback
hand-controllers. Force-feedback information gives the physician better understanding of
forces that the robot is using. NeuroArm's control unit can be seen in Figure 6.19. The
force-feedback hand controllers can be seen in the foreground of the image. It also gives
an idea about the number of patient monitors that a surgeon can be watching during the
operation. The most important image is in the middle, the monitor that shows a very large
endoscopic view of the surgical area. (Mc Beth et al. 2004, Sutherland et al. 2003)
NeuroArm is able to give the exact place of a robotic tool in microsurgery by help of
the skin-mounted fiducial markers and preoperative MRI data registration. NeuroArm
mainly consists of aluminium, titanium, carbon, glass composites and plastic. Material
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Fig. 6.18. NeuroArm's mechanical configuration (Mc Beth et al. 2004).

Fig. 6.19. NeuroArm's control unit (Mc Beth et al. 2004).
tests have shown that titanium and plastic have the smallest effect on the MR image
quality. The arms are manufactured from titanium and PEEK. The actuators and encoders
were also tested for MR compatibility. The optical force sensor technology is based on
using the photo elasticity of materials to measure material strain under stress. Each tool is
identified by using a laser reader. The model together with the information received from
joints is used to calculate the location and orientation of the tool tip (Mc Beth et al. 2004,
Sutherland et al. 2003).
Tajima et al. (2003) present an MR-compatible master-slave manipulator with interchangeable surgical tools. This manipulator system is designed for open MRI. The robot
has different tools to achieve better usability in the operation room. For this reason, the
MR compatibility of the robotic system is tested. The test was carried out by driving the
manipulator arm to the field of view (FOV) area. (Tajima et al. 2003)
Tajima et al. (2003) have started to develop this manipulator to help with medical
diagnosis, minimally invasive procedures and eventually with the ischemic heart disease
treatment under MR monitoring. This type of a robot shows good performance in the
manipulativeness of complex trajectories. The system receives control information from
the MR image and the equipment, such as the optical endoscope, which information is
used for controlling the device. The system is driven from outside the imaging room.
Thus, the surgeon receives the image information from MRI and other sources to the
operation console, and he drives the system through the console. Figure 6.20 shows the
whole manipulator system with the MRI device and other related components. The system
can have more than one MR-compatible manipulator. (Tajima et al. 2003)
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Fig. 6.20. Manipulator system installed in MRI-equipped operating theater (Tajima
et al. 2003).
Tajima et al. (2003) have listed the requirements for a robotic system as follows: The base
of the robot should be placed into open MRI with the arm covering the whole imaging
area. There should be 6 DOFs minimum and a working distance of 40 - 50 mm maximum
for all single motions. Actuators must be placed as far from the imager as possible and the
surgical tool has to be interchangeable and reusable. (Tajima et al. 2003)
The 6-DOF manipulator is controlled by the six-degrees–of-freedom PHANToMtm
haptic joystick as an input device. Manipulators should be able to perform operations that
are hard to manoeuvre, such as suturing. The manipulator is designed to fit Hitachi´s
AIRIS II-type 0.3-T open MRI. The operation device and the manipulator are shown in
Figure 6.21. Later on, this robotic system could encompass the whole operating theatre
when the number of manipulators is significant. (Tajima et al. 2003)
The robot is made of MR-compatible materials which also ensures that the materials
are bio-compatible. The base of the manipulator is of aluminium alloys (Tajima et al.
2003), the other parts being mainly of engineering plastic and the tools of titanium
(Tajima et al. 2003). The MR compatibility is achieved by selecting suitable materials,
and the movements are carried out using the motors that locate at the base of the
manipulator or atthe end of the long arm, as seen in Figure 6.21. The study does not
present how the motion is transmitted to the tool end of the manipulator (Tajima et al.
2003).

Fig. 6.21. Operation input device and MR compatible robot arm (Tajima et al. 2003).
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MR compatibility of the manipulator has been tested using a plastic phantom filled with
chloride solution. The tip of the tool locates 20 mm above the phantom. The images with
a phantom were taken by setting the robot in different states. Both SE (TE/TR = 30/400
ms, BW = 12.4 kHz) and GRE (TE/TR = 12/100 ms, BW = 18 kHz) sequences were
used. First, a reference image was taken without the robot. Then, the robot was applied in
the RF-shielded room, and images were taken of the non-powered and powered robot.
Finally, one or more actuators were in motion. The motion was effected by repeating the
same sequence. When MR images were being taken, the SNR values of the images were
counted. Tajima et al. (2003) report the SNR values on the dB scale. No significant
decrease in SNR value was found in the tests. When the robot was in motion, drops in
SNR were only 4.2 % in SE images and 3.3 % in GRE images, respectively. (Tajima et al.
2003)
A basis for the robotic and manipulator systems introduced above is that the control
systems have been installed further away from the imaging area using different power
transmission systems. A control system in the imaging area would do an MR image a lot
of harm. Also, the sensors have been installed further away not to disturb the MR device.
When the sensors are inserted near driving units, they do not necessarily work very
accurately. For example, the sensors may measure movements of a long arm that might be
bending or undergoing other changes. To guarantee reliability and accuracy, measuring
the movements directly at their location is instrumental. For another thing, MRcompatible sensors that could be inserted into the FOV area have not been introduced
very precisely in the above robotic systems. Typically, robotic systems use optical
encoders, and the signal is transmitted optically outside the operating room. It is obvious
that the sensors that can be inserted into the FOV would be very useful. Such sensors
would measure linear and rotational movement inside the MRI very accurately, and
physically they would be small. As the MRI-compatible devices are in general surgical
devices, they have to provide accurate and reliable measurements. Typical encoders might
be too large to be installed in small surgical tools. The MR-compatible robots presented
above gave good results when using fibre optics. MR compatibility tests were made by
employing a real MR scanner.
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6.3 MR-Compatible Sensors and Actuators
Better MR compatibility with surgical robots is mainly achieved by selecting suitable
materials for the robot body. As feedback data, robots always need information on their
position, and for this reason, different sensors are made necessary. A robot also needs
motors to evoke the movements. These items of electronic equipment have to be nonmagnetic, and they must not disturb the image quality. Non-magnetism is not the only
property required of an electronic device inserted into the imaging room. Apart from that,
using the basic EMC techniques is required, and the systems need to be shielded well, not
forgetting the standard sterilization techniques. Without proper shielding, the system
might interfere with the RF pulses created by the MRI device, hence, disturb the imaging.
Moreover, the RF pulses might disturb the functioning of sensors or motors which can be
hazardous.
It is not very easy to decide whether a motor or a sensor is suitable for a particular
MRI device. This depends on such parameters as the magnetic field strength, gradient
fields, and distance from the centre point and so on. The pieces of equipment must always
be tested for each device separately. Even comparing the equipment from different
manufacturers is hard because of the varying sequences and shapes of the items.
With a very accurate sensor integrated inside the robotic arm it would be even possible
to make corrections to the spatial information of the MR image. This method would
require very accurate function of the sensors. Sometimes MRI-based tracking methods are
being used to have spatial information about the position of the device or a manipulator.
In many cases, the mechanism-based tracking would be more accurate due to the
possibilities for error in the MR images (Gross et al. 2001).
High-impedance sensors can induce RF fields, depending on the distance from the
imager and the direction of RF pulses. However, if the sensors are optical and the photoreceivers and amplifiers are placed in a suitable location they can be applied very near the
imager, for example, when they are closed inside a non-magnetic metal box. Today, most
of the sensors are electric. Chinzei et al. (1999) have tested an optical pulse sensor. The
signals were transmitted outside the imaging room where the optical receivers and
amplifiers had been placed. This proved to be an effective method in zones 1 to 2
(explained in Table 6.1). There was no indication of a separated structure of the sensor.
Tada et al. (2002) have developed an MR-compatible optical two-degrees-of-freedom
force sensor. The sensor can be integrated inside different mechanical structures where it
can be used for force measurement. Figure 6.22 shows the basic idea of the force sensor
measuring technique. Normal metal-shielded sensors diminish the image quality, and they
can not be used near the imaging area. Nevertheless, force sensors are needed, and they
can even be used for investigating tissue properties of a patient. Identification of tissue
materials can be made by testing the relative hardness or elasticity. The force sensor
developed here uses optical fibres and photo sensors for sensing the force. One of the
benefits achieved with this sensor type is the multi-axis force measurement.
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Fig. 6.22. MR-compatible 2-axis force-sensor (Tada et al. 2002).
Some MR-compatible sensors already exist, such as a hydraulic pressure based sensor or
a sensor using the optical fibre bending loss, but they are still lacking in rigidity,
dynamical properties and multi axis ability. Together with fMRI, force sensors can give
more information during brain stimulations by measuring the movements of the arms, for
example. The 2-axis force sensor is based on an optical sensor having a photo acceptance
unit against the point light source. The base of the sensor is built very rigid, and the rigid
foundation is connected to the light source with an elastic frame. (Tada et al. 2002)
The acted force in the sensor can be measured by the electrical information received
from the four segments shown in Figure 6.22. By means of the divergence of electricity in
each photo sensor the force can be measured in each direction, Figure 6.23. The
combined parameters of acted force in the required directions are defined as Sx and Sy.
These parameters are proportional to the applied force. Within the stiffness K-matrix it is
possible to establish the acted force. Equation 6.1 shows how the four S-parameters
display the S-parameters in the required direction. Numbers 1 to 4 are derived from the
optical fibre numbers in Figure 6.22 (Tada et al. 2002).

S x =S 1S 4 −S 2S 3 
S y =S 1S 2 − S 3S 4 

(6.1)

The total force acted can be established using Equation 6.2. Required stiffness-matrix
properties can be established with practical tests.
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MR compatibility of the device was tested on a 1.5-T fMRI device (Tada et al. 2002).
The sensor was tested by yielding an exact force, and by measuring the result three times
inside and two times outside the imager, respectively (Tada et al. 2002).
Tada et al. (2002) have further developed the force sensor for working inside an MRI
environment. The system facilitates accurate displacement (1.0 %), and it measures up to
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Fig. 6.23. Test system of 2-DOF sensor. System includes emitting and receiving
electronics, fibre optics and lenses. Electronics is placed outside the imaging room.
(Tada et al. 2004)
10 μm. It can measure forces from 0 to 6 N. The group of researchers have developed the
sensor by using an optical micrometre. They have used the LED light as an input and a
quadrant photo diode as a receiver. Both of the components are placed outside the
imaging room by using fibre optics. When the light emitting fibre was placed to the force
detector, it was found out that mechanical oscillations of the optical fibre were causing
perturbations in the displacement measurements. Figure 6.23 shows a test system for the
2-DOF force sensor. As the sensor encoder lens has moved, the change can be measured
with a suitable quadrant photodiode. As a result, the place of the image can be measured.
(Tada et al. 2004, Tada et al. 2002)
Both emission and transmission fibres (Keyence Co., FU-77) are 10 meters long. Each
fibre consists of 217 cores. Each photodiode (Moririka Co., MI-1515H-4D) segment is
amplified separately. The accuracy tests were made by taking 100 sample tests. Figure
6.24 shows the structure of the developed sensor. The sensor module is 38 mm in
diameter and 19 mm in height, and it is made of polyoxymethylene resin so that the
system is MR compatible. (Tada et al. 2004) MRI tests for the sensor were made using
the 2T MRI with a 310-mm gantry. Tests were carried out, using two deionized water
filled phantoms. One is empty and the other includes the sensor. For imaging GRE
sequences (TE/TR = 5/500 ms, FOV = 160x160 mm, ST = 2 mm) were used. The MR
compatibility was evaluated by SNR values. The SNR values were measured at different
points of the phantom using the basic method of selecting a 10 x 10 pixel area outside the
phantom and a 10 x 10 area within the phantom. The points are shown in Figure 6.25. No
significant loss in SNR values was established. The maximum loss was established at 3.11
%. (Tada et al. 2004)
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Fig. 6.24. Structure of the developed 2-DOF force sensor (Tada et al. 2004).

Fig. 6.25. MR compatibility images and measurement points. Maximum loss in SNR
value is at Point 2. (Tada et al. 2004)
Moser et al. (2003) have created a robotic system that is able to work inside MRI and
fMRI imagers. The system is designed so that imaging is possible during motion. They
have developed MR-compatible force and position sensors for the robotic system. This
robot has also non-magnetic hydraulic actuators. The robot has been tested in a real
environment. The system is equipped also with a haptic interface (Moser et al. 2003). In a
normal MRI environment, achieving the MR compatibility is a hard challenge, and in
functional MRI, requirements are higher still (Moser et al. 2003).
Moser et al. (2003) aim at creating MR-compatible rotational and linear displacement
sensors as well as MR-compatible force-torque sensors and modular linear and rotational
actuators. The sensors and actuators have to be small enough to fit inside the MRI gantry.
Actuator selection for an MRI gantry is not easy, especially, when haptic feedback is
needed. Properties of the magnetic field for each actuator type were tested. AC and DC
motors produce changing (and strong) magnetic fields that can harm the image quality.
However, ultrasonic and electrostatic motors and actuators are well MR compatible, and
they are a typical choice for MR-compatible robots (Guppy 2005). US motors are not
suitable for mechanisms where very slow movements are needed. US motors typically
work at a very strong frequency, and when they are moved slowly they may saccade. In
haptic interfaces slow motions are needed. These motors also have a very strong static
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Fig. 6.26. Linear and rotational master-slave unit (Moser et al. 2003).
moment. Therefore, the motions might neither start nor stop smoothly enough which
would be critical to long robotic arms. Hydraulic and pneumatic actuators do not suffer
from the above-mentioned problems, but they have more complex control systems and
devices. If the motions and forces are transmitted using any belt-drive unit, they will take
too much space in the imager. Figure 6.26 present a system using traditional driving units
outside the imager. The motions are transferred through the hydraulic motions near the
imager. Both rotational and linear actuations are shown. (Moser et al. 2003, Lawton &
Song 2001)
As seen in Figure 6.26., such a master-slave connection can transmit rotary and linear
motions (Moser et al. 2003). If the slave unit materials and the fluid inside the hydraulic
system are selected carefully so as to be MR compatible, the system will be completely
MR compatible (Moser et al. 2003).
In haptic feedback, the force sensors are a necessity and the MR compatibility of
sensing becomes instrumental. Moser et al. (2003) have decided to use fibre optics as
force torque sensors. In fact, they have used fibre optical reflection sensors for measuring
the micrometric and submicrometric displacement. A schematic outline of the forcetorque sensor can be seen in Figure 6.27. The sensors can be used to measure forces at
several DOFs. (Moser et al. 2003, Chapuis et al. 2004, Haptic 2005)
In Figure 6.27, light is transmitted outside the imaging room and measured through the
reflection outside the imaging room. In Figure 6.28 A, the sensor measures the distance
between an optical sensor and the tool tip. The tool tip is connected to the base with a
flexible hinge. In Figure 6.28 B, the moment sensor gives an idea of the torque
measurement based on distance measurement (light intensity measurements).
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Fig. 6.27. Schematic image of force-torque sensors. A) Idea of force sensor, B) and
C) Torque measurement technique. (Moser et al. 2003, Haptic 2005)
Due to the applied force, the flexible inner part bends and changes the distance between
the sensor and the mirror. The distance indicates the amount of the applied moment.
Using the same philosophy of transmission, the light being transmitted through an optical
fibre constitutes an MR-compatible optical pulse sensor with a black/white encoder disk
to create the signal. The sensor can be based on different ideas. In one case, the pulse can
be decoded directly in digital form, and in the other, it can be decoded as an analogical
signal and converted into digital form. However, using the fibre optics all electrical
equipment can be transmitted outside the imaging room. (Moser et al. 2003)
MRI tests of the actuator and sensors have been conducted on the 1.5-T Marconi fMRI
device. A phantom filled with water was used as a reference. The tested system can be
seen in Figure 6.28. The test did not show any significant distortion of the phantom, not
even in the real environment. (Guppy 2005)
The first test was performed with a system equipped with the normal DC motor (including magnetic materials) using a belt to transmit the motion inside the imager. The motor was placed inside an aluminium box, and it was driven when imaging the phantom.
The test did not show any distortion in the test situation. After the test, the system was
transferred into another MR imager and tested with fMRI sequences whereby the system
showed enormous distortions. Hence, MR compatibility is also dependent on the imager
used. (Guppy 2005)
Samset et al. introduce an MR-compatible temperature measurement system based on
fibre optics. It uses distributed fibre Bragg-Grating sensor technique (Udd 1995). With a
sensor it is possible to measure tissue temperatures in living organs inside the MRI gantry.
A temperature sensor is needed when giving a heating or freezing based treatment. The
temperature measurement is based on the reflected light wavelength. It is dependent on
the temperature of the environment (Samset et al. 2001, Udd 1995).
In this study two different coated fibres were tested, namely, polyamide coated and
titanium coated. The sensor heads with different coatings were tested with GE's Signa
SP/i 0.5-T MRI scanner. The sensor with polyamide coating showed an artefact 1.4 mm in
diameter in GRE images and 0.9 mm in diameter in SE images. The titanium coated
sensor showed a 9.4 mm artefact in GRE images and 3.8 mm artefact in SE images,
respectively. This fibre optic sensor can be used in MRI applications. (Samset et al. 2001)
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Fig. 6.28. Tested MR compatible master-slave unit (Guppy 2005).
Characteristically, MR-compatible sensors are optical fibre applications. With fibre optics
it is easy and effective to transmit required signal values outside the imaging room, and it
is possible to avoid bringing the electronics inside the imaging room and to improve
safety. Due to the heating effect, it is always a risk to have long metallic wires near or
inside the human body. A good reference is the FDA requirement indicating that devices
are allowed to heat maximum two degrees during scanning. This standard is applicable to
the devices that come in immediate contact with human tissue (EN-45502-1 active
implantable devices standard). In practice, it is not possible to guarantee the safety of the
equipment that includes very long wires, electrical and mechanical cables. The multiple
studies by Sommer et al. (2000) and Luechinger et al. (1999) of the MRI coils’ (including
1.5-T coils) heating effects on endocardial pacemaker leads indicate that an increase in
lead tip temperature of 10 - 20o C is common.
The Biophan Company have created different MR-compatible medical devices. They
are specialised in pacemaker technology. At Biophan they have solved the problem of
heating wires inside the human body, for example. Normal sensors could employ similar
solutions for transmitting electrical signals and currents. Their solution is the shielding.
Carbon-composite polymers can be used as a flexible bio-compatible shield that also fits
different devices very well. Nano-magnetic thin films can also be used because they are
extremely thin so that the particular device need not be modified for the shielding.
Electronic filtering is also used for filtering MRI effects. Figure 6.29 shows how a typical
wire implanted in the human body can damage the surrounding tissue due to heating. By
selecting a better shield material and filtering the signals and currents, it is possible to
make much more MR-compatible devices. This idea is directly adaptable to mechatronic
solutions because they also include the current and signal wires. These methods are useful
when the above-mentioned mechatronic devices are in close contact with the patient.
Special solutions are needed to avoid dangerous situations between the device and the
patient. (Biophan 2005)
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Fig. 6.29. Schematic image of pacemaker inside the human body and effects of
different shielding (Biophan 2005).

Fig. 6.30. Squiggle motor can easily replace a normal motor (Erberich et al. 2003).
MR compatibility is a relative concept. It is always dependent on the imager and the
distance from the machine and many smaller objects. In some cases, the system can be
equipped with commercial sensors and actuators. On some of them the materials are
changeable. Using the basic EMI (electromagnetic interference) reduction techniques, the
system can be fitted near the imager. This solution is only suitable for a tested imager.
How to measure MR compatibility and how safe these systems are is a further problem
whereas optical fibres are partly free from such problems. They do not transmit signals in
the same way, and they do not include any magnetic parts. Figure 6.30 shows a nonmagnetic piezoelectric motor which can transmit rotary and linear movements at the same
time. The only problem with the piezoelectric motors is that there are only a few
manufacturers in the world which makes them very hard to procure and expensive.
However, the piezoelectric motors can be made from a totally non-magnetic material, and
they neither generate magnetic nor electric fields as the normal electric motor do
(Erberich et al. 2003).
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6.4 Discussion on MR-Compatible Robots and Manipulators
There are a lot of different types of robots, manipulators and robotic systems developed
for MR environment. For reasons of clarity, they can be classified in different categories.
Here we propose a classification based on the technological level of the surgical robots,
namely: 1) assistance robots such as robot arms, 2) operative robots and 3) robotic
systems. This classification is easy, and it enables even a simplest robot to have a highly
developed control system without limiting its functionality. Assistance robots are robots
that can work as a tool holder, navigator, pointer or measuring device. Operative robots
are robots that can operate even individually. Robotic systems can control the whole
operation in the OR. These systems can include different devices such as monitoring
devices, cameras, endoscopes, etc. Most of the introduced robots can perform or assist
simple surgical procedures, such as biopsies and other needle insertions.
The basic idea of most of the introduced robotic and manipulator systems is that the
control systems are installed further away from the imaging area. When the sensors and
motors are placed away from the FOV, disturbances in the images are minimized. The
robotic systems introduced here mostly use fibre optics to achieve better MR
compatibility with the control equipment.
In the high magnetic field, the most typical sensors used for force sensing or measuring
movements are optical fibre applications. The test results of the fibre optical cables
described in Chapter 9, Testing of this thesis prove that neither magnetic field nor
distortion were present during imaging. Fibre optics does not produce distortions. In some
cases, sensors of different material could be used, but not so close to the imaging area as
with fibre optic ones. Not many of the MR-compatible sensor applications are presented
in the literature. One of the best properties of the fibre optics is the compatibility with all
magnetic fields, because there is no risk of magnetic effects. There is no detailed
information available on fibre optic joint/rotary sensors in the literature.

7 Design Specifications for MR-Compatible Robot
A designer of the MR-compatible tool always needs at least a broad outline of the
specification to design a piece of equipment for a high magnetic field. This chapter tries
to give an overview of the design process. As the MRI device is typically employed in a
medical environment, the instruments are also classified as medical tools. It means that
the designer must fulfil all the requirements specified for medical tools on the given
continent. Overall, the devices must meet the required standards. The standards for
medical devices mainly follow either the European Medical Device Directive (MDD
93/42 EEC) or the USA FDA requirements (CDRH 510(k)). All requirements depend on
the classification of each medical device. The devices are classified by their effect on the
patient. Besides medical requirements, the devices must comply with other public
standards. An example of classification of the medical devices in Table 7.1 shows
different categories of medical devices in compliance with MDD. In FDA, the
classification is very similar, yet, there are three categories in stead of the four given in
MDD. FDA Class I includes the devices with the lowest risk and Class III includes those
with the highest risk. Both requirements give detailed regulatory information on each
medical device type. Categorization of an MR-compatible robot depends on the level of
automation and the use. If the robot is only used as a tool-holder, it would rather belong to
the second class (including IIa and IIb in MDD) according to the FDA and EEC
requirements. On the other hand, if the robot is designed for automated surgery to
perform any invasive autonomous movement, it must be categorised into the highest, i.e.,
the most demanding level. The basic rule is that invasive devices fall under Category III.
(EU 2005, FDA 2005)
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Table 7.1. Device classification according to MDD 93/42 EEC (MDD 2005).
Device class
Content
Class I

Low risk devices; like scalpels, beds and wheelchairs. The
manufacturer has to fill all required standards and produce test
results. It also has to make a technical file.

Class IIa

These devices are low to medium risk devices; like ECG- and
US-devices. In this class the manufacturer also produces a
technical file. In this class the manufacturer must prove the
quality and safety of the devices by a notified body. Typically this
is made by quality audits (ISO13485).

Class IIb

The devices of this category are medium to high risk devices;
Anaesthesia-machines, surgical lasers and intensive care station
belongs to this category. These devices have to meet the
standards in same way than in class IIa. Class IIb- devices must
also be type-tested by notified body. This is not required in IIa.

Class III

Class III devices are high risk devices. Balloon catheters and
prosthetic heart valves drops into this locker. The manufacturer
has to audit the full quality assurance system and the notified
body has to examine the design files. These product must also
pass type examination that includes tests of each product or audit
of the production QA-system.

For the designer the starting point in design is safety. Medical tools have to be remarkably
safe. Safety is not an explicit matter. Like classification, safety very much depends on the
use of the tool. The reason for classifying medical devices is to ensure their safety. In the
design process of an MR-compatible device, material selection becomes a safety issue
because the wrong material may cause a fatal conflict between the tool and the patient. In
addition, sterilization and bio-compatibility are important issues in medical design.

7.1 Material Selection for MR-Compatible Robot
Preliminary material selection for the developed MR-compatible robot was based on the
literature reviews of MR compatibility as depicted in the previous chapters. Ultimately,
the materials referred to in the physics publications are not directly applicable to an
engineering design because, in general, materials used in engineering consist of small
amounts of other substances. Therefore, the designer does not work on pure materials,
and he must carefully select and test the materials before starting the actual design work.
If one material proves not to be MR compatible, it must be replaced by another material.
For another thing, even when the designer locates the device far from the imaging device,
he needs to consider the possibility of the hospital staff removing it into the risk area. On
the whole, materials for the MR-compatible robot were selected so as to be easily
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Fig. 7.1. Long robotic arm with biopsy needle.
machined. Other criteria also applied. A case in point is the exceptionally long arm seen in
Figure 7.1. the rigidity of which becomes decisive due to the forces being exerted on the
arm during operation. Some of the forces are exerted onto the bracket (not seen in the
figure) that is holding an arm over one meter long. The idea of having a smaller micro
robot on the tool tip is being considered.
For smaller details, such as the joint on the tool tip, there was no need to select
material that is very stiff. Therefore, a larger selection of materials was available to
choose from. In the case of a construction such as the robot, the designer must remember
that every joint must carry the weight of the links and joints coming after, such as the
chain. For this reason, the materials have to be as light as possible. Lightness can be
achieved also by using different construction methods, such as bar constructions. Table
7.2 shows a selection of materials suitable for the MR-compatible construction, listing
also the most important engineering parameters. Materials in the list have been selected
by the information found in the literature. Naturally, all the materials that were selected
had to be tested before use because of impurities that can affect the MR image quality.
One must also remember that during machining some ferromagnetic impurities may
transfer to the object when dirty tools are used. This effect should be avoided. (Schenck
1996)
An easy, yet, rough, method to test MR compatibility before tests in the real
environment, is to hold a piece of heavily magnetic material near the test material and
probe possible force between the objects. A better way still is to suspend the test piece
from the wire and see if the magnet attracts the object. A solid magnet should have the
same value as the magnet in the real environment. Of course, this is but a rough
assessment of the particular material’s suitability.
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7.1.1 Engineering Parameters of Materials
While designing the MR-compatible robot, it is obvious that the robot parts have differing
requirements for material properties. The most important selection criterion is MR
compatibility, and secondary to that is lightness and machineability. Table 7.2 lists the
important structure materials used in machine technology, giving some guidelines of the
typical engineering parameters and MR compatibility related to the materials. Density,
tensile strength and modulus of elasticity are selected as engineering parameters, and the
MR compatibility is evaluated by testing or on the basis of the literature. The last column
is based on the information from measurements of some materials in the real MRI
environment. The tests are shown in Chapter 9. The tests are conducted on the 0.23-T
open MRI device (Imaging sequence FFE, FOV = 250 x 250, TR = 80, TE = 12 FA = 90,
BW = 13.56 kHz ). Solely the potential suitability of the material for FOV is indicated. It
is important to remember that the amount of each material affects the compatibility. The
samples were small pieces (a cylinder of 20 mm in diameter and 20 mm in height). The
table indicates the suitability of certain materials inside the imaging coil. If greater
amount of material is needed, it has to be tested separately. (Schenck 1996, Ihalainen et
al.1991)
As known that basic plastic materials have a great susceptibility value, and in
principle, they can be used in MRI environment. Some plastic materials and their Emodulus are shown in Table 7.3. One must remember that the selected plastic should be
autoclavable.
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Table 7.2. MR compatible materials and their engineering parameters.
Material
Density (10-3
Modulus of
Tensile Susceptibility
Tested
kg/m3)
elasticity
strength (volume susc.) suitability
E/ρ
σ/MPa
(x10-6)
(bad/
satisfactory
/good)
Gold

19.32

82.74

108

-34

Carbon

1.65

8-15

6.9-100

-204

Copper

8.92

17

200-400

-9.63

Alumina
(Al2O3)

3.97

54

119

-18.1

Silica (SiO2)

2.64

72

50

-16.3

Aluminium

good

1.70

70

90

20.7

good

R

Alumec

2.82

10.28

80

~ 0-100

good

Titanium

4.54

110

550

182

good

Stainless
steel(AISI
316)

7.96

210

460-810

3520-6700

good

Carbon fibre

1.86

370

2.60

Polyethylene

0.97

120

2.8

-10-5-10-5

POM

1.41

3200

3.4

-10-5-10-5

good

AlSiMg

2.7

70

130-270

~ -20-20

good

8.4-8.7

~ 15

17-20

N/A

Brass

~ -20 to -600 good

Satisfactory
/bad

Table 7.3. Some plastics and their modulus of elasticity (Berggren et al. 1997).
Material
Modulus E (Mpa)
PA (Polyamide, Nylon)

1200

PP (Propene plast)

600-1000

PMMA (acryl plast)

2000

PC (Polycarbonate)

2400

PP+40%talc

2500

Metals are mostly easy to machine. For example, in metal removal they do not lose their
tolerance as easily as plastic does due to heating and elasticity. Different fibre structures
would also be a good solution because of their stiffness and lightness when needed. On
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the other hand, they are not easy to machine, especially, when exclusively fibre
composites are used. Naturally, in modular designs such as robots easily machinable
materials can be used in parts where machining is required. On the robot introduced
earlier, all joint constructions need to be machined, and they were selected to be
manufactured from Alumec. It is an easy material to machine, and it is stiffer than
aluminum. The long robotic arm as seen in Figure 7.1 was selected to be of carbon fibre
pipe. It is an MR-compatible and rigid structure. Carbon fibre is applicable in places
where machining is not required. Because of the fibre effect, machining is hard.
All plastic materials are MR compatible. The robot had a few parts that needed to be
stiff. Those parts were made of POM which is easy to machine, yet, the tolerances are not
easy to follow. Actually, many other plastic materials could be selected. According to the
MR tests, stainless steel, AISI 316, proved to be MR compatible enough. The designer
must remember that stainless steel should be avoided because it can convert into
martensitic (highly non-MR compatible) in machining. Other materials used in the robot
were copper, AlsiMg and titanium, in smaller amounts. Silica shows up in fibre optics.
Table 7.4 gives the average power requirements for each material type. With this table
the designer can compare the requirements for turning, drilling or milling of different
metal materials. This information gives a rough guideline on power requirements.
Materials that are in contact with the patient must be suitable for autoclaving. These
materials need to be thermally stable so that their properties prevail even after
autoclaving. Autoclavable materials include plastic as defined in Table 7.5. All of these
plastic materials have high MR compatibility. Naturally, all of these materials have
different durability in autoclaving, quantity and characteristics stability. (Bushon &
Francy 2003,Titan 2005, Alumec 2005, silica 2005, Aisi 2005, Carbon 2005, tensile
2005, supra alloys 2005)
Table 7.4. Materials and their power requirements in machining.
Material
Hardness BHN
Unit power for sharp tools
(3000kg)
hp/in3/min
Turning
HSS&carbide
tools

Drilling
with
HSS

Milling with
HSS&carbide
tools

Steels

35–40 Rc

1.4

1.4

1.5

Titanium Alloys

250–375

1.2

1.1

1.1

High-Temperature
Nickel & Cobalt
Base Alloys

200–360

2.5

2.0

2.0

0.25

0.16

0.32

Aluminium Alloys 30–150 (500 kg)
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Table 7.5. Autoclavable plastics (Bushon & Francy 2003).
Autoclavable plastics
Polycarbonate
Polypropylene
Polyallomer
Polymethylpentene
Teflon®
Tefzel® such as perfluoroalkyoxy-polymers (PFA)
Ethylenetetrafluoroethylene (ETFE)
Fluorinated Ethylene Propylene (FEP)
Polytetrafluoroethylene polymers (PTFE)

7.2 Requirements for MR-Compatible Robot in Open MRI
Material selection for MR-compatible robot is shown in the previous chapter. This
chapter introduces the requirements for the robot. Kinematics and the outfit are described
in more detailed in the next chapter. The robot should be able to work inside the imager
shown in Figure 7.2. The imager is a 0.23-T open MRI. The gap between the magnetic
poles is 0.46 meters (marked by h on the image). The exceptionally small space limits the
kinematics and function of the robot. The robot should be able to operate within a most
precise imaging area inside the sphere about 0.20 m in diameter in the centre of the
imager. Based on the literature and discussions with clinicians, a biopsy is one of the
operations for the robot to perform. Notably, the imaging area is quite small; therefore,
multi DOF micro size tools could be used in the head of the robot. In this study, a biopsy
is performed at the first step. Main dimensions for the robot are directly based on the
imager size. The diameter of the rounded magnetic poles is about 1 meter. This means
that the robot has to reach targets as far as 1 meter from the edge of the imager. Of course,
the robot needs a portable base that it can be moved from one side to the side in the
imager. Selected main dimensions for the robot also depend on the level of the magnetic
field at given distances from the centre point. The magnetic field drops as low as 0.5 mT
within a three- meter distance. To avoid disturbances from the robot to the image and vice
versa it would be best to align the robot outside that area. In this case, the operation is
performed in the centre area and the robot is designed to be made from MR-compatible
materials. Using such materials the robot can be made MR compatible quite easily. To
prevent sensors and motors from disturbing the imaging, an exceptionally long arm is
designed. Over a given distance of 1200 mm, the robot does not include any electricity.
The magnetic field strength grows exponentially near the centre point. A distance of more
than 1000 mm is selected to be far enough from the highest field.
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h

Fig. 7.2. Open MRI scanner with magnetic gap h of value 0.46 m (PHILIPS 2004).
The 5 gauss line (0.5mT) is the level where the magnetic field is expected to end. Motors
and sensors are placed further away by help of the force transmission system and using
fibre optics. This area can be seen in Figure 8.7. Main dimensions for the robot are shown
in Figure 7.4. A height of 400 mm is selected to be smaller than the gap, because in the
highest position the robot should be near the upper magnet so that the patient can easily
lie under it.

Fig. 7.3. PHILIPS Proview 0.23 T open MRI and its 5 Gauss line (PHILIPS 2004).
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Fig. 7.4. Dimensions of MR-compatible robot and MRI. Ball in the end shows the
precise imaging area requiring more degrees of freedom.
Figure 7.4 shows the idea of the robot and how it should be used in the future. The robot
should work as a stable construction for a smaller unit. This requirement is based on the
knowledge that the precise imaging area is relatively small (a 0.20-m-diameter sphere). It
means that with the robot body suggested here, it is not possible to perform movements
inside the imaging area accurately and smoothly. If brain surgery is the target, many
degrees of freedom will be needed within a very small area. Positioning is done only in
outline with a robot body like this. However, for testing the system and idea, a biopsy
needle is designed. This is shown in Chapter 8. Accuracy requirement for the robot is 0.5
mm. The robot should also be used for navigation.
The robot DOFs are shown in Figure 8.1. For biopsy, 6 DOFs should be adequate. The
robot is expected to move freely on the floor around the MRI scanner without disturbing
the doctor’s region of interest, and in such a way that it can reach targets that are not right
at the front of the patient’s body in relation to the scanner but further away out of sight in
different parts of the body. The robot should be designed to be used for different
procedures, and it is important to know that all the clinical sessions require different tools.
The robot designed here, is very thin, and it does not require much space around it. This
is a very important design criterion to save space for the doctor to operate.
Compared to the robots presented in Chapter 6, this robot differs a lot in its use and
environment. The designed robot can only be compared with the robots that belong to
Classes I and II because it expected to co-work with the doctor continuously. The idea is
that the doctor has an easy access and scene to the target. Class III comprises the robotic
system that operates remotely, and the doctor has no space to follow the procedure beside
the robot which, in fact, is not the objective. The robotic system presented by Tajima et al.
is a complete surgical system, and it fills the entire MR imager space. The actual robot
has very similar dimensions, but the base of the robot is very large and takes space from
the surgeon.
The robot presented by Chinzei & Hata (2003) in Figure 6.2 has been made MR
compatible by help of US motors and fibre-optical grating sensors. However, the robot
can only function vertically and the base with actuators is very large. It cannot be used
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horizontally. The robot by Koseki et al. (2003) is designed to work at almost the same
level of magnetic field, but it also takes a lot of space on the base. Based on the
discussions with clinicians, it cannot be used here (Fig. 6.5).
Kim et al. (2002) introduce an interesting MR-compatible robot that is easily
applicable to biopsy. The problem is that the system cannot reach the targets situated
farthest away from the middle point. The system is also designed for closed loop MRI,
and as a result, the movements are limited (Fig. 6.7).
The manipulator created by Susil et al. (2003) is basically designed only for prostate
biopsies (Fig. 6.12). Navigation is performed with magnetic targets based on the imager
information. This is not a very accurate method to navigate due to the uncertainties
involved in MRI. Optical navigation would be more accurate. Biopsies of other targets
are not feasible, neither are the automated movements. Also, the robot by Okamoto et al.
(2003) lacks the same properties. It is exclusively designed for brain retrack, not for
pointing or guiding in operations (Fig. 6.6).
The robot designed and presented in this thesis (Fig. 7.1) should be able to cover a
large area of open MRI without taking space from the doctor who should have an easy
access to the patient and see what the robot is doing. The robot should be controlled by
grasping it directly by the stem or with a joystick, and it should be able to carry out
manual or automated biopsies. The base of the robot has to be small and the body as thin
as possible. To achieve the required MR compatibility, the robot has to be non-magnetic
and non-electric for a distance of over 1 meter.

7.3 Discussion on Design Specification for MR-Compatible Robot
One of the most important aspects in achieving good MR compatibility with a robot is to
select MR-compatible materials. In the literature, materials are mainly introduced as
physically pure substances. However, engineering materials include many other
substances and even impurities that may change material properties. In consequence, the
material is incompatible with MRI. This is the reason why all engineering materials
should be tested separately. In terms of mechanical features, the materials used in robots
need to be adequately stiff, easy to machine and light. The robot has to be able to work in
open MRI in a 0.46-m gap. The operation area locates inside a ball with a radius of 0.20
m.
All plastic and ceramic materials are MR compatible. A robot has a few parts that need
not be stiff. These parts are made of POM which is easy to machine, yet, the tolerances
are difficult to comply with. Actually, many other plastic materials could also be selected.
According to the MR tests, copper, aluminium, Alumec, carbon fibre and AlSiMg have
proved to be most MR compatible. Even stainless steel, AISI 316, is MR compatible
enough to be used in 0.23-T open MRI.

8 Development of MR Compatibility of a Robot
For one thing, many robots in medical use run a tool that assists in the biopsy, and for
another, a biopsy is an easy start for applying automated tools. In intraoperative use, such
a tool brings many benefits because the needle can be driven by it during the operation.
Of course, the more sophisticated the tools are, the better the results are from medical
treatment. However, even with a biopsy tool being driven during the procedure there is no
need to move the patient back and forth from the imager. In some cases the clinician can
not operate if the patient is in the imager because of bad ergonomics and lack of free
space. This is not only true for the closed MRI but also for the open ones. An
intraoperative tool would save a lot of expensive surgical time. If a robot is designed to
operate in this kind of environment, it must have flexible design so that different tools
such as small units can be added to the robot. Tools can bring more DOFs and they can be
suitable for microsurgery. In some hospitals, MRI is often used for very demanding
intraoperative procedures such as brain surgeries. Tools have to be able to meet these
demands. The robot that is presented here is devised to act as a stable unit for different
smaller tools, especially used in neurosurgery. The first tool for this particular robot is a
biopsy tool. A biopsy is the easiest task to be performed by a robot. As an operation a
biopsy is like a piston movement. Typically biopsies are done under CT or US. However,
MRI has a very high ability of separating soft tissues, and it is most advisable to make
biopsies easier using MRI (Wörn & Muhling 2001). The robot is designed to be nonmagnetic and non-electric for a distance of over one meter. This is achieved with a long
rigid carbon fibre arm and fibre optical sensors. Movements to the tip of the robot are
performed with the transmission system that uses ball race screws and stainless steel
cables. The robot operates horizontally in open MRI in a 0.46-m gap. The long robot arm
is designed to be a thin pipe (diameter of the pipe is about 0.06 m). Access to the patient
is easy enough when no large-diameter material or mechanical construction prevent
operation. The robot can also be used as a mechanical navigator. In some operations,
optical-based navigation can not be used, or it is very hard to use. Situations like this arise
in operations conducted directly inside the MRI device. The point is also to design a
virtual environment where it is possible for the doctor to design and simulate required
trajectories and movements before executing the actual performance. Yet, it is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
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8.1 Mechanical Structure of the Surgical Robot
The mechanical structure of the robot is closely connected with the dimensions of the
MRI in Figure 8.1 A. Furthermore, a long arm (length of 1.2 m) was designed to enable us
to locate the motors away from the strongest magnetic field. The precise and limited
imaging volume sets the requirements for performing a biopsy, i.e., a 0.2-m diameter
sphere. It means that the robot has to be able to move inside the sphere and cover the area
as well as possible. Figure 8.1 B shows the extreme positions of a robot whenever a
patient is being operated. The biopsy tool on the tip of the robot is a needle moving in the
direction of its axis. For this particular open 0.23-T MRI, the magnetic field is much
lower already at a distance of one meter from the centre point which reduces disturbances
to the image quality. The motors rotating the last two joints can be seen at the other end of
the long arm in Figure 8.1A. A minimum requirement for the robot's degrees of freedom
was three so that all main directions would be covered. However, it was thought that if the
robot performs operations other than biopsy, it should have 6 degrees of freedom. Of
course, it is also recognized that a long arm cannot convey precise movements to the
target. In the future, a multi-DOF micro tool located at the end of a robot arm would
compensate for this limitation. At the beginning of the design, there was no operation
specified for the robot, and a biopsy was selected for a start. Dimensions of the robot
were selected so as to be compatible with the MRI. The long arm can easily reach the
other end of the round magnet (with a radius of 1 m). The height of the robot is also
controllable so that the robot has space to enter between the patient and magnetic cores
(0.46 m). The long arm is also made as thin as possible so that the doctor has access to
near the robot, and the arm does not cover the scene. The long arm is not a rigid solution,
and a pivot point is designed to be used if possible. Accuracy requirement for the robot
head is 0.5 mm. Selected degrees of freedoms can be seen in Figure 8.2.
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A
B
Fig. 8.1. A) Robot in real environment in MRI room between magnetic poles. B)
Robot in extreme positions.

8.1.1 Kinematics for Surgical Robot
Degrees of freedom of the robot can be seen in Figure 8.2. Dimensions are selected so
that the long arm (f) is 1 m long, and the tool (d) is 0.2 m. of The carbon fibre pipe is
about 0.06 m in diameter. Forward kinematics of the robot reveals the place of the robot's
tool end or the place of each joint when their orientation is known. This robotic
manipulator has five DOFs on its base. The 6th DOF is also presented and calculated here,
but the actual 6th movement is designed to be performed by the biopsy tool. The
movements (DOFs) of the robot are shown in Figure 8.2. Movement is linear in part d in
the x-direction. This can be taken into account by adding a constant value for each
situation. Forward and inverse kinematics of the robot are presented in Appendix A. The
kinematic solution has first started by developing Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) parameters.
These are presented in Table 8.1. (Graig 1986)
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Fig. 8.2. Surgical robot's DOFs and dimensions.
Table 8.1. Denavit-Hartenberg parameters of the surgical robot.
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An overall D-H coordinate transformation matrix with the particular joint values. Each
link parameter presented in Table 8.1 is inserted into the matrix in Equation 8.1. Each link
creates an individual joint matrix, and the total forward kinematics can be solved (Graig
1986, Wolovitch 1987).

[

cosi 
−sin i 
0
ai
cos i sin i cos i cos i −sin i −d i sin i
T=
sin i sin i sin i cos i cos i
d i cos i
0
0
0
1

]

(8.1)
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8.1.2 Materials and Actuators
As the degrees of freedom are presented above, this chapter gives the basic information
on force transmission and materials. The long arm in Figure 8.2 (length 1200 mm) is
made of carbon fibre and all joints either of Alumec or POM. The long arm has two 1.5mm diameter stainless steel (AISI 316) cables inside. This wire gives movement to the
joint at the end of the arm. The wire is moved with two ball race screws via two AISI 316
cables driven with one Maxon brushless EC16 motor (controlled via Maxon DES 50/5).
Ball race screws and the mechanical solution are shown in Figure 8.3.
The entire lower part of the robot is rotated by a motor similar to the Maxon motor
rotating the long arm in x-direction. The total number of these motors is three. The
movement of joints 1 and 2 is performed by two separate HIWIN-LAS 3-linear motors
driven by 4-quadrant EM-28 DC motor controllers. The shoulder of the robot is
manufactured from Alumec, like the base on which the robot is installed. A gearbox at the
other end of the long arm is also of Alumec. Plastic (POM) is also used for the gearbox
shield and the last joint in the head of the robot. The joint structure is shown in the
previous sensor chapter. To avoid MRI compatibility issues, the robot is designed to be
non-electric and non-magnetic at least for one meter from the end of the long arm. This is
achieved by selecting right materials and by locating the motors and sensors at the other
end of the long robot-arm. The non-electric and non-magnetic area is drawn on the image
as an ellipse.
As for the joint in the head of the robot, different mechanical solutions were attempted
to achieve rotation from a distance of one meter. Figures 8.4 A and 8.4 B show wheels for
different belts which could be used in case the AISI-316 cable does not pass the MR
compatibility tests. While testing rubber and textile belts in the joint, it became evident
that they must be very tight; yet, they were far too flexible to achieve the same properties
as the AISI wire. Figure 8.4 A shows an installed rubber belt and 8.4 B different wheels
inside the joint.

Fig. 8.3. Ball race screws driving AISI 316 wires connected to joint in robot end.
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B
Fig. 8.4. A) MR-compatible joint structure with rubber belt. B) Different wheels for
belts and AISI wire
MR compatibility for the whole robot is achieved by developing a long MR-compatible
arm without any electric or magnetic parts. The MR-compatible carbon fibre arm is
shown in Figure 8.5. The long carbon fibre arm is electrically isolated with plastic joints
and other parts so that if the arm has eddy currents near the MRI they will not be earthed
through the patient. The pipe structure enables all motion wires and fibre optic cables to
be located inside the structure so they will not be stacked in the patient monitoring or care
station equipment. Besides, it is easy to put the robot in a sterilized bag. This structure is
simple with only the necessary items.

Fig. 8.5. Mechanical structure of long MR compatible arm and main structure.
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The whole robot is connected via I/O cards to the PC-104 system provided with a flash
memory card. The control software has an RT Linux extension (Kimro 2006). Figure 8.6
shows the robot in the simulation environment where movements can be simulated. The
robot can be controlled via a wlan joystick or with automated functions by creating paths
(Kimro 2006). The biopsy tool is presented in Figure 8.7. The tool is inserted into the end
of the robot arm. On biopsy, a small sample of the tissue material is removed. The actual
tumour is removed with other tools. To avoid fatal mistakes a totally mechanical tool is
designed so that the doctor can take the situation under control.

Fig. 8.6. Graphical user interface and simulation environment.

Fig. 8.7. Aluminium biopsy tool with pneumatic actuator. Above, biopsy needle for
manual insertions and below, pneumatic actuator for automated movement.
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8.2 Use of Fibre Optics to Avoid Eddy Currents and

Magnetic Forces in MRI
Fibre optic sensors are an excellent solution to the use of a mechatronic device or unit in
the MRI environment because they neither transmit nor receive distortions to and from
the MRI device. Magnetic fields in MRI can spoil the picture quality and exert high
forces onto the instruments being used surgically, for example. One of the biggest sources
of external magnetism in an MR environment is that from electric currents. They are
usually present in electric motors and encoders. Especially in robotics, electronic
components are moving and having feedback from a given position. That is why motors
and encoders are needed. If electric currents in a mechanism are low enough, such a
mechanism can be used inside certain MR devices, but it has to be tested separately in
each given MR environment. To avoid any electric current entering inside the imaging
device, electric instruments have to be located away from the imaging region. This is
feasible by help of fibre optics and various force transmission solutions.

8.2.1 Basic Theory for Fibre Optic Cable
This chapter gives information on how the suitable fibre optic cables were selected and
how light is focused optimally in the fibre. Three main types of fibre optic cables are
available. They are a single mode fibre, multimode fibre and plastic fibre. In Figure 8.8
there are step index multimode fibres of plastic with their typical shapes of output light
intensity. One of the most important fibre types in medical science is the image transfer
fibre. It is a bundle of many optical fibres, and it can be used in endoscopes, for example.
It can also be used to transmit bigger images coherently, but it is much more expensive
than a simple fibre (Marszalec & Marszalec 1994, Edmund optics 2002). Image transfer
fibres are usually made of glass. Normal glass mainly includes silicon dioxide (SiO2).
Plastic fibre optic cables have a large diameter, and they have very poor heat durability.
Figures 8.8 and 8.9 show the structure of the multimode and plastic fibres.
Multimode fibres normally have an inner diameter of about 50 - 62.5 μm and single
mode fibres about 10 - 20 μm, respectively. The multimode fibre can transmit many
different wavelengths of light whereas the single mode fibre can only transmit some
specific wavelengths. Multimode fibres are normally used with a LED light source having
a wavelength of light ranging from 850 to 1300 nm. Multimode fibres are used in local
LAN nets, for example. Single mode fibres are used with laser light sources having a
wavelength of about 1300 to 1550 nm. They are used in high-performance phones and
data connections. With multimode fibres it is also possible to have different shapes of
light intensity. (Virtanen 2002, Udd 1995)
When used as sensors, optical fibres can serve as passive or active elements. A system
is called passive when light or radiation is only transmitted through a fibre. It is actually
an intensity sensor. A radiation transmitter is used in the heating process by process
industry, for example. A system is called active (extrinsic/intrinsic) when the sensor
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includes reflective displacement sensors (extrinsic) from which the light exits re-entering
optical fibres. In the intrinsic sensor, light intensity modulates without leaving the fibre.
Extrinsic and intrinsic fibres need dedicated light sources and detectors coupled to the
sensing fibres.
By help of fibre optics, it is possible to make such measurements as temperature,
pressure, fluid level, flow, position, vibration, chemical analysis and current-voltage.
Position sensors also comprise strain sensors with which it is possible to find the forces
inside different mechanical systems. The advantage of using fibre optical systems in an
MR environment is that one avoids creating magnetic and electrical fields inside the
imaging area (Virtanen 2003).
The basic components of the optical fibre are the core and clad. The manufacturer
usually gives a refractive index for both. For some plastic fibres, the indices are: ncore =
1,496 and nclad = 1,402, respectively. Based on the information it is possible to calculate
the numerical aperture (N.A) which indicates the biggest possible angle (acceptance angle
or a half of it) for incoming light. This angle can be seen in Figure 8.9.

Fig. 8.8. Basic properties of step index multimode fibre of plastic or glass (Virtanen
2003).

Fig. 8.9. fibre optic plastic cable structure (Virtanen 2004).
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Critical reflection angles will be known when the N.A is calculated. Snell's law gives

n1 sin 1=n2 sin 2 .

(8.2)

One can calculate the critical angle by setting the reflection angles so that θ1 = αc , θ2 =
90o-θc. We choose that nair=1,00 and ncore=1,496 (Total internal reflection was first denoted
by Kepler in 1604). (Virtanen 2004)

nairsin  c =ncore sin 90−c 

(8.3)

Now the critical angle for a total reflection is

nairsin  c =ncore cosc .

(8.4)

Equation 8.4 gives the critical total reflection angle (αc) from air to core. Now we have to
calculate the same critical total reflection angle (θc) inside the fibre. In the step index,
fibre optical cable of plastic, light comes out in a very uniform shape. For an optical fibre,
the numerical aperture means the biggest angle for light to get inside the fibre. By using
the same formula as for calculating the numerical aperture, we can also estimate the angle
for light coming out. It is also possible to improve the sensor by using different lenses.
The fibre used here is low cost. That is why there is quite a low refractive index for the
inner material. Today, it is possible to have a much higher index for plastic fibres and
plastic lenses. The index can be over 1.6 in plastic lenses, for example. We have chosen
low-cost fibres, because there is no need to have a very high bandwidth for data
transmission among other things. Now we get the difference in the reflection angle, where
ncore is refractive index of core material and ncladding is refractive index of cladding.
Equation 8.2 gives now

ncore sin c =ncladding sin 90=n cladding.

(8.5)

From equation 8.5 we get

sin c =

ncore
n cladding

(8.6)

.

Equation 8.6 gives

ncore
ncladding

=  1−cos c 2  cosc =  n core 2 −n cladding 2 .

(8.7)

From equations 8.4 and 8.7 we get N.A.

n air sin  c =ncore cosc =  n core −n cladding =NA ,
2

2

where ncore=1,492 and ncladding=1,402 Equation 8.9 gives critical reflection angle

(8.8)
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c =sin−1 

ncladding

n core

c =sin−1 [n core cos

(8.9)

c 
]
n air

(8.10)

Equations 8.9 and 8.10 show that light gets inside the fibre at a certain angle. Knowing
the properties of the used fibres is very important in order to find an optimum solution to
each system, such as to focusing the light correctly. The critical reflection angle for the
incoming light is calculated in Equation 8.10. The light comes out of the fibre at the same
angle it goes in.

8.2.2 MR-Compatible Goniometer
There was a need to find methods of adding fibre optical sensors into the robot.
Therefore, a prototype of the sensor was built into the goniometer to test whether the
sensor would fulfil the requirements of MR compatibility and accuracy. The idea is that
the sensor would be directly modifiable into a robotic structure. The goniometer is only a
platform to test the sensor. In fact, the developed sensor was not fixed to the structure of a
real robot for testing because it would have been too laborious a task. Yet, the sensor was
most responsive to MR compatibility and reliability of the lasers and fibre optics.
Magnetic fields in MRI have to be most homogeneous in order to produce good image
quality. Homogeneity can be measured by help of specific measuring equipment. A
receiver such as particles is sensible to the magnetic field. For example, the equipment
can be a pressure sensor made of a well-susceptible material. Sensibility can be measured
by receiving ESR (electron spin resonance) signals. The measuring equipment can be
added to the goniometer, which makes it possible to measure the magnetic field in 3 DOF.
The ESR signal could be used for navigation and in magnetometers. Specific resonator
materials are used as a receiver of the ESR signal. The goniometer helps to establish
material properties in different positions. The ESR phenomenon is similar to the NMR
phenomenon. It is well known that most nuclei with an odd number of nuclear particles
have a nuclear spin. The ESR phenomenon can only be seen in substances with inner
electronic shells not filled up; metals and free radicals belong to these substances.
However, in ESR measurements relaxation times are six orders of magnitude shorter than
in NMR (10-100 ns). The mechanism of a goniometer can be seen in Figure 8.10. The
goniometer is all plastic, and this particular equipment has 3 degrees of freedom. The
sensing organ/particle for ESR measurement is designed on top of the first layer. The
system is moved by hand. (Seppälä 2004)
The angle sensor in the goniometer calculates the position to be one degree of
freedom. The angle sensor was only added for one direction (the direction needed most in
measurements). Besides, the developed sensor system can be duplicated in other
directions. The sensor system is shown in Figure 8.11, and the electronics is shown in
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Fig. 8.10. MR compatible goniometer with 3DOF's.
Figure 8.12. There are simply 500 small reflective surfaces added to the goniometer
wheel. The surfaces were made reflective with an aluminium tape suitable for the MR
environment.
The goniometer is presented as an example of a well-functioning MR-compatible
sensor application. A similar method can be used in different medical devices. Of course,
some miniaturization is needed for smaller devices. The diameter of the goniometer was
200 mm. The idea of an angle sensor is to carry laser light from behind the MRI device
using a plastic optical fibre and reflect the light back into another fibre via the surface of
the goniometer. Then, the reflected light is read at the back of the imager where the
custom-made Tx/Rx unit is positioned. The receiver and transmitter are shown in Figure
8.12. The receiver component HFBR-2521 is a standard unit and so is the operational
amplifier. The transmitter is customised by gluing a pointer laser onto the base of HFBR1521 (right-hand component on the right in Figure 8.12). Fibre heads are polished with
the proper tools in a polishing kit. No automation was used. Figure 8.11 shows the
reflective surfaces.
For connection to the ESR-measuring unit behind the imager a normal RS-232
connection was used. The received signals were scaled with an operational amplifier and
sent to the Rx line of the RS-232 connection. The electric unit does not affect the image
quality. The back includes other control electronics of the imager. However, the
functionality of the sensor in a magnetic field has to be tested. Also, the effect of the

Fig. 8.11. Sensing area of angle sensor attached to goniometer.
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Fig. 8.12. Pulse sensor; receiver and transmitter.
electronics on the image quality has to be established. Figure 8.13 shows an idea of the
functioning of an angle sensor during ESR measurements.
The angle sensor pulse controls the measurement system so that every time the pulse is
turned on, the value of the ESR signal is measured. It tells the signal value in a given
position of the goniometer. This sensor type could also be used for the MR-compatible
robot solution, but the used reflective surfaces should be inserted into a 50-mm-radius
joint (of the joint diameter placed nearest the ROI). It means that the reflection surfaces
should be minimized, and lenses should be used. However, the same components and
materials can be used for sending and receiving the light.
To test accuracy, after counting 12 pulses a 12-pulse marker was notched on the
goniometer, then, the goniometer was turned around 12 pulses while the imager had been
switched on. The pulses in the signal reflected from the goniometer gave 12 clear pulses
as hypothesized. The test was repeated ten times, and the amount of pulses was exact
every time. This test proves that the sensor works properly in a real MRI environment.
The sensor was also tested at a higher speed with the same results. Not even very sensitive

Fig. 8.13. Basic idea of sensor function; instructing the ESR unit to measure signal
at each step.
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ESR measurements proved any magnetic incompatibility distortions in the case of this
sensor.
The sensor did not cause any distortion to the MR image, and the accuracy was the
same outside the imaging room, and for this reason, good MR compatibility was
achieved. The accuracy of this angle sensor with 500 pulses per revolution is 0.72
degrees. This means that the accuracy on the circle is 0.0025 m. The sensor worked very
reliably because no pulses remained un-calculated. The MR compatibility of the sensor is
discussed in Chapter MR testing. Below is shown a sub-image of the goniometer with the
sensor measuring turned on and no distortion established. In Figure 8.14 the darker side
results from the phantom moving between the first scanned reference and the real test
image. Figure 8.15 shows how the sensor can be used in the robot joint. The etched lines
can be etched onto the surface of the robot joint. If the lines are enlarged with lenses, the
system can be minimized so as to fit in the robotic joint or another application.

Fig. 8.14. Subtraction image of goniometer in function during scanning.

Fig. 8.15. Idea of surface etched lines on joint surface zoomable with lenses through
optical fibre. Pulses readable by calculating bright lines with optical receiver.
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8.2.3 Fibre Optic Pulse Sensor

To have feedback information on different joints of a specific device, angular sensors are
needed. One of the most typical angular measurement sensors is a normal encoder. It
consists of a differently coded pulse wheel, light source and light receivers reading the
pulsed light. The basic parts and functions are seen in Figure 8.16. (Virtanen 2002)
Normal encoders are designed to attain the maximum accuracy easily which means that
light transmitters and receivers are close to each other. Under a high magnetic field in
MRI, the encoders must not be located near the imager. They might affect the image
quality because they typically include magnetic materials. However, today fibre optic
cables can transmit and receive light at exceptionally long distances. By replacing the
light sources with the fibre optical ones, a normal encoder can be modified to be nonmagnetic for a certain distance. Figure 8.17 gives an example of a fibre optical linear
sensor that is Gray coded.

Fig. 8.16. Normal encoder and its function (Virtanen 2002).

Fig. 8.17. Gray coded linear-type fibre optic sensor (Virtanen 2002).
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Robot arm in longest position
Base
Fig. 8.18. Robot arm in the longest position.
From the example presented in the previous chapters, it is evident that the robot must not
include electromagnetic or magnetic items within a radius of 1.2 m. This means that the
last joint is inside the radius, and this position is required for control. Should a suitable
sensor be discovered, all existing sensors could be replaced accordingly. In the beginning,
each joint position was measured with Heidenhein's optical encoder (ROD 424M.0000.
3600 pulses per revolution).
The accuracy for the robotic arm was set to be less than one mm. It is easy to calculate
how many pulses are required for sensors located in the base joint. The idea of a robot in
the longest position is shown in Figure 8.18. In this position, the arm is about 1600 mm
long. Actually, this position is impracticable but it is very near the worst scenario.
Equation 8.11 and 8.12 show the required amount of pulses.

Accuracy=

2 r x
,
360

(8.11)

where r is radius in mm and the accuracy is in degrees. The x is the corresponding
distance on a circle. In this case, the radius is 1600 mm and accuracy one mm which
means that 0.036 degree is equivalent to one mm at the given distance. Equation 8.12
gives it in pulses

Accuracy=

360
,
pulsecount

(8.12)

where the pulsecount is the required pulses from a pulse-coded sensor wheel. Therefore,
to achieve the required pulses per turn, the pulse wheel needs to have 10000 pulses. If the
pulses can be read in quadrature, a total of 2500 pulses would be adequate for that
accuracy.
As the most critical sensor is the one positioned into the last joint within the imaging
area, it only needs to have approximately 500 pulses per turn to meet the requirements. A
test was given to a commercially available pulse code wheel with 500 pulses per turn
using self-developed connections inside the robotic arm. Pulses were read through an RS232 connection. The Quadrature-type reading of pulses increased the amount of pulses to
2000 pulses per turn. Electronics of the sensor can be seen in Figure 8.19. (Virtanen
2002)
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Fig. 8.19. Incremental pulse-coded sensor electronics (Virtanen 2002).
The accuracy of the sensor was tested to be high enough, and the 65 μm diameter
multimode fibres used for light transmission did not cause any problems to the imaging
quality. Depending on the length of the fibres, the electronics can even be built outside of
the imaging room. The 5-mW laser light was used as a source of light. The light
wavelength was about 630 nm. Figure 8.20 shows in detail the integration of fibres into
the last non-magnetic robotic joint. This image also shows the structure of the whole joint
designed for the MR compatible robot. The joint rotates with AISI 316 wires. The only
problem with this kind of a pulse sensor is that it needs a mechanical coded disc. The disc
takes physical space, depending on the pulsecount that it requires. For small microsurgical units, smaller sensors should be used. (Virtanen 2003)

Fig. 8.20. MR-compatible robotic joint with fibre optic sensor system.
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Fig. 8.21. A) Pulse-coded MR-compatible encoder with multimode fibres. B) A
rotational printed plastic codewheel inside the robotic joint.
The sensor prototype is shown in Figure 8.21A. Figure 8.21B shows a plastic code wheel
used inside the robotic joint to measure rotation. The prototype of the sensor is made to
be single channel. The code wheel is made of aluminium, and it has 500 pulses per
revolution. To make it two- channel, another fibre channel is added so that the direction
can be identified. The third channel gives information on total number of revolutions.
The MR compatibility of the sensor was tested and proved very good. Figure 8.22 shows
the MR compatibility of the sensor while it is turned on in the imager. No distortion can
be seen. The sensor and its part are MR tested and presented in more detail in other
chapters.

Fig. 8.22. MR test result of pulse wheel encoder with multimode fibres.
Accuracy tests of the sensor were made on each channel separately by adding the sensor
in the same mechanism together with the reference sensor (Heidenhain ROD 424M.0000
with 3600 pulses per revolution). An electric motor was used to turn the test joint where
the sensors were added. Accuracy tests are shown in Figures 8.23 and 8.24. The accuracy
tests were performed when driving simultaneously at the same distance on the same
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Fig. 8.23. Accuracy test made for a Heidenhain reference sensor (Virtanen 2002).

Fig. 8.24. Accuracy test made for pulse-coded encoder (Virtanen 2002).
mechanism. Tests were repeated about twenty times, and the actual accuracy of the sensor
is very close to 2000 pulses per turn. (Virtanen 2002)
The theoretical accuracy for the Heidenhain sensor is 14400 pulses and for the designed encoder 2000 pulses, respectively. Repeated tests showed that the accuracy for the
sensor is 1900 pulses per revolution with a deviation of only 2 to 3 pulses. The difference
in sensors might stem from the very accurate reference sensor. By way of example, reference sensor values varied by 10 pulses even when the mechanism was in standstill. Besides, small vibrations from the driving motors can elicit variations in accuracy (Virtanen
2002). In test situation shown in Figure 8.24, the sensor pulsecounts have changed by 448
(23015 to 23463) pulses and those of another sensor by 59 (-25473 to -25532) pulses, respectively (Virtanen 2002).

8.2.4 Machine-Vision-Based Joint Sensor for MRI Application
The idea developed here is a fibre optic sensor to measure the position of a robot joint.
The prototype sensor needs two optical fibres and a reflective surface. The first fibre
(incoming fibre) carries light onto the reflective surface, and the other one (outgoing)
transfers light into the receiving electronics. In this case, the used electronics takes images
of a given area. The reflection surface can be the surface of a joint shaft. The shaft is
machined so rough on surface that even small movement can be detected by means of
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reflected light. The light source used here is a 635-nm laser diode. The measured light
power is about 5 mW. This equipment can also be used for measuring linear movements.
The sensor does not include any moving mechanical parts as the traditional position
sensor does - such a code wheel or bearings. For the receiving electronics the same
optical sensors are used as for the optical mouse. This is a good solution because the laser
source is within the range of the receiving electronics by its wavelength, and the
information about movement is possible to receive directly as a quadrature signal. Laser
light is also coherent, and it does not disperse so much as a normal light source would.
The greatest advantage with the sensor is that it is non-magnetic and non-electric for
almost the same distance as the fibres are long.
The robot needs an MR-compatible joint sensor to be inserted in the joint placed near
the high magnetic field. Machine vision could be one solution. When a robot is being
developed to operate in the MR environment, the magnetic properties become very
important. Electrical equipment causes magnetic fields that can harm the image quality in
the MRI (Virtanen 2004). Here the machine vision is built by using fibre optics, laser and
camera. The fibre optics helps place the electric equipment further away from the imaging
area to prevent disturbing the image quality. One fibre brings the light to the joint and the
other brings the image to the camera (Virtanen 2004).
To test the functionality of the sensor, an optical sensor was first constructed to
measure linear movements with a light beam travelling through a modified transparency.
The system can be used to measure linear movement, for example. Figure 8.25 shows the
idea of the machine-vision-based sensor. The light transmitter was built by using a 635nm and 5mW-laser directly added on to the plastic fibre optic cable. The image was
received with the 1.5-mm image transfer fibre. Also, an attempt was made to use a 0.5mm image transfer fibre and a low-price plastic optical cable 1 mm in diameter. The best
result was achieved with the 1.5-mm image transfer fibre. The image transferred to the
sensor was too disturbed with the plastic cable, and the light power was not enough for
the smaller image transfer fibre. Agilent's optical image sensor ADNS-2051 was used as a
camera. The sensor can be seen in Figure 8.26.
The idea is to see whether the linear movement can be detected by moving the
transparency. This system can be added directly to the linear motion detection attached to

A

B

Fig. 8.25. A) Sensing area of MR-compatible mouse sensor. B) Image transfer fibre is
focused onto fibre optic light source and image is transferred to optical sensor.
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the linear actuators. In the test situation, the fibre optical image transfer fibre was directly
added to the optical sensor. The standard lens of HDNS-2100 in Figure 8.26 was used.
The Figure 8.27 shows how the image transfer fibre was attached to the sensor. The fibre
is attached onto the lens closest to the sensor. Great precision is required to get the image
fibre in the proximity to the sensor. The sensor does not work at all if the fibre head and
the image transferred by it are too close to one another or too near the collecting lens of
ADNS-2051. Also, the light power transmitted through the fibre has to be as high as
possible. Connection of the laser to the plastic light transfer fibre has to be optimized as
well. Normally, an optical mouse has a bright red LED light near the sensor which is now
replaced with fibre optics made of the same fibre the image of the movement is
transferred with.

Fig. 8.26. Construction of Agilent's motion sensor used in optical LED mouses.

Fig. 8.27. Image transfer fibre attached to the mouse sensor and detecting rotation
of joint surface.
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As Figures 8.25 and 8.27 show the sensor is able to measure linear and rotational
movements straight from the surface. The sensor is able to read movements in two
directions. This makes it possible to compensate for possible errors in the onedimensional actuator function. The sensor works so that it takes 256-pixel images of the
imaging area, comparing the new image with the older one. From these images the sensor
detects whether the target has moved or not. Figure 8.28 shows the movement. For every
pixel movement the sensor sends quadrature pulses that can be received by an external
device. The image readout is by means of an Agilent HDNS-2051 image sensor, the
resolution after configuration being 800 cpi (31.75 μm). This sensor can produce as many
as 2300 frames per second, and it can follow accurate motion up to 14 inches (0.36 m)
per second. The sensor manufacturer provides a pre-aligned lens mounting kit. The use of
a lens kit (ADNK-2051) guarantees good readout results and repeatability of the tests at
optimized distances. The accuracy is also related to the surface figure accuracy. In this
connection, the sensor was not attached to the robot joint and real accuracy was not
tested.
As it was shown before, the mouse sensor can be used to measure movements by
means of reflection phenomena or by directly transferring the movement of an image. If
the sensor system utilises reflection phenomena, it helps transfer measurement
information to the angle measuring system. Figure 8.29 shows the arrangement to test
sensor functionality by using reflection from a highly reflective surface with non-regular
figures drawn on aluminium. By connecting the optical mouse to the computer, it is
possible to see the functioning of this sensor as inaccurate images. If the pointer moves on
the screen smoothly, the system works. The sensor seems to be working ideally in this test
situation. The mouse travelled continuously in the same direction on the computer screen.
The same thing happened with the linear sensor test using a transparency with figures
drawn on it.

Fig. 8.28. Image of movement (Agilent 2004).
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Fig. 8.29. Reflection based sensing area. The reflection surface is made of
aluminium, where is drawn non-regular figures.
Different reflection surfaces have been tested by the author. It was known that the surface
has to be highly reflective not to lose light intensity. It follows that rubbed aluminium and
steel surfaces were tested and so was even a scratched aluminium surface. None of these
showed enough change in light intensity in terms of the sensor. As a result, non-regular
figures were drawn with a pen on the surface. In preliminary tests, the sensor worked
well. Also, it is easy to make the sensors MR compatible because there is only fibre optics
in the imaging area. Fibre optics MR tests are presented in detail in Chapter testing. This
sensor has also the benefit of changing into an absolute encoder. The image from the
sensor can be encoded to the computer directly through the USB port. Using an
appropriate marking system of the linear or rotational target and the image identification
software, it is possible to identify a certain pattern or patterns which can serve as a zero
point. The true accuracy of this sensor is difficult to trial because the markings in the
reflective surface may affect the function of the sensor. Accordingly, one cannot perceive
it for sure if some movement remains undetected or if an adequately good reference
sensor can be fixed to the robot simultaneously for comparison.

8.2.5 Fibre Optic Distance Sensor
Today, fibre optical distance sensors are very precise pieces of equipment. The function
of a typical fibre distance sensor is based on the growth of amplitude of the transmitted
light which is received by the same or another fibre. Figure 8.30 shows Philtec's commercially available fibre optic distance sensor that measures up to 2 mm at an accuracy of 72
nm. This sensor also applies to measuring joint or linear movements and positions, and it
can make use of different fibre diameters, the smallest being less than one millimetre. Of
course, the diameter is related to the distance the sensor is able to measure. The fibre
lengths are up to three feet, and even longer fibres can be made. This fibre is easy to insert in any construction due to its small size. With longer fibres electronics can be installed outside of the imaging room away from the magnetic fields. In this sensor the fibre
head's metal piece was found to be magnetic. Therefore, this particular sensor could not
be taken into the MRI room for tests.
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Fig. 8.30. Philtec's fibre optic distance sensor (Philtec 2004).
Next, we develop a different use for this sensor to measure the position of a joint.
Thereby, a spiral part was devised for the joint so that each part of the joint would be at a
given distance from the sensor head. This generates a very accurate joint sensor, whilst
great precision is also required to manufacture the very spiral because the accuracy of the
sensor is as much as 72 nm. Figure 8.31 gives a scheme of the spiral added to the robotic
joint so that the control of the joint is feasible. The sensor is of absolute type due to the
spiral, and it can also be used for linear movements by linearising the spiral into a plane
or even for measuring the force with suitable frames. In this case, we only concentrate on
rotation.
It was not possible to test this sensor in the MRI environment because the fibre lengths
were not adequate. Yet, it is possible to have extended cables for the sensor whereby
electronics will not be a problem; neither will fibre optics produce any magnetic
distortion. An accuracy test was carried out on the test bed as shown in Figure 8.32. Using
the same test bed, the above-mentioned mouse sensor was tested as a preliminary
measure. The test bed drives the rotating shaft at a selected constant speed. The motor is
Maxon's brushless motor as for the robot itself.

Fig. 8.31. Spiral facilitating joint control.
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Fig. 8.32. Test bed used for testing joint sensor.
Functionality tests for the sensor were conducted with the Labview software which reads
the distance values in the fibre optic sensor through a serial port. The motor was driven
several times back and forth with the test bed, every time over the same period of time
and at the same speed. Repeated tests showed no errors in function when the motion was
being measured. The measured distances gave perfectly similar results. Small
disturbances may have arisen from the spiral surface or from the spiral’s connection to the
shaft. Measurements were taken every 20 millisecond, and at the given speed and over the
given time the average distance change was about 8 micrometers, every time. When
comparing the results they showed the same values, every time. Also, tests were
conducted at a high speed whereby no functional errors were established. This sensor is
easily convertible into an MR-compatible one by modifying the head of the fibre. Apart
from that, the fibre being used needs to be long enough so that the electronics can be
transferred outside the MRI room. Functionality tests are shown in Figures 8.33 and 8.34.
No discontinuity was established in the measurements. The tests also show that the
distance from the spiral to the fibre ranged from 0.13 mm to 2 mm. Actually, the spiral
was slightly out of the measurment scale of the sensor. It does not show the parameters
over 2 mm. Figure 8.33 shows how the measuring ends in the part of the signal when the
distance is over 2 mm. The spiral shape can be identified in the images. The fluctuations
in figures stem from the surface roughness and poor contact of the spiral with the shaft.
The biggest error due to surface roughness is evaluated to be about 0.3 mm.
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Fig. 8.33. Test result of fibre optic distance sensor.

Fig. 8.34. Test-result of fibre optic distance sensor.

8.3 Commercial Sensors for Use Near MRI
In this section, we attempt to review other commercially available products for joint
movement sensing. Agilent produces an absolute encoder of zinc that should not be
magnetic (Agilent 2005). The sensor is 13-bit and the wheel does not have a big diameter
(about 40 mm). If the magnetic properties are suitable for MRI, the sensor can be used.
Figure 8.35 shows the sensor. The magnetic compatibility was tested as presented in
Chapter testing. The tests revealed that the sensor has a magnetic light source inside
which cannot be easily removed and replaced. Other than this, the sensor would suit the
purpose. However, at an appropriate distance the sensor would be acceptable (less than
0.23 T). An absolute encoder would be a good choice for reading the joint position,
because then the robot would not need a zero position.
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Fig. 8.35. Absolut encoder of zinc by Agilent with an accuracy of 13 Bits (Agilent
2005).

Fig. 8.36. 2D inclinometer, SCA 110 (VTI 2005).
Another promising technique can be the MEMS-based sensors which are of totally nonmagnetic material. They can be used near the imaging area if they are not too sensitive to
magnetic fields. VTI Hamlin's 2-D inclinometer was tested in MRI, but it turned out to be
somewhat magnetic. This might be because of the package type. MEMS-based techniques
are developing all the time, and even 3-D MEMS systems are being created. They could
be a good solution to the MRI use. The sensor in Figure 8.36 is also tested for MR
compatibility as presented in Chapter MR test. Resolution for this sensor is +/- 2 percent.
The MR compatibility as a non-powered is so that this sensor could be used near about
0.2 m away from the imaging area.

8.4 Discussion on the Development of MR Compatibility of a Robot
The introduction of automated tools in a biopsy is an ideal start for applying them in
surgery. In intraoperative use, such a tool brings many benefits because it can drive the
needle in the operation. A biopsy tool, which can be driven during the procedure,
dispenses with the trouble of moving the patient back and forth in the imager. Equally,
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some cases are not practicable at all in the imager due to reduced space and ergonomics.
Hence, an automatic tool is indispensable.
Additionally, a robot can be used as a mechanical navigator. In some operations,
optical-based navigation is not applicable at all or it is highly impracticable. An
illustration of this is, for example, an operation performed directly inside the MRI device.
The point is also to design a virtual environment where it is possible for the doctor to
design and simulate required trajectories.
A minimum requirement for the robot's degrees of freedom was three which still
facilitates all main directions. However, if the robot does operations other than the biopsy,
it needs six degrees of freedom. Forward and inverse kinematics of the robot are
presented in Appendix A. The kinematics question has first been solved by the DenavitHartenberg (D-H) parameters.
Many different fibre optical sensors could be used for sensing position and forces in
the imaging region in order to secure the right place and the right forces. For position
sensing, small fibre optic gyroscopes could also be used. For sensing force, pressure or
temperature, it would also be possible to use different fibre optical methods such as Bragg
grating sensors, Michelson interferometric or Fabry-Perot. (Lefevre 1993, Udd 1995,
Kopola 1988)
When comparing the developed sensor types to one another, one can see distinct
benefits for each. All developed sensor types are highly MR compatible, with tiny
alterations only needed to the spiral sensor. The sensor implemented on the goniometer
has an accuracy of 500 pulses per turn, and it works ideally in MRI while driving the
imager. However, for employing it in a robotic joint, it needs to be reduced in size, and
also the lenses have to be changed. This might result in diminished reliability. The other
fibre optic sensor, i.e., the encoder is highly MR compatible, and it only takes about 38
mm in space. Further still, it can be inserted directly inside the robotic joint. The accuracy
of this sensor is 2000 pulses with a deviation of 2 to 3 pulses. Accordingly, the accuracy is
high in this application. The mouse sensor is also MR compatible if the electronic
components are placed further away from the imager or outside the imaging room. This
sensor does not require any mechanical parts, and in practice, it requires no space in the
joint. The sensor can also be converted into an absolute sensor, but this would involve
considerable uncertainty about the function and accuracy. The optimal accuracy is 31.75
μm in two dimensions. The output is in quadrature pulses. The sensor was not tested on a
real robot.
Probably the best choice for sensing a joint's position is to use a spiral inside the
robotic joint and measure the distance, using a fibre optic distance sensor. The foremost
benefit is the need for only one fibre, and secondly, no need for a moving mechanism
because the spiral can be machined directly onto the surface of the joint shaft. This is also
an absolute sensor; every position has a distance value of its own. The optimal accuracy
of the sensor is 72 nm. The functionality of the sensor was reliable when a robotic joint
was being driven many times back and forth. The MR compatibility of the sensor fibre
was not good enough, but the fibre head can be changed for a better one.

9 MR compatibility Tests

9.1 Testing MR Compatibility of Materials
It is imperative to test the materials intended for an MR environment. Firstly, MR imagers
are very expensive pieces of equipment, and secondly, the patient’s safety is always the
point at issue. Non-MR compatibility is fatal in accurate image reconstruction, and it
follows that evaluation of MR compatibility is by no means a novel idea. Every material
affects the homogeneity of the magnetic field in an imager. Consequently, loss of
homogeneity in the magnetic field has to be examined. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
and heating factor are both important. Heating has usually been a minor problem. The
SNR value has been calculated using the following equation. (Chinzei et al. 2000)

SNR=Pcenter / SDcorner ,

(9.1)

where Pcenter is the mean value of a certain pixel area at the centre of the image.
SDcorner is the standard deviation pixel area in the lower right corner of the image. Van
Audekerke et al. have presented the SNR value in the same way.
(9.2)

SNR=‹ s ›/ σ n ,
where ‹s› is the estimated signal in a small region of interest (ROI), and σn is the standard
deviation estimated using two images with identical acquisition parameters. The SNR was
estimated by using a 4 x 4 -pixel region of interest for each pixel. The size of the region
of interest is always the question of precision and resolution. They have to be set in a
suitable ratio, depending on the imaging object. The SNR value is always compared to the
control sample. A reasonable way to check the materials’ suitability in the environment in
question is to have an image of the material attached to the phantom and see if the
material causes any distortion on the image.
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The calculation of an SNR value is not necessary when a very small amount of material is
used. If the SNR value has been indicated in the instruction manual supplied by the MRI
equipment manufacturer, it does not tell the real local effects of the material. The SNR
value should be calculated if bigger amounts of material are tested or some external noise
sources are placed near the imager. The SNR value will then give a better description
about the effects on the whole imaging area. The better the SNR value is the bigger the
number is in the equations. The imaging sequences have typically been selected to be the
spin echo (SE) and gradient echo (GRE). When testing MR compatibility, the imaging
sequence and surrounding fluid mixture are important. The spin echo sequence is less
susceptible to disturbances in the image than the gradient echo sequence. The GRE
generates the picture in shorter time than the SE, and it does not require so much impulse
power for RF signals. The test samples are submerged in a fluid while MR tests are being
carried out. More often than not, sulphate- or chloride-based fluids are used. Sulphates
and chlorides normally shorten the relaxation times, and in this way, received imaging
signals become stronger. In pure distilled water, the longitudinal relaxation time T1 is
long, when the impulse repetition time has to be forced longer to maintain a proper
received signal. A longer repetition time also makes the imaging time longer. The shape of
the test sample makes a difference if the susceptibility value differs from the susceptibility
value of water. One should avoid sharp corners in samples, because the field lines of the
magnetic forces become dense by the corners on the surface of a sample. By every corner,
where force lines tighten, artefacts in the image quality increase and accuracy decreases.
For testing MR compatibility with materials or devices, the MR environment is divided
into four different areas or zones. The highest MR compatibility is required for devices in
zone 1. Zone 1 situates in the ROI. Zone 2 devices are also inside the imaging area, but
they do not reach the ROI. If a zone- 2 device gets into the ROI, it does not disturb the
whole image, but it causes an artefact in the ROI near the material. Zone 3 devices are
also used inside the imaging volume, but they are removed while imaging or when not in
use. Zone 3 devices might come out with some magnetic properties such as artefacts and
spatial distortion when they are located in the imaging volume. These effects should not
be present one meter or more away from the isocentre of the imager. Zones 1 to 4 can be
seen in Figure 9.1.
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Fig. 9.1. Zones 1-4 for Signa SP (GE) open magnetic resonance imager (GE 1997).
Zone-4 devices can be used while operating if they are is outside the 200 gauss line (20
mTesla) which means more than one meter away from the isocentre. The distances from
the isocentre differ for each imager type. These values are for GE Signa SP 0.5 Tesla. (GE
1997) The values for Philips 0.23-Tesla open are smaller.
Koivula (2002) introduces a test method for testing rods. Aluminium and copper rods
with a length of 100 mm and a diameter of 10 mm were tested in water. They were
inserted in a water container perpendicular to the main magnetic field, and the gradient
echo sequence (GRE) was being used. (FOV = 300 mm, TR = 690 ms, BW = 130 Hz/pxl,
TE = 6, 7, 10 ms). Koivula (2002) also writes that the most reliable way to determine the
field distortion caused by the rod is to measure the distances between the first phase
wraps in the horizontal direction. FOV means a field-of-view. Koivula (2002) has used
the 0.23-T open MRI manufactured by Philips.
Schueler et al. (1999) introduce a testing procedure which is used to determine
compatibility of human implants. They have used a fluid mixture including water, 1.25 g
NiSO4 6 H2O and 5 g NaCl in 1000 ml water. The samples were imaged with both SE
and GRE sequences. In SE imaging, the acquisition time was shortened by using the turbo
spin echo sequence (TSE). The other values were: TR = 300 ms, effective TE = 35 ms
and echo train length = 3. In GRE imaging, the values were: TR = 32 ms, TE = 15 ms and
a flip angle of 30 degrees. Schueler et al. (1999) evaluated image quality by the following
criteria: a) geometric distortion, b) susceptibility measured with GRE images, c) warping
and d) bending, warping, or obliteration of image contours. They have used the 1.5-T
whole body magnet.
Van Audekerke et al. (2000) have tested EEG electrodes in the 7-T MR microscope
environment. The electrodes were commercially available Ag/AgCl electrodes. The
phantom for SNR measurements consists of a 30-mm diameter plastic tube. The 50-ml
tube was filled with water that was doped with CuSO4 (0.8 g/l). The electrodes were
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imaged with the GRE imaging method and the following parameters were used: FOV =
30mm, TR = 500 ms, TE = 6 ms and acquisition matrix (256 x 256). The slice thickness
was 1 mm. Two averages of the images were taken.
Chinzei et al. (1999) have tested part of the surgical robot near the imaging region in
zones 2 and 3, by using a spherical phantom diameter (280 mm) imaged in the GE 0.5-T
imager (Signa SP/i, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, 0.5 Tesla). The phantom
contained a solution of CuSO4. The SNR was calculated by using Equation 1, where
Pcenter is the mean value of the 40 x 40 -pixel area. SDcorner is the 40 x 40 -pixel area
in the lower right corner of the image. The imaging sequence was the SE (TR = 85 ms,
TE = 220 ms and BW = 62.5).
In their design criteria, Chinzei et al. (1999) introduce a test method to establish the
compatibility of certain metallic materials. There are five sample chips tested in MRI, and
the chips were of cylindrical shape, 20 mm in height and 20mm in diameter. The samples
were put in the NiCl2 solution. The samples were aligned along the magnetic axis. The
sequence was GRE (FOV = 260 x 260, TE = 30 ms, TR = 150 ms, slice thickness = 4
mm, BW = 15.6 kHz and flip angle = 30o). Table 9.1 lists the tested metals and their
susceptibility. Every metallic object that was tested, produced a dark shadow onto the
image. The objects also distorted the magnetic field at different levels as seen in Figure
9.2.
Chinzei et al. (1999) have also tested ball screw races in MRI in zones 2 and 3. Each
ball screw was in the scanner, and the distance between the ball screws and the centre of
the imaging volume was being changed. The distances were selected at 240, 330 and 520
mm. The screws were also aligned along or perpendicular to the magnetic axis. The
imaging object was submerged in the CuSO4 solution, and the sequence was SE (FOV =
240 x 240, TR = 400 ms, TE = 17 ms, slice thickness = 5 mm, BW = 15.6 kHz).
Table 9.1. Some tested metal materials in MRI (Chinzei et al. 1999).
Material type
Susceptibility value χ (x 10-6)
Be-Cu
4
Type 440C stainless steel
109
Type 316 stainless steel
9000
Al
20.7
Ti
182

Fig. 9.2. Tested metal materials and their effects on MRI. From left to right, stainless
steel types 304 and 316, special metal material YHD50, surface-treated YHD50, BeCu, and control fluid. Dark hole in image centre results from distortion to magnetic
field caused by the object. (Chinzei et al. 1999)
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There is much information on compatibility test procedures in the literature. Especially,
many different materials have tested in the MRI. Testing some dental materials has been
introduced with the following procedure: T1 fas spin echo (FSE) [TR = 500 ms, TE = 12
ms, echo train length (ETL) = 3, number of acquisition (AC) = 6, flip angle (FA) = 180],
T2 FSE [TR = 300 ms, TE = 96 ms, ETL = 7, AC = 2, FA = 180] and GRE [TR = 500 ms,
TE = 18 ms, ETL = 2, AC = 2, FA = 180] were used. Slice thickness in imaging was 5 mm
and the field of view was 135 mm. The size of the image matrix was 256 x 256. These
foregoing values were used in all image sequences, and the imaging was also repeated
five times in each sequence. The sample was inserted in distilled water.
Most of the human implants are made of non-ferromagnetic materials such as titanium.
Hence, these materials may still affect the external homogeneous magnetic field while
they are inserted into the effective area. Especially, near the ROI the materials might
cause significant artefacts onto the MR image while the accuracy of the target is lost near
the surface of the material. Some pieces of medical equipment are used near the ROI. For
example, the materials for biopsy tools have to be non-effective to the external magnetic
field.
Meiler et al. (2004) have tested different materials in the Signa 1.5-T whole body
system with a GE head coil. They tested aluminium, brass, 300 series stainless steel,
titanium, ceramic, molybdenum and beryllium copper. They have used a gelatin phantom
dipped into the 1.955-g/l CuSO4 and 3.4-g/l salt, the RF coil loading of the dipped
phantom being nearly the same as that in the human body. The phantom was placed in the
isocentre of the imager, and all the samples were attached on the phantom.
Both FSE and SPGR sequences were used, and the images were taken along their longitudinal axis and perpendicular to their diameter. The imaging parameters were: FSE
(fast spin echo) [FOV = 19 x 14, BW = 15.6 kHz, TR = 466 ms, TE = 292 ms, ETL = 30,
AC = 2]. The size of the imaging matrix was 256 x 256 and the slice thickness 5 mm.
SPGR (Spoiled gradient echo) images were taken with similar parameters, except for the
following: TR = 50 ms, TE = 8 ms, AC = 3 and matrix size were 256 x 192.
The test of the used materials should follow the foregoing procedures. Materials that
are tested here are AISI 316 stainless steel, aluminium, Alumec (Alumec 2005), carbon
fibre, POM, brass (MS 63/ CuZn37 F44) and different fibre optic cables of plastic and
glass. The slice thickness was chosen to be the same in all images. These materials are all
tested for use in all zones 1, 2, 3 and 4. The tested material pieces are shown in Figure
9.3.

Fig. 9.3. MRI-tested material pieces; starting from left to right: carbon fibre pipe,
“pure” brass, AlSiMg, brass rod, POM and Alumec.
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Fig. 9.4. Test phantom with all material pieces attached and imaged in MRI device.

First tests were made by taking images of all of the used materials. First, the samples seen
in Figure 9.3 were controlled with a permanent magnet (0.23 T) moving near the tested
material piece. Only ball bearings and rough brass showed low magnetic behaviour.
Knowing this, we could move the materials into the imager. The test was conducted by
attaching all the material pieces onto the phantom (Fig. 9.4) filled with 0.25 mmol MnCl2
(50 mg MnCl2 x 4H2O, 100 ml refined water). The phantom's location in MRI can be
seen in Figure 5.9. The ball bearings were tested separately. The phantom is filled with a
suitable liquid to get the RF load near that of the human body. The first sequence was FFE
[FOV = 250 x 250, TR = 80, TE = 12 FA = 90, BW = 13.56 kHz], and the used matrix
size was 256 x 256, the slice thickness was 10 mm. Depending on the manufacturer of the
MR equipment, varying numbers of parameters and sequences are presented in each
situation. First images included an artefact (large void), as seen in Figure 9.5. The artefact
was localized to the brass, and it was taken away from the phantom. The rest of tested
material buttons did not cause any significant artefacts on the image as seen in Figure 9.6.
Based on this, it was possible to design the test procedure. Testing sequences are shown in
table 9.1a. The test results can be seen in Figure 9.5 and in Table 9.1b. Table 9.2b shows
an evaluation of test results. To have comparable results of the material tests, we chose
the parameters that Chinzei et al. (1999) have used. Thus, the FFE [FOV = 260 x 260, TE
= 30 ms, TR = 150, FA = 30o, slice thickness = 4mm, BW = 4.9 kHz] was chosen. For the
reason that the GRE sequence is more sensitive to material impacts than the SE, the
materials were only tested with GRE sequences. The FFE sequence from another
manufacturer is similar to the GRE sequence.
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Fig. 9.5. Left, MR image without the materials. Right, with tested materials added
onto phantom surface. Brass causes big void in image.

Fig. 9.6. Left, MR image without materials. Right, with all materials except for
rough brass.

Fig. 9.7. Left, MR image without materials. Right, with two ball bearings, of plastic
in lower right circle and of pure AISI 316 left of it.

Fig. 9.8. Tested ball bearings.
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Test results in Figure 9.7 show that the ball bearings have to be tested at different
distances from the imager. They are not fit for the ROI in zone 1. Further testing
determines how far the ball bearings have to be positioned from the imager. Tested ball
bearings can be seen in Figure 9.8. The left one is of plastic, and the right one is of AISI
316 material. Material testing with smaller units such as bearings is feasible, yet, it is
important to remember that disturbances to such units might be higher than to a piece of
material, exclusively because of possible eddy currents. Testing ball bearings at different
distances is shown under unit testing. It is impossible to say exactly from what material
ball bearings are constructed; neither is it possible to separate all components of each
material. At first, these small bearings were tested as pieces of material had been trialled.

9.1.1 Acceptance Criteria for Artefacts Caused by Materials
As presented in the previous chapters, the typical artefacts caused by external materials
are Bo and RF inhomogeneities, and they can be evaluated by following criteria:
geometric distortion, susceptibility-caused voids, warping, other image distortions. For a
greater amount of material, SNR measurements would be necessary. Typically, SNR
values are not measured in tests of pure susceptibility. According to the literature, a
criterion of MR compatibility is that the artefact is smaller than the device. Chinzei et al.
(1999) write that in procedures requiring special accuracy artefacts of 1.5 mm or smaller
in diameter can be used. We decided that, in principle, to keep the distortion smaller than
the slice thickness, it must not exceed 2 mm. In accurate procedures slices must be thin.
Specialists play an important role in accepting the artefact sizes. In some cases, the
disturbing tool is not immediately in the target region whereby the device can run even if
the distortion is bigger than the target. For SNR values typically a change of 10 % is
allowed. SNR values play a bigger role in electronics testing.
First tests were done on materials and two types of ball bearings. Material testing
sequences are shown in Table 9.1a. The same parameters were used for bearing testing.
They can be seen in Table 9.2a. The acceptance criteria for artefacts caused by magnetic
susceptibility in the image can fall into different categories. Schueler et al. (1999)
introduce a grading system with five steps. Steps refer to different levels of artefacts: 0 =
no artefact, 1 = mild artefact (smaller than device), 2 = moderate artefact (same size as
device), 3 = strong artefact (larger than device), 4 = severe artefact (larger than device).
In this study, we use the following steps of grading: 0 = no artefact, 1 = smaller than 2
mm or slice thickness, 2 = large artefact (maximum twice the target diameter), 3 = major
artefact. Table 9.1b shows the validation of material test results. Similar test results for
ball bearings can be seen in Table 9.2b. This evaluation table only applies to material and
unit testing. Usually, the MR compatibility of electronic components is evaluated in
another way.
Based on the information in Table 9.1a, the brass rod material causes high distortion to
the image whereas the rest of the materials can be used inside the ROI. The test image in
Figure 5 does not indicate clear geometric distortion, warping or any other distortion to
the brass rod. The brass rod is a material that may contain a greater amount of ferrite.
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Table 9.2a gives the imaging sequences for tested ball bearings. Table 9.2b shows the test
results and estimation of MR images.
Table 9.1a. Tested materials for a robot in MRI and imaging sequence in zone 1.
Material Phantom Sequence FOV
TR
TE FA
Slice
BW
thickness
carbon MnCl2
FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
fibre
pure brass MnCl2
FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
AlSiMg MnCl2
FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
Brass-rod MnCl2
FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
POM
MnCl2
FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
Alumec MnCl2
FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
Table 9.1b. Estimation of different materials suitability in MRI in a certain sequence.
Suitability values from 0 to 3 in zone 1.
Material
Sequence
Geometric
Susceptibility Warping
Other image
distortion
caused voids
distortions
0-3
0-3
0-3
0-3
carbon fibre FFE
0
0
0
0
pure brass
FFE
0
0
0
0
AlSiMg
FFE
0
0
0
0
Brass-rod
FFE
0
3
0
0
POM
FFE
0
0
0
0
Alumec
FFE
0
0
0
0
Table 9.2a. Tested ball bearings and imaging sequences in zone 1.
Material
Phanto Sequence FOV
TR TE FA
Slice
BW
m
thickness
Plastic
MnCl2 FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
bearing
AISI 316 MnCl2 FFE
260x260 150 30 30
4
4.9 kHz
bearing
Table 9.2b. Tested ball bearings and estimation.
Material
Sequence
Geometric
Susceptibility
distortion
caused voids
0-3
0-3
Plastic
FFE
1
2
bearing
AISI 316 FFE
0
3
bearing

Warping
0-3
0

Other image
distortions
0-3
0

0

0
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If we compare the results of the materials to the results given by Chinzei et al. (1999)
(Figure 2), we can see that stainless steel 316 shows much bigger distortions in the test
situation. This is probably caused by the higher magnetic field. The tests presented in the
study were carried out with the 0.23-Tesla MRI device while Chinzei et al. (1999) have
used 0.5 Tesla. The higher magnetic field is more sensitive to external disturbances. This
is one of the reasons why materials should be tested before being used for the MRI
device. Acceptance is given to all the materials with a value less than three in Estimation
Tables 9.1b and 9.2b. This means that none of the ball bearings can be used in zone 1
whereas all the materials except brass can be used in zone 1, respectively.

9.1.2 Suitability of Wood and Some Paints for MRI
Wood is also one of the tested materials. Wood has very good compatibility with MRI.
The problems with wood appear when the material has to be sterilized. Medical devices
in clinical use have to be easy to sterilize which wood is definitely not due to high
porousity. Absorbency can be minimized by applying paint on the material. The paint
stops liquid materials from soaking into the wood. In the clinical environment, there are
always different liquids such as blood and body fluids, and as is well known, the bacteria
live and spread in liquids and in air. The paint stops bacteria from getting into the wood;
thus, wood is applicable to clinical use. The idea is to make the bacteria stay on top of the
paint so that they are easy to sterilize. For this particular purpose, birch was selected and
tested. Birch is a very common tree in Finland, and its wood has good properties: it is
quite hard, still easy to machine. The test parameters were the same as those in the
material tests; the FFE sequence was used. Figure 9.9 shows a reference image on the left
and birch material on the right. The birch material is as pure as possible. Figure 9.10 also
shows a reference image on the left side of the image.

Fig. 9.9. Reference image left and birch material right.
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Fig. 9.10. Image comparing reference image with birch material painted with Helmi
primer paint. No distortion shown.
Figure 9.9 does not show any significant distortion to the image. On this basis, the
material is ideally suited to MRI. In Figures 10 to 13, the images are taken of pieces of
birch wood coated with different paints. In Figure 9.10, the image is taken of a piece of
birch wood painted with Helmi primer paint (Tikkurila Oyj.). Other paints tested the same
way on birch wood were Otex primer paint, Helmi coating paint and Empire coating
paint.
None of the primer or coating paints applied on the birch wood did affect the quality of
the image. This proves that the magnetic behaviour of wood is very good when the
wooden object is admitted into the external magnetic field. As for all the tested materials,
the problem is sterilization, i.e., how the paint (or material) reacts with sterilization
chemicals, for example. Usually, they need separation tests. Some of the materials also
have to be autoclavable.

9.2 MR Compatibility Tests of Units
Mechatronic devices always include mechanical and electric parts. Typically, the electric
parts of the device are complex for the MR environment when the device is used inside
the imaging room. Electric parts can be active such as motors or passive such as sensors.
The essential difference between active and passive is related to the changing parameters
of the active device, such as current and voltage. With the passive devices, these
parameters remain unchanged ever since the device has been turned on. Effects on the
MR field can be divided in different ways. Mechanical parts can also be active or passive.
Passive mechanical parts such as ball bearings are assembled so as to be in a stable
position whereas the active ones are actuators, and they usually include electromagnetic
parts (Chinzei et al. 1999). When the parts of a device are moving during imaging, they
might affect the process negatively. The effects are always two-sided: the device affects
the scanner and the scanner affects the device. This chapter attempts to divide
mechatronic units into mechanical and electrical ones. In some cases, however, this is not
possible. Mechatronical units have been tested when connected electrically and when
non-connected. A non-connected electric unit can be considered a mechanical unit and
tested as one.
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Impacts on the scanner are very typical of the mechatronic device. A mechatronic device
may cause electromagnetic fields or pulses which drop the image quality and SNR value
in the imager. Of course, the materials are important, and not every ferromagnetic
material can be used in an imager. Wrong material may physically damage the patient and
the scanner. Smaller parts of ferrous material cause image degradation and signal voids in
the image. Conductive materials near the field of view are also problematic, causing the
same effects as ferrous materials do, except for high forces and torques. A conductive
material receives eddy currents which in turn cause these effects. Because a mechatronic
device consists of both mechanical and electric parts, both of them have to be tested
separately to establish compatibility of each and every part with MRI.
The SNR value should be calculated in terms of external noise sources and bigger
amounts of material, such as motors and parts of the robot mechanism. The SNR value is
calculated by selecting a certain amount pixel in ROI plus a reference pixel value out of
the imaging region. In the Philips Proview 0.23 T MR imager, the pixel areas selected are
also of different shapes. The area in ROI is round while the outer area is rectangular. The
SNR value is calculated differently in the manufacturers’ operation guides. Philips has
recommended a 170-mm diameter circle in the middle of the ROI if a body/spine coil (M)
is being used. By comparison, with the head coil or extremity coil, the diameter circle
should only measure 90 mm. While taking SNR images one should always have a
reference phantom inside the imager. The ROI is selected from the phantom area. After
selecting the circle area, the rectangular area shall also be defined. This is selected to be
approximately 170 pixels by 15 pixels above the phantom. The system that runs Philips
Proview automatically calculates the SNR value for the selected image. (Philips 2004)
Signal to noise ratio is not a simple question in the magnetic resonance imager. The
SNR value has many components, all affecting the total value of SNR. A fundamental
limit to SNR is caused by thermal motion of electrons in the detection coils and by the
molecular behaviour of human tissue, both causing noise. Other factors affecting the
image SNR value are related to the image signal to noise, that is, signal frequency (field
strength B0 and bandwidth), signal coil efficiency, pulse sequence, tissue characteristics
(T1, T2, spin density) and gradient field strength. The overall SNR value can be defined
by Equation 9.3 (Dowsett et al. 2001)

SNR=

k voxelsize  fourier terms  Nex
,
 bandwidth

(9.3)

where k is a constant for numerous parameters related to MRI. The k includes, for
example, magnet strength and pulse sequence. For guidance, the value, k, is best related to
magnet strength. The Voxel size indicates the volume of the tissue the image is taken of.
Fourier terms are related to the Fourier reconstruction calculations. Narrow bandwidth in
the receiver does not collect so much noise as the wide one. Nex stands for the number of
signals that are averaged or excitations for every phase-encoding step. (Dowsett et al.
2001)
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9.2.1 Robotic Joint
Figure 9.11 depicts a tested carbon fibre pipe with an outer diameter of about 42 mm used
in the MR compatible arm of a surgical robot. Test results are shown in Figure 9.12. In
the test, the arm was placed in a latitudinal position inside the RF coil with a reference
phantom. The coil used in the test was a flexible body coil which facilitates having the
arm placed near the electronic components. The Spin Echo (SE) imaging sequence used
in the test had a repetition time of 400 ms and an echo time of 40 ms. The arm was placed
in three different places inside the coil. In every position, the arm was in contact with the
test phantom. The first image was taken without the arm, and for the second image, the
arm was placed as far from the electronics as possible. The last image was taken of the
arm placed in contact with RF coil electronics. In Figure 9.11 the first image can be seen
on the left hand side and the last image on the right. In Figure 9.12 above the MR images,
a black rectangle depicts the electronic components of the receiver coil, and a black circle
depicts the carbon fiber pipe. The pipe is attached onto the phantom.
When the pipe was inserted into the magnetic field inside the RF coil, it was noticed
that near the electronics unit of the RF coil the carbon pipe affects the image quality and
the SNR value. The SNR value is calculated following the manufacture’s instructions. The
manufacturer has provided an explicit method of calculating the value of SNR. The values
are presented in Table 9.3, and Table 9.4 shows an evaluation of MR images. The
evaluation shows that the long carbon fibre pipe causes voids near the RF receiver
electronics. This may be due to the RF inhomogeneity: RF energy is absorbed into a long
carbon fibre pipe. The estimated values are the same as given earlier in connection with
the material tests.

Fig. 9.11. MR-compatible robot arm (carbon fibre).
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Fig. 9.12. Images of robot arm placed inside flexible RF-coil. In the last image, arm
in contact with coil electronics and disturbed image quality.
Table 9.3. Estimation of MR compatibility of a long robotic arm.
Material
Sequence
Geometric
Susceptibility Warping
distortion
caused voids
0-3
0-3
0-3
Without
FFE
0
0
0
arm
Arm away FFE
0
0
0
from
electronics
Arm in
FFE
0
1
0
contact to
electronics

Other image
distortions
0-3
0
0

0

Table 9.4. SNR values for an MR compatible robot arm.
Placement
SNR value
Mean signal value Standard deviation
(ROI)
of a background
Without arm

52

133.75

2.59

Arm away from
electronics

48

116.84

2.44

Arm in contact to
electronics

37

114.81

3.11

From Table 9.4 it can be seen that the long carbon fibre arm has a significant effect on the
SNR value of the image. It can also be clearly seen from Figure 9.12 on the right. In other
positions, effects are small. This is why the arm can be used on the prototype robot. The
problems again are partly due to the used flexible coil. Normal head and neck coils do not
allow a robotic arm in close contact with RF electronics because of their mechanical
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properties. In a long pipe the SNR value drop is less than 10 %, hence it is within tolerance. If the image renders no real calculable information, the only way is to measure the
SNR value.

9.2.2 Ball Bearings
A mechatronic device always comprises moving parts and elements usually equipped with
ball bearings or sliding bearings inside the joints related to movement. In the material
testing chapter, both ball bearing types were attached on the surface of a phantom; one
made of plastic with AISI bearings and the other exclusively of AISI 316. Both bearings
are manufactured by KMS Bearings Inc., USA. The ball bearings were attached to the
real-size robotic arm. The purpose was to test how near the ROI the bearings could be
employed, because both of them had caused great distortion to the image when attached
onto the surface of the phantom. In Figure 9.13 there is a robotic arm and a joint with the
bearings attached to it.
Figure 9.14 shows in detail the robotic joint where the ball bearings are attached. The
picture gives an idea of the test situation. Physically, ball bearings can not be much closer
to the phantom when they are attached to the joint. In Figure 9.8, there are two tested ball
bearing types, a plastic one and an AISI 316 type bearing.

Fig. 9.13. Robotic arm in test rig. Rig helps test ball bearings at different distances
and rotation angles inside MRI device.
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Fig. 9.14. Robotic joint with ball bearings attached as close to phantom as possible.
Test situation.
Table 9.5 SNR values from ball bearings in different distances and angles from a
phantom.
Placement
SNR, AISI316 bearing
SNR, Plastic bearing
10cm

73

-

Close (0o)

92

98

+45

o

87

89

+90

o

89

94

Table 9.5 shows the SNR values for both bearing types that are being used. Now it is
obvious that the long arm, where the bearings are attached to, also affects the SNR value
but the situation corresponds more to that of the whole MR compatible robot joint. Ball
bearings were tested at a 10-cm distance from the phantom and in contact with the
phantom. In the contact situation measuring was carried out by turning the bearings to
different vertical angles. The direction of turning angles in the test situation is drawn in
Figure 9.14. Since no distortions could be seen, the SNR values were used for evaluation,
and no evaluation chart was drawn. Ball bearings were also tested in direct contact with
the phantom. Test results and evaluation are presented in material-testing chapter. As can
be seen from the test results in Table 9.5, no voids or other changes are visible in the
image quality. In these cases, only the SNR value can be indicative of suitability for MRI.
Table 9.5 shows that ball bearings and long arm are suitable for use in the imaging
area. The plastic bearing was not tested at the 10-cm distance from the phantom as was
the AISI bearing, because disturbances to the image were small already when it had been
attached to the phantom surface. SNR values indicate that mechanical parts are fit for the
imaging area. There is no such significant breakdown in the SNR value when the bearing
is attached to FOV. In the test situation, the SNR value without disturbing mechanisms
was 92. In this particular test environment, there are many intervening phenomena that
can have an effect on the image SNR but it is apparent that the added material affects the
SNR value. A drop in SNR, when the AISI bearing is attached near the phantom (Table
9.5; SNR 73), might be due to embedded electronics inside the receiver coil. Their
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performance may drop when a larger mass of material is too close to the electronic
components absorbing the RF energy from the source. SNR values did not drop more than
10 % in other situations (Schueler et al. 1999).

9.2.3 Testing of Mechatronic Units
In some cases, it is impossible to analyse electric and mechanical components separately
(from each others). The following units include both of them, and they are tested as
mechanical components, i.e., non- electrically. Besides, they have been tested as
electronic components powered with different loads. The test procedure is still the same
as before.
The motor (Maxon EC 16, brushless motor) is inserted in the joint and tested at
different distances and in different physical locations. Vertical locations in the test system
areas of 45o, 90o are as shown in Figure 9.15. Also, a test has to be conducted as follows:
a) motor turned off, b) at 50 % speed, c) at 100 % speed. The motor has to be run at the
shortest distance from the phantom. SNR values are measured and so are geometric
distortions and the phase shift. The mechatronic units shall be attached to the construction
of this motor. There is also magnetic material inside the motor. In the beginning, the
computer was inserted far outside the imaging room. Thus, it was necessary to run control
wiring through the wall of the imaging room. First, only the compatibility of motors and
their wires was tested. Figure 9.15 shows the reference image of the test period. When
electrical equipment is being measured, one should also take more images of the
background. It is obvious that RF field disturbances cause bigger artefacts to the whole
imaging area. SNR values are calculated as below in Figure 9.15. Now, a circle is drawn
in the ROI and a rectangular on the background. The user interface has a tool to calculate
the SNR. The SNR values are shown in small boxes beside each area. The overall
combined SNR value can be calculated by adding up separate SNR values. SNR is
calculated by dividing ROIs mean value by standard deviation of the background. In
Figure 9.15 this gives 111.0 as SNR value. This is the way of calculating SNR in every
SNR images.
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Fig. 9.15. Reference image without a motor with SNR value (SNR 111, FFE TR
200/TE 12, FA 90, FOV 300x300).
Before the motor and its controller were plugged in, a test was done to find out whether it
is the control computer that causes artefacts in the image. The computer was positioned
outside the imaging room and about 5 meters away from the RF room. Table 9.6. shows
the results of compatibility with motors and wires. The motor was plugged in the test
system as seen in Figure 9.16.A and B. The motor was shielded with aluminium and
plugged in by a shielded cable. The same cable type is used for receiver coils. Each
connector and some parts of the cable were also covered with a copper tape. The motor
control unit was also inserted into an aluminium box, and all the holes and edges were
covered with the copper tape (Figure 9.17). The copper tape gives better conductivity to
the chassis, and it shields better from the RF fields. Before the tests, it was known that the
motors used in the test include magnetic parts. This means that the motor must not be
placed near the magnetic poles. The controller unit of the robot was inserted at the back
of the imager where the field strength is weakest and disturbances to the imager are small.
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A
B
Fig. 9.16. A) Motor plugged in test rig. Motor and motor controller were shielded
with aluminium. B) An aluminium chassis for brushless motor unit.

Fig. 9.17. Shielded motor controller.
First tests on the motor and controller were conducted without power. Basically, the
compatibility of materials in the whole system was tested. The test rig was placed in two
different orientations. The base plate was set on the patient bed, and the head of the long
arm was in contact with the phantom. This is the shortest distance where the arm would
operate on a real robot. Table 9.6 gives the result of compatibility with the arm inside the
imager when the power turned off. See Table 9.6, subtraction images. The location of the
phantom is hardly visible. Subtraction images are created by subtracting a given image
from the reference image. This method creates reliable data of the image artefacts that are
caused by an external device. The subtraction images of the robotic test arm show that
arm position affects the image quality a little. The effect is very small at the edge of the
phantom, and it is very hard to establish the source of different edges in the image.
Usually, these effects are caused by the device itself. For mechatronic and electric
devices, another method is presented to reveal all abnormalities in the output results. This
can be seen as subtraction images. The actual image is subtracted from the reference
image, and all distortions can be seen as differences. The SNR values are measured. In
the non-powered robot, SNR values were less than 10 % (accepted), and no other
artefacts could be found. In terms of material, motors can definitely run in the region that
is outside the 1200-mm range because there were no distortions in the image of the nonpowered robot-arm. By using subtraction image evaluation in the tests presented below,
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there is no longer need to draw evaluation charts because distortions can be seen clearly
by the shape of the subtraction image.

Fig. 9.18. Control wire of motor controller, with black ferrite boxes.
Table 9.6. Images of non- powered robot arm and SNR values in contact with phantom .
State of the motor
Orientation
Orientation
Unplugged

45 Degrees from latitudinal
centre line

90 Degrees from latitudinal
centre line

130.0

110.0

FFE, TR 200/TE 12,
FA90, FOV 300x300
SNR

Subtraction image
from a slice that is
middle of the
phantom
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Table 9.7. Images of powered robot arm in different states behind the imager.
Test arm position
No computer pluggedin
Computer plugged in
Behind the imager
FFE, TR 200/TE 12,
FA90, FOV 300x300
SNR

94.0

40.0

Subtraction image of
slice in the middle of
phantom

Table 9.7 gives subtraction images of the powered robot that is positioned behind the
imager where disturbances to the image quality should be as small as possible.
Subtraction images show that when the computer is plugged in the control box from
outside the imaging room, it creates external noise in the image. However, the tests were
repeated by taking the robot arm to the front part of the phantom and the head in
contacted with the phantom during the tests. The results shown in Table 9.8 were not very
good. SNR values dropped out of the scale when the computer was plugged in. The
computer serial cable had been connected to small ferrite boxes to reduce noise signals
into the imaging room. This can be seen in Figure 9.18. The serial cable was a twisted
pair cable. The test also measured the effect of the computer just outside the RF shielded
imaging room. The effect was enormous. In fact, the computer alone could decrease the
SNR value inside the imaging room substantially, yet, part of such effect could be
attenuated by using reference images. Table 9.8 presents a situation where all Maxon
motor parts and four quadrature control units DES 50/5 were powered and plugged in but
no motion was performed. In some cases, a powered robot can be admitted to the imaging
room because disturbances do not affect the shape of the imaged target, only producing
RF noise in the image. This can be seen as disturbing waves in the image.
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Table 9.8. Images of the powered robot in contact with phantom.
Test arm position
No computer plugged in
Computer plugged in
In contact with
phantom
FFE, TR 200/TE 12,
FA90, FOV 300x300

SNR

86.0

41.0

Subtraction image from
of slice in the middle of
phantom

Tables 9.7 and 9.8 show the test results of the powered test arm, driving the brushless
motor with different loads behind the imager and in contact with the phantom. Selected
loads were 50 % and 100 %. The control of the motor was through the Maxon control
software. It seems to be obvious that Maxon motors can not run during scanning near the
imaging target. Disturbance is so big that the image is totally lost. Better shielding of the
control wire between the control box and computer might help reduce these effects. The
wire from control box to robot was similar to the one used in receiving coils. Basic EMI
techniques are shown in another chapter. Subtraction images in Table 9.9 show dark void.
This means that the data in the imaged target is totally lost or disturbed. The same applies
to the SNR value when the robot is powered and in contact with the phantom, Table 9.10.
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Table 9.9 Images of powered robot in different states behind the imager.
Position
50 % speed
100 % speed
Behind the imager
FFE, TR 200/TE 12,
FA90, FOV 300x300

SNR

6.0

4.0

Subtraction image of
slice in the middle of
phantom

Table 9.10. SNR values of powered robot in different states in contact with phantom.
Position
50 % speed
100 % speed
In contact with a
phantom, SNR

4.1

4.0

9.3 MR Compatibility of Electronics
MR compatibility of different sensors and their parts is very important because they
should be located as close to the operating target as possible. Testing the whole robot is
also very important. Its effects on the MRI are also tested. The whole robot was also
tested in the real environment in consideration of the fact that motors cause problems to
imaging while driven.
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9.3.1 Electronics Testing
Electric devices in MRI have to be tested carefully. They are very complicated to run near
the FOV because of electromagnetic properties. Strong pulsed gradient fields in the
imager might cause malfunctions of the device. Radio frequent fields B1 are pulsed while
imaging. These RF fields can induce high currents in different parts of the device and
cause heating. The RF fields can also interfere electromagnetically with different devices.
The device might induce noise while interfering with RF pulses and might not work
properly.
The most typical electrical devices are sensors and control parts of the actuators. These
are electromagnetic and mainly can not be used inside zone 3. The sensors can emit noise
to the imager and receive signals from RF pulses. Basically, normal sensors are not used
in zones 1 and 2 even when they are shielded against electromagnetic interference (EMI).
Basic EMI techniques are not effective against sharp noise pulses. Especially for sensors,
other solutions must be used (Chinzei et al. 1999).
This chapter shows what electric parts a robot includes. All electric devices that should
be located quite near the magnetic field are tested, especially the sensors and their parts
and effects. More specific data about the sensors and fibre optics is presented in later
chapters. Brushless Maxon motors were already tested with the robot arm. Therefore, they
are not presented here but their information of MR compatibility will be used later.

9.3.2 Fibre Optics
The following reports tested both SNR, geometric distortion and the T2 signal level.
Plastic fibre, glass fibre and image transfer fibre were tested. None of the fibre materials
caused any distortions to the image, but the image transfer fibre head included a magnetic
plug causing some voids in the image. This plug can be changed for another one on the
proper tools. These tests reveal that fibre optics is an optional choice for magnetic
environment. Tests can be seen in Figures 9.19 to 9.21.
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Fig. 9.19. Reference image of fibre optics measurements (SNR 106, FFE, TR80/TE
12, FA 90, FOV 300x300).

Fig. 9.20. Image transfer fibre attached onto phantom surface. Image fibre with
small metallic magnetic end-effector.

Fig. 9.21. Multimode fibre inserted in FOV and attached to phantom.

9.3.3 Light Sources
LED and Lasers are typically magnetic. They might cause geometric distortion and phase
shifts. A normal LED light could not even be inserted near the imager because of the
highly ferromagnetic material. A laser module was inserted, and it proved to be magnetic.
The laser was attached to the phantom. Normally, it is behind the MRI device, and for that
reason it does not affect the image quality. However, in the test case distortions can be
seen in Figure 9.22.
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Fig. 9.22. Image showing laser light unit attached to phantom. Image distortion is
enormous. Laser units can not be used in FOV (SNR 17.5).

9.3.4 Sensors
A simple angle sensor that is used for tracking angle value of a goniometer is measured.
The goniometer is used for ESR measurements in MRI. The goniometer was introduced
in previous chapters. Figure 9.23 shows a reference image for the test situation, and
Figure 9.24 shows an image including the goniometer in the image area with a powered
sensor. The sensor emits laser light which is reflected back from the surface of the
goniometer. The light is reflected as pulses which are calculated with an optical receiver.
The optical unit is located behind the MRI. The unit does not affect the image quality.
The SNR value of the goniometer in MRI is 86 and standard deviation of the background
is 2.23. The SNR value in the reference image is 90. The SNR value did not decrease at
all; hence the sensor and goniometer are suitable for use in the imager. (FFE TR200/TE
12, FA 90, FOV 300 x 300)
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Fig. 9.23. Image showing reference image of goniometer angle sensor.

Fig. 9.24. Image of angle sensor inserted in goniometer imager (FFE TR200/TE12,
FA 90, FOV 300x300).
Then, we also present the other sensors used or tested in MRI. Figure 9.25 shows
Agilent's optical mouse sensor A3060. It creates images of the movement by using a red
LED light. This is used at high speeds up to 15 g. The use of the sensor is presented in
later chapters. Now we only tested magnetic compatibility of the non-powered sensor.
(Agilent 2005)
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Fig. 9.25. Agilent's high speed mouse sensor (Agilent 2005).
The mouse sensor is tested by attaching it directly to the phantom and imaging with the
FFE sequence, just like the other electrical parts. In this sensor test, only sensors without
current were tested because none of the tested sensors was positioned as close to the
phantom as in the associated tests. Table 9.11 shows the result of the MRI test when the
sensor is imaged. The sensor head gives quite high distortion to the image. Still, the
sensor is used not less than 1.2 meters away from the phantom. Accordingly, it is possible
to use this sensor. Figure 9.26 shows VTI Hamlin's MEMS-based 2D inclinometer.
MEMS-based materials are free from magnetism, and it is reasonable to test whether they
could be used in mechatronic applications in the MRI environment. Table 9.12 shows the
test results. There is some strong magnetic material; hence they can not be used in the
close vicinity of the field of view.

Fig. 9.26. VTI Hamlin's 2D inclinometer, MEMS based (VTI 2005).
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Table 9.11. A 3060 Mouse sensor in MRI tests ( FFE TR80/TE20, FA 90, FOV 300x300).
A 3060 Mouse sensor in
Reference image of sensor Subtraction image of sensor
MRI
image below
head A 3060

SNR 58

SNR 104

Table 9.12. VTI Hamlin's inclinometer MRI tests (FFE TR80/TE20, FA 90, FOV
300x300).
VTI Hamlin inclinometer
Reference image
Subtraction image

SNR 93

SNR 163

To find an MR compatible sensor, a number of prospective sensors were searched. One of
the best materials was that of Agilent's absolute encoder, type 888008-EC, made totally of
zinc. The only magnetic material was the magnetic LED light in the sensor. The sensor
was tested by making separate experiments on electronics and the code wheel. The sensor
has an accuracy of 13 bits. A reference image can be seen in Figure 9.27 and test-results
in Table 9.13 (FFE 80/12, FA 90, FOV 300 x 300, SNR 99). As can be seen from the
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images, the sensor head is overly magnetic to stay in contact with the phantom.
Considering the small void, it can easily be used about 0.15 m away from the centre point.

Fig. 9.27. Reference image of 13-bit absolute encoder (Agilent 2005).
Table 9.13. An absolut encoder made of zinc; codewheel and electronics.
Component
Code wheel
Readout electronics
Position
SNR

As close to phantom as possible As close to phantom as possible
104

72

Subtraction image

9.4 Testing the Whole Robot
As design criteria Chinzei introduces methods to avoid EMI. The wires should be
shielded and of twisted pair. The entire shield must be grounded, loops should be avoided.
There are also recommendations not to use DC-DC converters and switching regulators.
Opto-isolation and noise filters should be used. Chinzei & Hata (1999) have estimated
SNR values (homogeneity of magnetic field) of a total robot. This can be seen in Table
9.14.
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Table 9.14. Inhomogeneity of MR-compatible robot (Chinzei & Hata 1999).
Inhomogeneity
Ppm
Image without the robot
0.45
Image with the moving robot
0.53
“MR compatible” Mayfield stereo tactic frame
0.9
Human body
Ca. 1.4

Fig. 9.28. MR images of spherical phantom. Left, reference image; centre, robot
with motion; right, subtracted images (Chinzei & Hata 1999).
Table 9.14 shows that the tested robot has been very compatible with the MRI. The
electrical parts of this robot were installed far from the imaging region. In Figure 9.28 one
can see images of the phantom with and without the robot.
Subtraction of images in Figure 9.28 does not indicate any shifts, and in this case, the
robot, has been MR compatible. In principle, testing MR compatibility of electrical
devices can follow the same test procedure. In our robotic system, the electrical devices
will be tested separately before being inserted into the robot. In this way it is possible to
find the major noise sources already before testing.
Electric devices include motors, sensors and a control unit. In the developed robot,
there are two types of motors and encoders. There are commercial sensors and selfdeveloped types of sensor. These will be tested in certain zones of the imager. The zones
will be chosen by following the configuration and dimensions of the robot. The two motor
types include ferromagnetic materials, accordingly, they will not be run inside zone 3, and
they have to be tested carefully. The aim is to find suitable ultrasonic/piezo motors for
driving the robot joints in instead of the magnetic ones. Piezo motors have proved to be
MR compatible even in zone 2 and 3. (Chinzei et al.1999) Some research groups have
devised 6-DOF systems for open MRI using ultrasonic motors (Okamoto et al. 2003,
Meiler et al. 2004)
First tests on the whole robot were made at the University Hospital of Oulu. The whole
robot was positioned four meters away from the scanner in a RF shielded room. No
artefacts or disturbances showed up when the robot had the main current turned on with
no actuators driving. The robot has two different motor types: brushless servo DC motors
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Fig. 9.29. Image with 0.23 T open MRI (Proview); one brushless servo motor on.
and motors with brushes in linear actuators. In Figure 9.29 are shown disturbance
frequencies when only the brushless motors were driven.
Linear actuators also gave big distortions when only a linear actuator was driven at a
constant speed (Fig. 9.30). The disturbance consists of frequencies. The motors destroy
the image very badly. The reason is simple: neither of them is shielded and the motors
give electromagnetic pulses at certain frequencies. As you can see from the image, the
frequencies are quite sharp. Such distortion frequencies can also result from the used
power source. The source was not connected to the filtered line, and it can pass the
frequencies from the electrical net. One reason is also the used switched-mode power
supply.

Fig. 9.30. Image with 0.23 T open MRI (Proview); one linear actuator turned on.
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Table 9.15. Testing the whole robot.
Testing target
Action/ steps to follow (at each step GRE/SE image is taken)
Whole robot
1. Non-powered robot, tool in contact to a phantom. Take an image
2. All sensors powered in same position. Take an image.
Motor, joint 1 1. Powered motor, no control signal, sensor not powered.
2. Powered motor, no control signal, sensor powered too.
3. Driven at 50 % speed. The head goes near the center image.
Linear motor, 1. Powered motor, no control signal, sensor not powered.
joint 2
2. Sensor powered same time with motor.
3. Driven at 50 % speed. The head goes near the center image.
Linear motor, 1. Powered motor, no control signal, sensor not powered.
joint 3
2. Powered motor, sensor powered too.
3. Driven at 50 % speed. The head goes near the center image.
Motor, joint 4 1. Powered motor, no control signal, sensor not powered.
2. Powered motor, no control signal, sensor powered too.
3. Driven at 50 % speed. The head goes near the center image.
Motor, joint 5 1. Non-powered sensor, motor turned on
2. Motor driven with sensor that is turned on
3. Motor driven at 50 % speed.
Testing the whole robot is also suitable for other kinds of mechatronic equipment. Testing
the whole robot was organised so as to follow the procedure shown in Table 9.15. This
test procedure can be applied when all sub-tests for all units have been carried out
successfully. This test follows the steps from top to bottom.
Table 9.15 shows a basic method to find out whether the robot in final configuration is
acceptable as an MRI-compatible unit. It is also important to test the joint actuators
(sensors and motors) in steps so that the possible cause of noise or disturbances can be
established. Joints and the whole robot configuration is dicussed in later chapters. After
disturbance tests under magnetic field, an automatic or otherwise specific trajectory shall
be made and then repeated and recorded outside the magnetic field. This is a way to test
how the magnetic field affects separate parts of a mechatronic device. Testing the robot
was repeated at Philips MRT Finland. Separate tests for different units and states were
conducted more specifically at Philips, such as tests of the impact of the control computer,
wlan and control unit.

9.4.1 Other Tests Realisable on Units or the Whole Device
Other tests that can be performed on units or a whole device are force tests, heating tests
and tests on induced currents. Here is presented the main ideas of these tests. These tests
are very important for the devices that are used outside the imaging region. Still, they
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Fig 9.31. Hanging heart valve with silk suture in closed MRI-device portal:
gradients are highest horizontally (Schueler et al. 1999).
might be in close contact with the MRI device and affect the magnetic field. These effects
can not necessarily be seen from the image but surely they affect safe device use.
Force tests are very important for the device. Two types of field-induced force may
occur in a metallic device: deflection (translational movement) and torque (rotational
movement). Due to the nature of deflection force and torque, they can be separately
measured and isolated by themselves. Deflection force is created where the spatial field
gradients are strongest. Typically they are strongest near the magnet portal. (Schueler et
al. 1999)
The magnitude of the magnetic torque is proportional to the field strength. The field
strength is highest in the centre of the magnetic bore, where the gradients are negligible.
(Schueler et al. 1999) New et al. (1983) describe a method to measure deflection force.
The imaged object is hanging near the magnet bore and the movement is measured with a
suitable measuring scale. This can be seen in Figure 9.31.
New et al. (1983) also describe a method to measure torque. One end of the object is
again attached to a string. The whole system is then positioned in the centre of the magnet
bore. If the free end rotates aligned with the magnetic field, the amount of torque is
measured by attaching a lead weight to the free end. If the free end rotates, the lead
weight is adjusted as long as the angle of rotation is 45o. If the weight of the object is too
heavy, the device is suspended from the centre of the mass rather than from the other end
of the device. For devices of disc-like or round shape, maintaining a certain orientation is
not self-evident. These devices have to be let align themselves with the magnetic field.
Warming-up of the devices may become a problem, especially when the device locates
near human skin. Any conductive implants or external materials may experience heating
by the induction of electromotive forces when they are inserted into external magnetic
field. If the device is inserted too close to the conductor and high enough voltage is
generated, this may lead to heating up. Schueler et al. (1999) introduce a method to
generate and measure heating. To do this, the tested object is inserted into a magnetic
bore and is oriented in possible clinical orientation; if not known, then ultimately in a
position relative to the z-axis. Schueler et al. (1999) have measured the change in
temperature with a fluoro-optic probe.
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Heating is also closely related to the induced electric current. The best way to estimate the
amount of current is to use some 3-D simulation software simulating the induced currents.
Other ways of estimating would suggest a wrong path for the electric current to flow and
measuring the amount of current would become impossible in practice. The induced
currents might lead to heating up or to current discharge by absorbing electromagnetic
radiation. One important test is to examine that the device functions in the same way
under a magnetic field and outside an imaging room.

9.5 Motion in MRI
In addition, trials have to be done on moving objects, because the robot includes moving
material. While testing motion, the sensors and motors are turned off, and they are moved
far away from the imaging region. The movement of a robot includes several rotational
and translational movements. Based on the artefacts caused by a moving object, motion
shall be tested as movement caused manually and as movement caused electrically.
Thereby, it is possible to find the most viable solution for a robot or a manipulator
operating in MRI. This chapter introduces tests on the manual movement and its effect on
the image.
Motion in MRI was tested with the robotic joints test system. A robot joint was
inserted into the imager without turning on power in the joint. Being moved by hand, the
test arm was travelling at constant velocity near the imaging area. As can be seen from
Table 9.16, the robot does not have a significant effect on image quality. The robot arm
was run at two speeds: very slow and very fast. Movements can be seen in the different
columns.
In normal MRI, motion is typically problematic whereas in fMRI it is possible to avoid
the effects of motion. Motion becomes critical at the centre of the imager in ROI. With
the robot arm near the receiving coils, no distortion could be found. The motion of the
robot arm was also tested while the motor and motor controller were running, yet, both
fast and slow motions were being effected by hand so that the head of the test arm almost
touched the phantom. Test results can be seen in Table 9.17. In the test situation, no
distortion could be established. This adds security in the design, also acknowledging the
fact that together with the movement, the power cables have no effect on image quality.
The motor also includes a pulse encoder and hall sensors. Neither of them affected the
image at the given distance. With the materials and power levels applied, motion did not
cause distortion. The results are very promising, considering the development of an
intraoperative robot. The reference image for motion testing is shown in Figure 9.32 (FFE
TR 80/TE 12, FA 90, FOV 300 x 300).
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Fig. 9.32. Reference image of robot in motion.
Table 9.16. Effect of mechanism movement near the coil. With non-powered mechanism
(FFE TR 80/TE 12, FA 90, FOV 300x300).
Type of motion
Slow motion
Faster motion
Position
SNR

Subtraction image

As close to phantom as possible As close to phantom as possible
99

97

170
Table 9.17. Effect of a movement of a powered robot arm (FFE TR 80/TE 12, FA 90, FOV
300x300).
Type of motion
Slow motion
Fast motion
Reference image
Position

As close to phantom As close to phantom
as possible
as possible

SNR

101

99

94

Subtraction image

9.6 MR Compatibility Tests for Whole Robot
The last step was to test a whole robot in the MRI room, with all the motors running
simultaneously, hence causing a lot of noise. The robot was physically about 3 metres
away from the imager. See Figure 9.33. Noise from all electrical sources resulted in
totally ruined images. In Figure 9.33, the phantom can not be seen at all, and all control
signals are disturbing the imaging. The whole robot was tested out as follows: 1) All
electrical equipment connected and driving to control and drive the whole robot. 2) All
motors and sensors powered, yet, no control signals allowed to actuators and control unit.
3) Only normal encoders plugged in; no power in motors. 4) Control computer.
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Fig. 9.33. MR image of the robot with all motors were driven simultaneously.
Figure 9.34 shows an image when all control signals were off, but all motors and sensors
were powered. No significant distortion can be seen in the image. Figure 9.35 shows the
effect of the normal encoders on the image. Some line distortion can be traced in the
middle of the image.

Fig. 9.34. Effect on image when all control signal physically detached, but all
electrical devices are powered.
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Figures 9.36 and 9.37 show that a computer connected to the wall socket gives much
higher distortion than a battery-powered computer. This might be caused by poor earthing
of the particular socket. Figure 9.37 shows the RF noise all over the image.

Fig. 9.35. Effect of normal encoders on image when connected and powered. Motors
non-powered during imaging.

Fig. 9.36. Computer not connected to wall socket.
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Fig. 9.37. Computer connected to earthed wall socket inside MRI room.

9.7 Discussion on MR Compatibility Tests
After testing the MR compatibility of many separate parts, we can conclude by saying that
the MR compatibility of the materials was very well achieved. Materials that were
selected for the robot (carbon fibre, aluminium, Alumec, POM, AlSiMg and “pure” brass)
were most suitable for zone 1 in the 0.23-T open MRI. No voids could be seen in the
images. It is important to notice that only the robotic arm was used for testing, not the
actual robot body. This might deviate from the results in a practical situation. Motion
testing proves that the materials were very well chosen for the robot joint because no
distortion could be seen, not even when the robotic joint had been moved in very close
proximity to the phantom in zone 1. In motion tests, the SNR value hardly dropped, not
even with the powered motor connected.
Also wood was tested with different paint materials. Wood showed excellent MR
compatibility with different paints. Paints are needed to facilitate sterilizing the material.
The ball bearings also showed excellent MR compatibility at a distance that is
mechanically the nearest possible. There was only a drop of a few units in SNR values.
There was no need to insert very expensive ceramic bearings in the construction. The
motors can be inserted in the imaging room about 1 meter away from the centre of the
imager. It was even possible to have them running. However, as the control computer was
plugged in the robot joint with the motors running, large distortion could be seen.
Distortion was significant even though the test motor was shielded and wires were heavily
shielded. The noise disturbed the whole image. With these sensors and the control system,
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the robot can not be driven during scanning. Nevertheless, the tests indicate that motion is
allowed in the robotic arm during scanning. In the future, other motor types (rather a nonmagnetic pietzo motor) should be used, and the more efficient EMC shielding has to be
applied. Not even with the coaxial cable was it possible to reduce control signal noise to
the motors. The reason may be such as poor earthing. Typical encoders and other sensors
are applicable at a longer distance from the imager. However, should a sensor be used in
contact with or close to the phantom, fibre optics shall be applied in order to remove the
electronic components further away from the imaging area. Sensors typically contain
magnetic materials which are not easily replaceable. Sensors still have very low currents,
and they should not cause big distortions. Also, a real robot was tested in the MRI room.
The robot was located about 3 meters away from the imager and different motors were
driven. The results were not promising at all while great distortion appeared in the test.
This is mainly caused by poor shielding of the motors in the robot.
The MR tests revealed that the testing procedure presented earlier in this study works.
When this procedure is duly followed, there is nothing unexpected about the motion test
or the test on the whole robot. The point is to test small pieces first, then moving over to
the whole machine. The test results also indicate that electronics causes distortion when it
is in contact with the phantom. Motors showed high MR incompatibility when driving.
The idea to achieve better MR compatibility using a long MR-compatible arm works very
well from the point of view of material.

10 Discussion
The developed testing method is able to establish the MR compatibility of any
mechatronic unit in the MRI environment. However, it is not very easy to find a suitable
method to change an MR-incompatible unit for an MR-compatible one. This thesis
demonstrates that one of the biggest problems in achieving an acceptable level of MR
compatibility is how to protect the signals needed to control the actuators against the
disturbances caused by the latter. They created significant noise effects on image quality
while testing. The choice of suitable material is easy, and noise effects can be reduced by
using fibre optics in all signal transmission to motors and sensors. The motors that were
selected for the robot include magnetic parts, and when running they create an enormous
distortion near the imager. Those effects can be reduced by using ultrasonic motors or by
isolating the motors with heavy shielding.
One of the observations made during the research was that a robot seems to be a huge
step for doctors to take. They operate patients mainly manually without complicated
automatic tools. From the engineering point of view, it would be easier to start the
development of MR-compatible mechatronic tools with the simpler ones. For example, to
bring precise location information through fibre optical sensors to the biopsy or
brachytherapy operations would be a much smaller step and most effective in some
mechanical tools. The combination of a precise position measurement of the tool and the
MRI position information would bring more preciseness into image-guided operations.
By following the same idea, tools that are used outside the patient do not necessarily need
many degrees of freedom. A simple construction would make it easier for the doctors to
start using a mechatronic tool.
Operating the brain and some other anatomical areas in the human body is a very
delicate process. For example, in the brain there are areas that a doctor avoids touching.
In some cases, however, trajectories are so difficult to follow that none of the areas can be
avoided. In this instance, a micro surgical tool would be instrumental in helping the
doctor perform movements more easily thanks to the tool’s many degrees of freedom.
This will, of course, necessitate an accessible user interface and a zoomed view into the
target.

11 Conclusions
The developed robot operates horizontally in a 0.23-T open MRI. This makes it possible
to use, for example, smaller tools connected to the tip of the robot. The robot is designed
to perform different biopsies. It could also be used for brachytherapy treatment and as a
tool holder. The robot is intended to help achieve better ergonomics and repeatable
accuracy. The robot body is of slim design so that the region of interest stays as open as
possible for medical personnel. The starting point for this thesis was a robot that is able to
operate during imaging so as to achieve real-time features. On the whole, MRI equipment
has become faster, and tools should better support this ability in real-time. To comply with
improved speed and accuracy requires maximum MR compatibility of the tools. This
thesis helps to achieve better MR compatibility for the robot and the tools used in MRI.
MR compatibility is achieved with a long non-magnetic arm that is also non-electric
within a given distance. The use of fibre optics and force transmission systems makes it
possible to place electronic components outside the strongest magnetic field.
An MR-compatible testing method for mechatronic devices was developed in this
study. The method helps the designer to carry out tests during the whole design process.
This saves money and steers clear of most mistakes in the design. All parts and materials
of the robot were tested separately. The testing method covered the whole mechatronic
system. This method can be used for all mechatronic devices, not only for robots. On the
basis of the material tests, some well MR-compatible materials were selected for
constructing an MR-compatible robot and tools, and as a result, a highly MR-compatible
robot was designed. The major problems with MR compatibility are related to linear
motors and brushless motors used in this study. Both motor types include magnetic parts,
and they caused large noise effects on the MR-image. In the future, alternative shielding
and motors should be used.
The idea of dividing a mechatronic unit into categories is to split the unit into as small
components as possible. First, samples are taken of each component to establish their MR
compatibility and then select the compatible ones accordingly in mechanical testing. Next,
components including several materials such as ball bearings undergo normal materials
tests or movement tests. The section of electrical device testing includes passive and
active devices, and they can be tested separately.
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The MR compatibility tests on the robot gave good results. The parts that were not MR
compatible could be identified easily in the tests. However, MR compatibility is a relative
notion, that is to say, MRI compatibility may differ between materials and electrical
devices, depending on the MRI equipment being used. Hence, it can be said that near the
0.23-T magnetic field the same components should be analogous in compatibility to the
tested ones. Of course, imaging sequences may differ from one another and some may be
more exposed to disturbance than the others. Therefore, only SE and GRE sequences
were used, because they are the most typical imaging sequences.
According to the tests, standard sensors can not be used in the imaging region either.
They usually include magnetic material, even when functioning at a low current. All these
effects can be reduced by using fibre optics. Some fibre optics-based sensors were
developed and presented in the thesis. Only one sensor type, i.e., the fibre optical encoder
with 500 pulses per revolution, was actually connected to the real robot. The others were
tested in separate test beds. The fibre optical distance sensor measuring the developed
spiral surface was ranked as the best solution. The accuracy of the sensor was 0.72 nm.
This sensor is also of absolute type, and only one fibre needs to be connected to the
robotic joint.
The developed mouse sensor is also easy to assemble, and it does not have any
mechanical parts subject to wear. At the same time, testing its real accuracy turned out be
a laborious task. Nevertheless, it has a highly interesting technique, and besides, it is nonexpensive. In order to solve the real possibilities of use in the future, this technique needs
to be submitted to tests on a micro-mechanical accuracy test bed.
Motion under MRI was also tested. The robotic joint remained highly MR compatible
even when it was equipped with a powered motor that was not running. During the test,
the whole arm was being moved manually. This means that the robotic system can operate
with the power switched on but the motors standing still.
To enhance the robot's MR-compatibility, all motors have to be converted into nonmagnetic, preferably US-based motors whereby they would not cause so much
disturbance in the imager. EMC shielding also needs further development because it does
not block disturbing frequencies effectively. However, as for mechanical aspects, a
reliable and MR-compatible robot was constructed successfully.
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Appendix A: Forward and Inverse Kinematics
This appendix list the forward kinematics and solutions possible angles for the inverse
kinematics. Both results are shown non-abbreviated. For inverse kinematics only the
solution angles are shown.

A-1 Forward Kinematics of the Surgical Robot
Forward kinematics is presented here below. First, here is introduced coordinates and
their position in a real robot. This can be seen in figure A-1. On the basis of this
coordinate selection, DH parameters are carried out and individual joint matrices can be
created. These joint matrices are here presented in equations 1 to 6. By multiplying all the
matrices, the whole forward kinematics can be created. The right straight kinematics
solution is shown in equation 7. Figure A-1 shows a coordinate selection either for global
coordinates and for joint-related coordinates.
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Fig. A-1. Coordinates in surgical robot in zero position for forward kinematics.
Then we get individual joint matrices,
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Total forward kinematic matrix for the tool tip T can no be presented as follows in
equation 7

[

nx sx a x
n s ay
T 60 =T 10 T 12 T 32 T 34 T 54 T 56= y y
nz sz a z
0 0 0

]

px
py
.
pz
1

(7)

To find out the real position of robots head, it is needed to insert physical dimensions and
place into the equations. Finally the equations 7 and 8 are compared to each others and
the rotation angles (RPY) can be solved. RPY matrix is shown below in equation 8.

[

]

nx sx a x
R = ny sy a y =
nz sz a z
6
0

[

(8)

]

c  c  c  s  s −s c  c  s  c s  s 
s c  s  s  s c c  s s  c −c  s  ,
−s 
c  s
c c 
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where
nx =cos(ψ)∙cos(ρ);
ny=sin(ψ)∙cos(ρ);
nz =-sin(ρ);
sx =cos(ψ)∙sin(ρ)∙sin(γ)-sin(ψ)∙cos(γ);
sy =sin(ψ)∙sin(ρ)∙sin(γ)+cos(ψ)∙cos(γ);
sz =cos(ρ)∙sin(γ);
ax =cos(ψ)∙sin(ρ)∙cos(γ)+sin(ψ)∙sin(γ);
ay=sin(ψ)∙sin(ρ)∙cos(γ)-cos(ψ)∙sin(γ);
az =cos(ρ)∙cos(γ);
With inserted values the matrix returns the orientation of the robot; roll, pitch and yaw
angles that are :
Pitch(ψ)= -asin (nz);
Roll(ρ)= acos (nx / cos(ρ));
Yaw(γ)= acos (az /cos(ρ));
Equations 9 to 14 shows the same forward matrices than equations 1 to 6 with symbols
that are used in a real model.
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By multiplying the equations 9 to 14, we are able get the total forward kinematic matrix
of the real robot. Each components of this matrix are marked as in equation 7 with
different subscript to clarify the difference. Each are now marked as n1, n2, n3 ; s1, s2, s3 ;
a1, a2, a3. The components of the matrix are shown below:
n1 = cos(α) ·(sin(β) · (cos(ε) ·(cos(g) · cos(h) · cos(θ) - sin(h) · sin(θ)) + sin(ε) · sin(g) ·
cos(h)) - cos(β) · (cos(ε) · sin(g) · cos(h) + sin(ε) · (sin(h) · sin(θ) - cos(g) · cos(h) · cos
(θ)))) + sin(α) · (cos(g) · cos(h) · sin(θ) + sin(h) · cos(θ)
n2 = sin(α) ·(sin(β) · (cos(ε) ·(cos(g) · cos(h) · cos(θ) - sin(h) · sin(θ)) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos
(h)) - cos(β) · (cos(ε) · sin(g) · cos(h) + sin(ε) · (sin(h) · sin(θ) - cos(g) · cos(h) · cos(θ)))) cos(α) · (cos(g) · cos(h) · sin(θ) + sin(h) · cos(θ)
n3 = cos(β) · (cos(ε) · (cos(g) · cos(h) · cos(θ) - sin(h)) · sin(θ)) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos(h)) +
sin(β) · (cos(ε) · sin(g) · cos(h) + sin(ε) · (sin(h) · sin(θ) – cos(g) · cos(h) · cos(θ)
s1 = cos(α) · (cos(β) · (cos(ε) · sin(g) · sin(h) - sin(ε) · (cos(g) · sin(h) · cos(θ) + cos(h) ·
sin(θ))) - sin(β) · (cos(ε) · (cos(g) · sin(h) · cos(θ) + cos(h) · sin(θ)) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · sin
(h))) + sin(α) · (cos(h) · cos(θ) - cos(g) · sin(h) · sin(θ)
s2 = cos(α) · (cos(g) · (sin(h) · sin(θ) - cos(h) · cos(θ)) + sin(α) · (cos(β) · (cos(ε) · sin(g) ·
sin(h) - sin(ε) · (cos(g) · sin(h) · cos(θ) + cos(h) · sin(θ))) - sin(β) · (cos(ε ) · (cos(g) · sin
(h) · cos(θ ) + cos(h) · sin(θ) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · sin(h)))
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s3 = sin(β) · (sin(ε) · (cos(g) · sin(h) · cos(θ) + cos(h) · sin(θ)) - cos(ε) · sin(g) · sin(h)) cos(β) · (cos(ε) · (cos(g) · sin(h) · cos(θ) + cos(h) · sin(θ)) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · sin(h))
a1 = cos(α) · (cos(β) · (cos(ε) · cos(g) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ)) + sin(β) · cos(ε) · sin(g) ·
cos(θ) - sin(ε) · cos(g))) + sin(α) · sin(g) · sin(θ)
a2 = sin(α) · (cos(β) · (cos(ε) · cos(g) + sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ)) + sin(β) · cos(ε) · sin(g) ·
cos(θ) - sin(ε) · cos(g))) - cos(α) · sin(g) · sin(θ)
a3 = cos(β) · (cos(ε) ·sin(g) · cos(θ) - sin(ε) · cos(g)) - sin(β) · (cos(ε) ·cos(g)+ sin(ε) ·sin(g)
·cos(θ))
px= cos(α) · (cos(β) · (cos(ε) · (i· cos(g) + λ) + i · sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ)+δ) + sin(β) · (i ·
cos(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ) - sin(ε) · (i · cos(g)+ λ)))+ i· sin(α) · sin(g)· sin(θ)
py= sin(α) · (cos(β) · (cos(ε) · (i· cos(g) + λ) + i · sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ)+δ) + sin(β) · (i ·
cos(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ) - sin(ε) · (i · cos(g)+ λ))) - i· cos(α) · sin(g)· sin(θ)
pz= cos(β) ·(i · cos(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ) - sin(ε) · ( i · cos(g)+ λ)) - sin(β)· (cos(ε) · (i · cos(g)
+ λ) + i · sin(ε) · sin(g) · cos(θ)+ δ

A-2 Inverse Kinematics of Surgical Robot
Inverse kinematics can be counted by the known straight kinematics values. Inverse
kinematics is needed for controlling the robot automatically and smoothly, including
damping. Inverse kinematic gives results of the possible joint angle values when the
rotation matrix and the position of the tool is given. (Wolovitch 1987)
As the manipulator's last joint is a rotational joint and the two of the joint coordinates
(coordinates 3 and 4 in figure A-1) are placed in the joint, the manipulator kinematics can
be presented easier, when the tool tip's arbitrary rotation matrix and position for the tool is
known. Equation 8 shows the arbitrary rotation matrix for the tool tip. The rotation matrix
consist of three individual angles; roll(γ), pitch(ρ)and yaw(ψ). These values should be
given to the robot or manipulator, if the inverse kinematics is wanted to be solved. These
so called Euler angles can be used to describe the orientation of the end effector. The
equation 8 includes the Euler angles in rotation matrix (Koivo 1989).

[

nx sx a x
n s ay
4
1
2
3
4
T 0 =T 0 T 1 T 2 T 3 = y y
nz sz a z
0 0 0

p x −da x
p y −da y
p z −da z
1

]

(15)
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As it can be seen from the figure A-1 that the tool tip's coordinate (coordinate number 5)
is in the same direction as the rotation vector a in a rotation matrix and the distance from
the tool joint in the same direction is d. The T matrices to the wrist end's position can now
be presented on the basis of the position.
By transmitting the T matrices to the wrist end, only the position columns can be compared. The position vector column is the last column on the right in equation eight. The
method helps to simplify the matrices and solving the required joint values. By comparing
these two matrices and their position columns, can be found solutions for the possible
joint values. To find all joint values one must straightly compare the T06 matrices. Furthermore, the solutions for any matrices-couples can be found by multiplying the both sides of
the matrices e.g. in equation eight with inverse matrix of the joint matrix. This system can
be continued as long as it is possible to find suitable equation-couples from the matrices.
Equation 16 and 17 shows the multiplication with inverse matrices:

T 10 −1 T 04 =T 12 T 32 T 34 =T 14 .

(16)

This can be continued as long as the suitable matrix couples are found

T 12 −1 T 10 −1 T 04 =T 12 T 32 T 34 =T 24 .

(17)

Inverse kinematics is counted by multiplying the straight kinematic matrix with each
individual transformation matrice's inverse matrix, and finding suitable pairs from the
columns that are in T matrices. First was found a pair to the last angle (marked as g). For
all angles there is always three solutions. Only one is present for each (except α). First 3
angles were found with combination of T04 matrices and last three angles with matrices
T06. First three angles:
First angle α below

y
y
y
=atan −∨=atan ∨=atan .
x
x
x
Second angle ε

 x 2− y 2 cos2 xy sin  cos y 2z 2−2−2


2

2
/2−sign asin[
]
∣∣
Third angle β

− sign sin 
 cos
z
−asin[
]atan[
].
2
2
2
 sin 
 2   cos  
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,where x=pxw-d∙ax, y=pyw-d∙ay and z=pzw -d∙ay. Following three angles can be counted
from comparing T06 matrices.
Solution for Fourth angle h

h=

− signcos
cos
−asin[
]...
2
2
2
2
cos
g

sin

cos



..−atancos g  tan .
Fifth angle θ

=asin [

xcoscos cos−sin sin 
...]
i

[..

ysincoscos−sin sin  z cossin 
−
...]
i
i

[..−

z sin cos  cos 
−
− ]−/ 2.
i
i
i

Solution for the last angle g

ycos  xsin
−
sin  g 
sin  g 
g=−signiasin[
],
∣i∣
where x=x, y=y and z=z.
Inverse and straight kinematics values are tested with ADAMS-Simulink connection. This
connection can be seen in figure A-4.
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Fig. A-4. Inverse kinematics and how it's been tested with ADAMS/ Simulink
connection (Virtanen 2003).
A model of the robot is created into the ADAMS and changeable joint values could be
inserted thru the Simulink to the ADAMS. ADAMS was also used as a help for designing
the actual mechanism and it's degrees of freedom. A structure of adding RPY-matrices to
inverse kinematics can be seen in figure 8.4 as blocks. The figure four consist of Simulink
connections and ADAMS subsystem. (Virtanen 2003)
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